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ABSTRACT 

Metaphors enrich a language and help people understand abstract or unfamiliar 

content. By linking abstract information to a concrete concept, it becomes easier for 

people to understand the information. This thesis is an investigation into the meaning 

of metaphors that appear in the editorials of the New Era newspaper. The purpose of 

the study was to examine the use and functions of different types of metaphors and 

how metaphors contribute to convey the meaning of the message in the editorials of the 

newspaper. The research also explored the various influences of cultural elements on 

metaphors. This research was qualitative in nature. The data collected were critically 

examined using the Metaphor Identification Procedure (MIP), a tool that is used to 

identify metaphor in discourse.  The study is informed by the Conceptual Metaphor 

Theory (CMT).  The investigation reveals that our thoughts and perceptions about 

target domains are structured in metaphors which are common in our everyday 

experiences. Furthermore, the study shows that a proper interpretation of a 

metaphoric utterance ultimately requires a reader’s knowledge of mappings or 

correspondences between the literal senses of words used in their source domains 

and the distinct figurative meaning they have gained in the target domain. The 

research reveals that metaphors are common in newspaper discourse and contributes 

to the existing body of knowledge on Namibian newspaper discourse. 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1  Orientation to the study 

 

Metaphors are used in many different contexts to enrich language or to aid understanding 

something abstract in a more straightforward manner (Lindquist, 2009).  According to Yob 

(2003), “…metaphor is employed when one wants to explore and understand something 

esoteric, abstract, novel or highly speculative” (p. 134). In written discourse, one of the 

areas where metaphors are used is a newspaper article. For example, “Fighting the poverty 

of hunger”, “… Namibia edged a step closer to dealing poverty and hunger a killer blow”, 

“… putting the final nail into poverty’s coffin” are all metaphorical expressions that 

appeared in the New Era newspaper (Fighting the poverty of hunger, New Era, July 1, 

2016). Metaphor, as a figure of speech, is associated with culture. That is to say metaphors 

acquire their associative meanings from the socio-cultural environments in which they 

exist. Culture plays a role in the configuration of conceptual metaphors, which are defined 

as mappings between two different conceptual domains (Ibarretxe-Antuñano, 2013). 

Newspaper editorials are a sub-genre of the newspaper genre (Bell, 1991), and are a 

particular type of writing that is important in news discourse. The intention of editorials is 

to influence the social perceptions of their readers by making use of various persuasive 

strategies and devices (Farrokhi & Nazemi, 2016). Thus editorials elaborate the opinion of 

the newspaper and make use of metaphors to enhance the understanding of this opinion. 

The New Era is one of four daily newspapers in Namibia. It was established in 1991 as a 

weekly publication, but was later published bi-weekly and then became a daily paper in 

mailto:iraide@unizar.es
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2004. The newspaper, owned by the Namibian Government, is published in English and 

five indigenous languages.  Editorials in the New Era newspaper appear weekly to provide 

a summary or statement of opinion of a particular week’s news events. Metaphors are 

ubiquitous in newspaper editorials and are instrumental in contextualising events in a brief 

but thematically inclusive, logical manner.  Despite the frequent use and importance of 

metaphors as rhetorical strategies in newspaper editorials, according to the literature 

reviewed, the researcher found no studies regarding the functions and meaning of 

metaphors in Namibian English newspaper editorials. This study, therefore, seeks to 

explore the meanings of metaphors in editorials of the New Era newspaper, 2016. 

 

1.2 Statement of the problem 

 

A few studies have been carried out on the functions of metaphors in newspaper editorials. 

Reporting on the Nigerian Union of Teachers’ strike in the privately owned Nigerian 

newspaper, The Guardian, Ezeifeka (2013) analysed metaphor as a strategic linguistic tool 

for the media. This study scrutinised metaphor use in articles in a specific newspaper 

which was privately owned in contrast to the newspaper in the proposed study which is 

wholly government owned. In addition, the study also focused on metaphors in articles, 

reporting on one specific issue, the strike.  

In another study, Farrokhi and Nazemi (2016) implemented a comparative analysis on the 

rhetorical devices used in the editorials of the American newspaper, The New York Times, 

and the Australian newspaper, The Australian. The findings showed that the difference 

observed in editorials “can suggest the importance of language over national styles of 

writing with regard to moods and conventions of persuasion when it comes to editorials” 

(Farrokhi & Nazemi, 2016, p. 155). However, this researcher found no empirical research 
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on the meaning of metaphors in Namibian newspaper editorials. This study attempted to 

fill this gap in existing research by exploring the functions and meanings of metaphors in 

Namibian English newspaper editorials. 

 

1.3 Objectives of the study  

 

The objectives of this study are to: 

1.3.1  evaluate the different types and functions of metaphor in the editorials of the New 

Era newspaper; 

1.3.2 explore how metaphors contribute to convey the meaning of the message in the 

editorials of the New Era newspaper; and  

1.3.3 analyse the influences of cultural elements on metaphors in editorials of the New 

Era newspaper. 

 

1.4 Significance of the study 

 

The findings of this study will benefit a wide readership considering that newspapers 

are published regularly and are accessible to the masses. Metaphors are important to 

human psychology because they are of significant importance to human cognition. 

This study is important because it shows how the average reader processes and 

interprets metaphorical expressions in order to understand the editorial. The study 

further contributes to the existing limited body of literature on the study of metaphors 

in Namibian newspapers and the findings presented may be used as a reference for 

future research, especially in studying newspaper discourse.  
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The contributions of this study would be of interest to scholars in Language, 

Literature and Media Studies as well as to practising teachers and newspaper editors. 

The study will be conducive to language development as it shows that newspapers 

are a useful tool in learning and understanding different aspects of a language, 

particularly in this case, metaphors. 

 

1.5 Limitation of the study 

 

This study is limited in scope as it only focused on the meaning of metaphors in newspaper 

editorials. Any other kind of figurative language is outside the scope of this investigation. 

The study was confined to one newspaper, the New Era and was further limited to the 

2016 editions of the newspaper that contain editorials, which only appear weekly.  Since 

analysis is limited to the editorials of the New Era newspaper, the findings cannot be 

generalised to all newspaper sub-genres. However, focusing on the editorials of the New 

Era newspaper in 2016 allowed the researcher to make an in-depth study of the selected 

texts.  

 

1.6 Summary 

 

This chapter discussed the orientation of the study, definitions of metaphor, and the 

problem statement and research objectives. The chapter also provided the 

significance of the study, and the limitations faced by this study. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

 

2.1  Introduction  

 

This chapter presents a review of literature that is relevant to this study in order to 

establish the necessary basis of the empirical examination that follows. The 

researcher presents this by providing a historical background of the concept of 

metaphor and its definition as provided by various scholars. In addition, the 

researcher has examined the meaning of metaphor as set forth by various scholars as 

well as the types of metaphors and their functions. Finally, the study revealed the 

universality of metaphors, exploring the influences of cultural elements on metaphor. 

The review is presented following the sequence of research questions (see section 

1.3). The study is informed by the Metaphor Identification Procedure and the 

Conceptual Metaphor Theory as described by Lakoff and Johnson (1980) in their 

book Metaphors we live by. 

 

2.2 Definitions of metaphor 

 

Metaphor has been traditionally studied and analysed within the framework of 

rhetoric, literary works and literary studies but it is also studied in cognitive 

linguistics (Al-Ali, El-Sharif & Alzyoud, 2016). Shaw, as cited in Fadaee (2011) 

argues that “a metaphor is an implied analogy which imaginatively identifies one 

thing with another. A metaphor is one of the tropes, a device by which an author 
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turns, or twists, the meaning of a word” (p. 21). Additonally, Galperin (1981) states 

that a metaphor is the relation between the dictionary and the contextual logical 

meaning based on the similarity of some properties of two corresponding concepts. 

In cognitive linguistics, a metaphor is not merely a figure of speech. It is defined as 

the understanding of one conceptual domain in terms of another conceptual domain; 

“rather than to an individual metaphorical usage or a linguistic convention” (Grady, 

2007). This study based its investigation of the functions and meaning of metaphor in 

newspaper editorials on the above definitions as they serve the purpose of the study 

to identify words and expressions classified as metaphor based on similarities as well 

as conceptual representations for metaphor.  

 

2.3 Background: overview of theories of metaphor 

 

In order to analyse the metaphorical language used in the newspaper editorials under 

investigation in this thesis, it is important to discuss the different philosophical approaches 

to metaphor. The three views that will be discussed here are the comparison view, the 

substitution view and the interaction view.  

 

2.3.1 Comparison theory of metaphor 

 

Traditionally, metaphor has been discussed as far back as 350 BC. Aristotle, in Poetics, 

defined metaphor as the “application of an alien name by transference either from genus to 

species or from species to genus, or from species to species, or by analogy” (as cited in 

Cameron & Low, 1999, p. 71). As ascertained by this definition, it can therefore be argued 

that when one uses a metaphor, he/she translates one word in terms of another and as a 
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result transfers certain qualities from one subject to the other. In this way one is able to 

describe concepts, which one would not be able to otherwise define so specifically using 

literal language.  Aristotle (as cited in Taverniers, 2002) explicates his definition by 

distinguishing four ways in which metaphor can be used:  

(1) The genus to species relationship, where a more general term is used 

instead of a specific term. Aristotle uses the example of This ship of mine 

stands there where stand (species) is a more general way of saying is 

anchored (genus). 

(2) The species to genus relationship, where a more specific term is used in 

place of a general term. Aristotle’s example is, Indeed ten thousand noble 

things Odysseus did where ten thousand (genus) is a specific term 

representing the more general many (species). 

(3) The species to species relationship, where one specific term replaces 

another. Aristotle’s example is, Then he drew off his life with the bronze and 

Then with the bronze cup he cut the water, where to draw off and to cut 

(species) represent to take away (species). 

(4) Metaphor from analogy, which consists of substitutions between x is to y 

type relationships, for instance, to define old age as the sunset of life. One 

can speak metaphorically about the old age of the day or the evening of life 

(Taverniers, 2002, p. 5).  

Aristotle’s account of metaphor can be understood as comparison which is based on 

analogy (Ortony, 1979, p. 3). According to Aristotle (as cited in Katz, 1996), 

metaphor functions primarily as a stylistic device used for aesthetic reasons, mainly 

in poetry to articulate a concept in an expressive way. Furthermore, Aristotle (as 

cited in Semino, 2008) also noted the persuasive function of metaphor, seeing it as a 
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significant rhetorical figure used in political discourse. Aristotle’s view of metaphor 

forms the basis of the comparison theory of metaphor. This approach sees metaphor 

as “a kind of comparison, a condensed simile” based on similarity (Martin & Harré, 

1982, p. 90).  The comparison view of metaphor states that when processing a 

metaphor, the properties of the target domain are aligned with those of the source 

(base) domain and then shared characteristics are identified (i.e. A is B which 

translates to A is like B). For example, in the metaphor life is a journey, the 

characteristics of the target term ‘life’ are lined up with those of the base term 

‘journey’ and then we look for an overlap in the characteristics. One might say that 

life is similar to a journey because they both have a beginning and an end and other 

such characteristics as: the person leading a life is a traveller, his purposes are 

destinations, the means to achieving purposes are routes and progress is the distance 

travelled (Lakoff & Turner, 1989).  

Scholars regarding the processing of metaphors as a form of comparison based on 

Aristotle’s foundations include Richards (1936), Miller (1979), Ortony (1979, 1993), 

and Johnson and Malgady (1979).  

 

2.3.2 Substitution theory of metaphor 

 

The second major theory, the substitution theory of metaphor, suggests that, 

“metaphor is a way of saying what could be said literally” (Martin & Harré, 1982, 

90). In other words, a metaphoric expression can be substituted by a literal 

expression that has the same meaning, in so far as a literal meaning exists. An 

explanation of this would be to say A is B presents some intended meaning of the 

form A is C. For example, the metaphoric expression, ‘Tangeni is a dog’ could be 
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substituted with the literal expression ‘Tangeni conducts himself in a manner 

exemplifying unbecoming behaviour’. The substitution view is linguistically based 

and states that metaphor is an inaccurate substitute for literal language and the 

accurate meaning is determined only by identifying the most suitable literal language 

to replace the metaphorical language. Trčková (2014) states that this view is a 

somewhat reductionist approach to metaphor because it overlooks that metaphor is a 

unique expression of meaning, all aspects of which cannot be accounted for by a 

literal substitute.  Thus from a substitution perspective metaphor is a matter of 

deviant language as literal language is observed as natural and conventional. In 

consequence, metaphors may be seen as false because they make statements that 

cannot be proven by reference to objective reality. How can Tangeni be a dog? Such 

a metaphor can be considered accurate only in the “non-reality of the imagination” 

(Faulkner, (n.d.) p. 2). Furthermore a metaphor such as life is a journey would be 

considered a “rhetorical embellishment” (Faulkner, (n.d.) (p. 2.). 

 

2.3.3 Interaction theory of metaphor 

 

The principle feature of the interaction theory of metaphor is the interaction that 

occurs between two concepts. The metaphor is the result of the interaction between 

the two concepts of the metaphorical expression rather than the result of a 

comparison of characteristics or from a substitution of literal language. The 

interaction that takes place constructs new meanings. Credited to Black (1962), the 

interaction theory draws on Richards’ (1936) work, in which two significant terms 

were introduced: vehicle, the source domain meaning of a metaphor, and tenor, the 

target domain.  In the interaction view, the target enforces a filter that screens and 
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limits the characteristics and meaning that can be carried over from the source.   

Accordingly, the source concept, as well as the target concept, is thought to undergo 

restructuring (Indurkhya, 1992, 1994).  For example in the metaphor life is a journey, 

the concept ‘life’ (target) sets up a filter that allows only certain characteristics of the 

concept ‘journey’ (domain) to reach and act upon its characteristics, thereby 

changing them.  Black (1962) states that interaction produces a meaning for the 

metaphor that is too complex to be reduced to literal paraphrase. A metaphor does 

not express similarities: it creates similarity (Steen, 2007). Metaphors are based on 

semblance, not analogy, as in the comparison view. Essentially, the interaction 

theory views metaphor as the interaction between two semantic fields expressed by 

the target and source domains of a metaphor. The special effect of the interaction is 

displayed by the tension between the literal and figurative meanings thus creating 

new relationships between two concepts (Ferenczy, 1997).  

 

2.4 The concept of metaphor 

 

Scholars, claiming that metaphors have meaning, largely begin by accepting some 

version of the interaction theory of metaphor but utilise the resources of many 

different semantic theories (Kittay, 1998). For example, Kittay (1987) uses semantic 

field theory to explore the meaning of metaphors and creates a new understanding of 

the relation between metaphoric and literal meaning. The author emphasizes 

metaphorical interaction that “is intended to be more precise than previous accounts 

and to capture, through notion of semantic fields, the relational nature of 

metaphorical transfer of meaning” (Kittay, 1987, p. 176). Similar to Black (1962), 

Kittay believes that a metaphor is a cognitive device by which we conceptualise a 
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given domain (e.g. construction workers) in terms of relations held between items 

from another domain (e.g. bees). Kittay says about semantic fields,  

Anything we may want to talk about, and which would require a set of related 

terms to talk about it, could serve as a content domain. The terms ‘red’, ‘blue’ 

‘green’, yellow’ would be contrasts in the semantic field of colour. Terms 

such as ‘fishing’, ‘fish’, ‘trout’, ‘fisherman’ exhibit various contrasts and 

affinities within the semantic field of fishing. Examples of relations in a 

semantic field include synonymy: big, large; graded antonymy: hot, warm, 

cool, cold; hyponym: bird, robin; cyclical series: summer, winter, autumn, 

spring… (p. 34). 

Furthermore, as metaphor operates through this conflict of semantic fields, it is 

“linguistically incongruous” meaning that violates certain rules of language, “the 

rules that govern the literal and conventional senses of the terms” (Kittay, 1987, p. 

24). However, because metaphors are understandable, they must then contain 

meanings of a special metaphorical kind. Such meanings are determined mainly 

through linguistic context; the relationship between the metaphorical vehicle and the 

words in the text which surround it, either in reality or in an imaginative construction 

of such a text (Kittay, 1987). Though Kittay claims that metaphor is linguistically 

incongruous she acknowledges that a metaphor must always be interpreted in relation 

to a wider linguistic context (actual or constructible) as the case against this 

argument is to identify metaphors that do not sound linguistically strange. For 

example, ‘That man is a jackal’. The phrase is linguistically correct but its literal 

meaning is false as a man is not a jackal. Within such a context, Kittay argues that 

the metaphor will always produce a linguistic anomaly. Similarly to Black (1962), 
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Kittay posits that literal meaning is context-bound and relational, and so best 

understood in a theory that incorporates semantic fields. 

Black (1962, 1979) advocates metaphorical meaning and supports the notion that 

metaphor is cognitive and irreducible. This notion has been subsequently supported by 

arguments and evidence collected by philosophers of science, cognitive psychologists, 

philosophers of language and linguists (Kittay, 1998).  Black (1962) asserts that linguistic 

considerations can play an important part in framing and solving philosophical 

problems thus the author aims at building a “logical grammar” of metaphor (p. 25) 

and explains how this grammar defines what one uses or interprets as a metaphor. By 

this means, Black distinguishes between the focus and the frame. The focus of a 

metaphor is the word in a metaphor that is being used metaphorically. The rest of the 

sentence (those words which are not being used metaphorically) is called the ‘frame.’ 

For example, according to Black’s interpretation, in the following metaphor 

“Ndapewa is a rose”, “Ndapewa is” is the frame of the metaphor, and “a rose” is the 

focus of the metaphor as it is the word being used metaphorically. Black (1979) says 

that “in calling this former sentence a metaphor, we are implying that there is one 

word that is being used metaphorically” (p. 28).  Black (1979) distinguishes between 

literal words of a phrase and the metaphorical words. He argues in favour of the idea that 

metaphors could be “cognitive instruments indispensable for perceiving connections that, 

once perceived, are then truly present” (Black, 1979, p. 39).  

Where Black (1962) differentiates between literal words of a phrase and the 

metaphorical phrase, Davidson (1975, 1978) argues metaphorical meaning. He states 

that “metaphors mean what the words, in their most literal interpretation, mean, and 

nothing more” (Davidson, 1978, p. 30). Davidson explains that metaphor must retain 

its literal meaning no matter how strange that meaning. While Davidson’s 
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explanation may shed light on many faults previously made in theories of metaphor, 

according to Macha (2012), his theory on the meaning of metaphor has not been 

widely accepted. Davidson maintains that, “If we are to think of words in metaphors 

as directly going about their business of applying to what they properly do apply to, 

there is no difference between metaphor and the introduction of a new term into our 

vocabulary” (Davidson, 1978, p. 32). Hence, Davidson (1978) argues, if a new or 

extensional meaning to the metaphorical word is imposed, the process simply creates 

a new word in the vocabulary. If there is no connection to the original literal meaning 

of the word, the process simply gives a new literal meaning and establishes a 

condition to which this new meaning applies. Thus there is no formulation of a 

metaphor. 

Levin (1977) makes use of componential semantics to explain metaphorical meaning. 

Componential analysis of meaning can be traced back to the work of Katz and Fodor 

(1963) and describes how semantic components help to define different lexical relations 

and grammatical and syntactic processes. Some properties of meaning can be shared by 

different lexical items. This means that it is possible for two verbs to share a semantic 

concept such as creation (build, make) or motion (fall, run). Levin treats metaphors as 

semantically deviant expressions and as such develops a set of rules revealing 

conceivable interpretations (construals) of a deviant sentence. Levin views the idea 

of metaphor as basically the interpretation of such semantically deviant expression as 

‘the stone died’ (his model sentence). Componential semantics removes a selection 

of restrictions until the expression can go through the interpretation without 

difficulty. Levin (1977) suggests that the metaphorical language is left intact and 

instead readers should modify their conception of the world.  
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In the example, The stone died, the semantic feature of the verb “die” (cease to be 

living) leads to the selection restriction (+human) or (+animal) or (+plant) which is 

incompatible with the semantic features of stone, (+mineral) and therefore (-human). 

According to Levin (1977), the incompatibility between stone and die can be 

decoded by the notion of feature transfer either by transfer of semantic feature 

(+mineral) from stone into the selection restriction of ‘die’ or the transfer of the 

selection of restriction (+human) from the selection restriction of ‘die’ into the 

reading of stone (Kittay, 1987). 

 According to Levin (1977), deviant noun-verb structures can be construed in six 

ways. His goal is a theory of metaphor that propounds that  

The rules devised for imposing interpretations on deviant expressions would 

then, like the rules for generating well-formed expressions, predict just which 

non occurring strings were possible and which were not possible. These rules, 

given their form and function in the grammar, would then define the notion 

'possible metaphor' . . . We seek, that is, to ascertain the range (or a range) of 

interpretations that a deviant expression can support linguistically and we seek, 

further, to determine the various construal routes that the speaker/author or 

hearer/reader employs in arriving at this range of interpretations (pp. 32.-34). 

Levin (1977) acknowledges that certain aspects of metaphor will unavoidably remain 

beyond the influence of his strictly semantic approach. He gives credit to Grice's 

(1975) analysis of metaphor in which pragmatic factors rather than semantic ones 

have the greatest weight.  

Searle (1979) through the speech act theory claims that a metaphor is a feature of speaker 

meaning rather than sentence meaning. Based on Grice’s (1975) framework of 
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metaphorical interpretations, Searle (1979) argues that metaphor is like other forms of 

indirect speech in expressing a distinctive speaker meaning. Searle adds that the difficulty 

in explaining how metaphors work is a special case of the general problem of 

explaining how speaker meaning and sentence or word meaning come apart, in other 

words, how to say one thing and mean something else (Macha, 2012). He states, “our 

task in constructing a theory of metaphor is to try to state the principles which relate 

literal sentence meaning to metaphorical speaker’s utterance meaning” (pp. 92-93). 

Searle (1981) divides the interpretive process into three steps. First, the hearer must 

use Gricean reasoning to determine whether to look for a non-literal interpretation. 

Second, if the hearer has decided to pursue a metaphorical interpretation, he or she 

must use speech act theory to work out the probable speaker meanings. Searle lists 

eight principles with which the speaker’s utterances can produce meanings that are 

metaphorical. Third, when the hearer has generated various possible speaker 

meanings, the hearer must also use more principles or strategies to identify the exact 

meanings of the utterance in the situation (Reimer & Camp, 2006). Searle asserts 

“the utterance of an expression with its literal meaning and corresponding set of truth 

conditions can, in various ways that are specific to metaphor, call to mind another 

meaning and corresponding set of truth conditions” (Searle, 1979, p. 85). One can 

conclude then that the speaker meaning is essentially the metaphorical meaning.  

However, there are arguments against this notion. In Lycan (2000), Cooper (1986) 

and Moran (1997) claim that if metaphorical meaning is only speaker-meaning, then 

it will be determined by and limited to the speaker’s intentions. Cooper says, “even a 

quite definite speaker intention does not finally determine the meaning of a 

metaphor” (p. 73). Furthermore, Moran says that “the interpretation of the light the 

metaphor sheds on its subject may outrun anything the speaker is thought explicitly 
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to have had in mind” (p. 264). Other arguments against Searle’s theory include Katz 

(1981) who suggests that the speech act theory lacks logic and coherence and thus 

should be replaced by at least two distinct theories; one that considers the 

“grammatically determined” literal meanings of sentence types, and the other that 

considers the “extra-grammatical information” speakers use together with their 

knowledge of the meanings of sentence types to produce speech acts (p 204). 

Similarly, Dascal (l981) as cited in Gibbs (1984) argues that Searle incorrectly 

presupposes that the literal meaning of a sentence literally used should sufficiently 

describe the intended meaning. Dascal adds that the total significance of an utterance 

depends on many factors including the literal meaning of the sentence used. 

These arguments show that Searle’s Pragmatic Theory is not adequate in providing a 

thorough explanation on the status of literal meaning of metaphors. 

In dealing with metaphor meaning, Black (1962) took creative, novel metaphors as 

the prime examples of metaphors and dismissed highly conventionalised metaphors 

as “dead”. As a contrast Lakoff and Johnson (1980) use these conventionalised 

“dead” metaphors as their prime examples.  According to Pawelec (2006, p. 118), a 

dead metaphor is a lexical item with a conventional meaning different from its 

original meaning “or some previous meaning in the chain of semantic change” thus 

there is no need to consult the original meaning in order to understand a dead 

metaphor.  Traditionally, dead metaphors contrast live metaphors. The distinction 

between dead and live metaphors is comparable to the distinction in cognitive 

metaphor theory between literal and imaginative metaphors. Traditional live 

metaphors are comparable to Lakoff and Johnson’s (1980) imaginative or nonliteral 

metaphors. Traditionally, dead metaphors are lexicalised metaphors and can be 

compared to literal metaphors in cognitive metaphor theory which means that they 
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are known in most of the situations as “live” (Romero & Belén, 2005). From a 

traditional point of view, (Leech 1969; Searle 1981; MacCormac 1985) “live” refers 

to a non-conventional metaphor, an expression which is not lexicalised. Lakoff and 

Johnson change the sense in which it is said that a metaphor is “live”. The authors 

say 

Expressions like ‘wasting time’, ‘attacking positions’, and ‘going our separate 

ways’ are reflections of systematic metaphoric concepts that structure our 

actions and thoughts. They are ‘alive’ in the most fundamental sense: they are 

metaphors we live by. The fact that they are conventionally fixed within the 

lexicon of English makes them no less alive (Lakoff & Johnson 1980, p. 55). 

 

2.5 The cognitive linguistic view of metaphor 

 

2.5.1 The conceptual metaphor 

 

In Metaphors we live by, Lakoff and Johnson (2003) argue that metaphor is a 

powerful conceptual tool essential to how we understand the world. Metaphor can 

also be seen as a conceptual system because different metaphors are related to each 

other in a coherent manner. For example, abstract concepts such as love and 

argument are not easily understood unless related to a directly perceivable referent 

such as LOVE IS MADNESS1 and ARGUMENT IS WAR. Lakoff and Johnson (2003) state 

that “metaphor is pervasive in everyday life, not just in language but in thought and 

action” and that “our ordinary conceptual system, in terms of which we both think 

                                                           
 

1 The use of small capital letters shows that the particular wording does not occur in language as such, 
but it underlies conceptually all the metaphorical expressions that are associated with it. 
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and act, is fundamentally metaphorical in nature” (p. 3). Metaphor is a kind of 

thinking or conceptualisation not limited to language; however, language provides a 

convenient way to observe how metaphor works. The two domains of conceptual 

metaphor are source domain and target domain. The source domain is the conceptual 

domain from which we draw metaphorical expression to understand another 

conceptual domain, while the target domain is the conceptual domain that is 

understood in this way. 

For example, ARGUMENT IS WAR is a conceptual metaphor with the following 

metaphorical linguistic expressions:  

Your claims are indefensible.  

He attacked every weak point in my argument.  

His criticisms were right on the target.  

(Lakoff & Johnson, 1980) 

During the metaphorical processes the source domain corresponds to the target 

domain thus there is a mapping between the source domain and the target domain. 

The target domain A is understood in terms of the source domain B. For example, in 

the case of the conceptual metaphor mentioned above, ARGUMENT is the target 

domain and WAR is the source domain. Whenever WAR is mapped onto ARGUMENT, 

the two domains correspond to each other in a way which enables us to interpret 

ARGUMENT as a WAR (Kertész, 2004).  

Lakoff and Johnson (1980) distinguish between three different types of metaphors 

according to the cognitive functions they perform; Structural, Orientational and 

Ontological Metaphors. 
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2.5.1.1 Structural Metaphors 

 

Structural metaphors are metaphors where one concept is metaphorically structured 

in terms of another. The source domain provides an extensive knowledge structure 

that is clearly delineated for the target domain. For example, the structural metaphor 

TIME IS MONEY can be illustrated by the following metaphorical expressions:  

 You’re wasting my time,  

 He’s living on borrowed time.  

 How do you spend your time these days?  

 I’ve invested a lot of time in him. 

(Lakhoff & Johnson, 1980, pp. 7-8) 

According to Goss (1995), a structural metaphor “need not be explicitly articulated 

or defined but it operates as a guide to meaning and action in the discursive context 

within which it operates” (p. 137).  Notably Lakoff and Johnson (1980, p. 61) point 

out that “Structural metaphors allow us to do much more than just orient concepts, 

refer to them, quantify them, etc., as we do with simple orientational and ontological 

metaphors; they allow us, in addition, to use one highly structured and clearly 

delineated concept to structure another”.  

 

2.5.1.2 Orientational Metaphors 

 

Orientational metaphors are those based on the spatial orientation; they organise a 

whole system of concepts in terms of physical orientation such as up – down, in – 

out, front – back, on – off, deep – shallow and central – peripheral. For example the 
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conceptual metaphors HAPPY IS UP and SAD IS DOWN are expressed by the following 

metaphorical expressions 

 I’m feeling up. 

 That boosted my spirits. 

 Thinking about her always gives me a lift. 

 I”m feeling down. 

 I fell into a depression.  

(Lakoff & Johnson 1980, p. 15) 

“Similarly, health, consciousness, having control, more, good, virtue, and rational are 

all up, while sickness, unconsciousness, being controlled, less, bad, depravity, and 

emotional thinking are all generally down” (Tomaszewski, 2003). As indicated in the 

examples, upward orientation often goes together with a positive evaluation while 

downward orientation with a negative one (Kövecses, 2010b). This notion is not 

arbitrary, it is somatically and experientially based and shows how the human 

embodied character accords physical orientations to otherwise intangible concepts. 

Brown (2003) adds  

…whether the experience on which an orientational metaphor is based is 

directly emergent physical experience or one drawn from the social domain, 

the core metaphorical framework is the same in all of them. There is only one 

verticality concept ‘up’ We apply it differently, depending on the kind of 

experience on which we base the metaphor (p. 39). 
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2.5.1.3 Ontological Metaphors 

 

An ontological metaphor is a metaphor in which an abstract concept, such as an 

emotion, activity or idea, is exemplified as something concrete, such as a person, an 

object, substance or container. For example the conceptual metaphor ACTIVITY AS A 

CONTAINER is expressed by the following metaphorical expressions: 

• How did Jerry get out of washing the windows? 

• Outside of washing the windows, what else did you do? 

• How did you get into window-washing as a profession? 

• I put a lot of energy into washing the windows. 

• I get a lot of satisfaction out of washing windows. 

(Lakoff & Johnson, 1980, p. 31) 

Ontological metaphors give intangible things a sense of boundary and substance, so 

that experiences are conceived as objects or bounded spaces. As a result we are able 

to refer to a concept as an agent (We are working towards peace), to quantify it (It 

will take a lot of patience to finish this book), to identify aspects of it (I can’t keep up 

with the pace of technology), or to identify causes (He did it out of anger) or goals 

(She went to London to seek fame and fortune). For example, if fear is conceived as 

an object it can be perceived as a possession. Thus we can linguistically refer to fear 

as your fear or my fear. Lakoff and Johnson (1980) assert that the ontological 

metaphor is the most abstract and powerful kind of conceptual metaphor. The authors 

claim that the most obvious ontological metaphors are represented by personification 

of a process where human qualities are projected onto non-human entities. For 

example:  
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 Life has cheated me. 

 Love speaks through her words. 

 Inflation is eating up our profits. 

 Cancer finally caught up with him. 

 Dreams live on. 

 The computer went dead on me. 

The above statements reflect non-human entities of life, love, cancer, dreams and 

computer qualified with human qualities such as cheating, speaking, eating, catching 

up, living and dying. Kövecses (2002) adds that “personification makes use of one of 

the best source domains we have – ourselves. In personifying nonhumans as humans, 

we can begin to understand them a little better” (p. 39). 

In summary, by shaping our conceptual system, metaphors shape our reality by 

influencing how we look at the world and how we act on those observations. By 

focusing on certain features, metaphors can create an apparent similarity between 

two things (Tomaszewski, 2003). In the 2003 edition of the book Metaphors We Live 

By, the authors made some corrections in the Afterword, stating that the 

classification of metaphors as either structural, orientational or ontological was 

artificial since all metaphors are structural. The authors also emphasized the idea that 

metaphorical thinking is rooted in the body and argue that a large number of 

conceptual metaphors, such as ARGUMENT IS WAR, LIFE IS JOURNEY and HAPPY IS UP 

have been expressed in many other languages besides English Rosaldo (1980), 

working with the Ilongot language of the Philippines, Yu (1995, 1998), and Li 

(2010a; 2010b) analysed English – Chinese metaphors while Kovecses (2002) looks 

at the universality of metaphors in relation to Hungarian). However, recently, 
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linguists studying the conceptual metaphor have increasingly emphasised that a 

comprehensive metaphor theory cannot be built on ‘embodiment’ alone as there is 

too much “temporal and geographical variation in how humans conceptualise” 

(Forceville, 2006). It is important to complement embodiment with an awareness of 

the role of culture in meaning making. 

 

2.6 Metaphors and culture 

 

The study of conceptual metaphor has further been developed by Kövecses (2002, 

2005). Similar to Lakoff and Johnson (1980, 2003) Kövecses (2005) argues that 

metaphor is not an exclusively linguistic phenomenon, but a multifaceted 

phenomenon that involves not only language but also our conceptual system, social-

cultural practices, as well as neural and bodily activities. Kövecses (2005) explores 

variation both cross-culturally and within cultures in the use of metaphors. The 

author posits that if, as explained by cognitive linguistics, metaphorical expressions 

are bodily motivated, conceptual metaphors should be universals. However, 

Kövecses proposes a new theory of metaphor variation as he argues that the 

cognitive linguistic theory of metaphor set forth by Lakoff and Johnson (1980) has 

only attempted to account for the universality of particular metaphors. Linguistic 

metaphors may differ extensively cross-culturally but many conceptual metaphors 

seem to be potentially universal or near-universal.  

Universality occurs because people across the world share some bodily experiences, 

even though they can be creatively explained in different ways (Johnson, 1993). 

Nevertheless, such potentially universal metaphors may exhibit variations in their 

specific characteristics because people’s perceptions differ from culture to culture. 
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Conceptual metaphors differ culturally and many are unique to particular cultures or 

sets of cultures because of differences in certain elements, such as social-cultural 

backgrounds, traditions, history, “or human concern that characterize these cultures” 

(Kövecses, 2015, p. 13). The word culture is used to mean “shared understandings 

that characterize larger or smaller groups of people” (Kövecses, 2005, p. 1). Such a 

group lives in a specific social, historical, and physical environment and as a result 

characterise their experiences similarly. Individuals who share a culture therefore, 

understand what other people say, identify objects and events in more or less the 

same ways, have the same value judgement and share a basic understanding of 

experiences.  

Human beings experience inherently universal situations such as love and 

acceptance, the desire to dream or create and the need for food. Kövecses (2010a, p. 

741) adds “being in a container, walking along a path, resisting some physical force, 

being in the dark, and so forth, are universal experiences that lead to image schemas 

of various kinds”. The author explains that the resulting image schemas (a recurrent 

pattern, shape and regularity), in this case, container, source-path-goal, and force, 

represent most of our experiences in the form of conceptual metaphors (Kövecses, 

2010a). This reminds us of Lakoff and Johnson (1980) who assert that experience 

cannot be disassociated from culture and therefore every conceptual metaphor carries 

a cultural load. This means that what determines the terms ‘target’ and ‘source’ is not 

only the placement of the metaphor at a conceptual level, but also its embodied 

nature. The cognitive linguistic view of metaphor suggests that the relation between 

the two terms of a conceptual metaphor is an immanent one. For example in the 

conceptual metaphor ANGER IS A HOT FLUID IN A CONTAINER, the target concept 

ANGER derives its meaning from the sensorimotor (i.e. bodily) experience contained 
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in the source domain HOT FLUID IN A CONTAINER (Lakoff & Kövecses, 1987).  

Consequently, “the source is a more physical and the target a more abstract kind of 

domain” (Kövecses, 2006, p. 117). Hence, language is embodied or, more precisely, 

concepts are embodied. 

 

Furthermore, Lakoff and Johnson (1999) maintain that the mind is inherently 

embodied. The authors explain this “embodied mind” as follows:  

Reason is not disembodied, as the tradition has largely held, but arises from 

the nature of our brains, bodies, and bodily experience. This is not just the 

innocuous and obvious claim that we need a body to reason; rather, it is the 

striking claim that the very structure of reason itself comes from the details of 

our embodiment. The same neural and cognitive mechanisms that allow us to 

perceive and move around also create our conceptual systems and modes of 

reason. Thus, to understand reason we must understand the details of our 

visual system, our motor system, and the general mechanisms of neural 

binding. In summary, reason is not, in any way, a transcendent feature of the 

universe or of disembodied mind. Instead, it is shaped crucially by the 

peculiarities of our human bodies, by the remarkable details of the neural 

structure of our brains, and the specifics of our everyday functioning in the 

world (p. 4). 

According to the notion of embodiment, metaphors both construct and are 

constructed by bodily experiences. Yu (1998) points out that “bodily experience can 

only tell what are possible metaphors. Whether these potential metaphors are actually 

selected in a given culture is largely dependent upon the cultural models shared by 
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individuals living in this culture” (p. 43). In the same way, Strauss and Quinn (1997) 

explain that   

what something (a word, an object, an event) means to somebody depends on 

exactly what they are experiencing at the moment and the interpretive 

framework they bring to the moment as a result of their past experiences. A 

cultural meaning is the typical…interpretation of some type of object or event 

evoked in people as a result of their similar life experiences... (p. 6). 

In the same vein, Gibbs (1999, p. 162) argues that metaphor is as much “a species of 

perceptually guided adaptive action in a particular cultural situation as it is a specific 

language device or some internally represented structure in the mind[s] of 

individuals”. For example, ships and trains are important vehicles in Western culture 

and there are many metaphorical expressions reflecting them such as, all at sea, sail 

close to the wind, batten down the hatches or on the right track, off the rails, letting 

off steam. However, in China, the cart is the most common vehicle in everyday life 

and it is used more frequently in metaphorical expressions (Ying, 2007). 

Smit (2012) explicates metaphor and sociocultural differences in languages by 

arguing that the kinds of metaphors used depend on the sociocultural situations that 

influence people’s lives. Smit (2012) uses the example of sea faring and the shipping 

industry as “largely alien concerns and interests to the people of the interior in a 

developing desert country such as Namibia” (p. 97). Therefore, metaphors such as 

‘plain sailing’ or ‘a different tack’ may not be easily accessible to the Namibian 

reader, evidence that metaphor constitutes a crucial and inherent part of culture. 
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2.7 Functions of metaphors 

 

There are two traditional views with regard to the study of the metaphor: the classical 

view and the romantic view (Saeed, 2007). The classical view considers metaphor as 

a matter of language, purely stylistic device used in a decorative manner to highlight 

hidden similarities between objects. In this view, metaphor does not relate to thought 

(Deignan, 2005). The romantic view of metaphors sees the metaphor as an essential 

part to thought and is part of our basic conventional way of experiencing the world 

(Saeed, 2007). 

In literature metaphor functions first in a more practical function to provide the 

reader with a greater understanding of the concept, object, or character under 

discussion. Metaphors help the reader ‘visualise’ images and hence focus on 

important themes of the literary piece. This visualisation is often done by comparing 

one item to another item that may be more familiar to the reader. The second 

function of metaphor is entirely artistic. Metaphors are considered an effective way 

to create an image that is beautiful or profound by embellishing.  

According to Radtke (2011), if one takes an overview of metaphorical research, there 

are three different approaches that highlight the function of metaphor. The author 

highlights these and lists them in the order of their historical time of prosperity: 

1. According to the semantic approach, metaphor is a purely linguistic 

phenomenon. 

2. According to the pragmatic approach, metaphor is a communication 

phenomenon (i.e. a phenomenon of language usage). 
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3. According to the cognitive approach, metaphor is a phenomenon of 

thought and mental representation, in other words phenomenon of 

knowledge (Radtke, 2011). 

Similarly, Steen (2007) notes that the linguistic function  of  metaphor  in  language  

is  to  fill  lexical  gaps  in  the  language system. To explicate this function, Steen 

suggests focusing on metaphorically motivated polysemy. “Polysemy is the 

conventionalized pairing of one form with more than one meaning which are related 

to each other, and metaphor is one popular candidate for motivating the relation 

between the senses” (Steen, 2007, p. 133). 

In Denroche (2015), Steen (2007) further asserts that the  communication  function  

of  metaphor  is  to  “produce  an  alternative  perspective  on  a particular referent or 

topic in a message” (p. 37) and explains that the cognitive function of metaphor is 

“to offer conceptual frameworks for concepts that require at least partial indirect 

understanding” (p. 37). Metaphor plays an important role in various discourses. As 

evident from the discussion above, the concept of metaphor has evolved through the 

ages and each age has contributed its own idea of function of metaphor (Patil, 2011). 

 

2.8 Newspaper editorials 

 

2.8.1 Origins and definitions 

 

The origin of the newspaper editorial can be traced to England as far back as the 18th 

century. Writer and novelist Daniel Defoe is credited with creating the editorial when 

he was the first to write an editorial for the triweekly Review, which he founded in 

1704 (Encyclopaedia Britannica, 2014). An editorial is an article written by or under 
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the direction of the editor of a newspaper or magazine, or a statement broadcast on 

radio or television. Editorials give opinions on important social, political, economic, 

or legal issues of the day and intend to persuade readers to agree to a particular point 

of view. Also known as ‘the leader’ (leading article), an editorial is influenced by the 

policy and philosophy of the newspaper, ownership structure and the political 

environment in which the newspaper is operating. Furthermore, Vaughan (1994) 

argues that editorials are a “discourse genre comparable to each other because of the 

position they hold within their communities of readers” (p. 38) and their target is “the 

social cognitions of the readers” (Van Dijk, 1992. p. 244). 

Duyile (2005) defines editorial as a “comment or an argument in support of a 

particular policy, an action, or an idea whether expressed or latent. It can be an 

argument exhibiting the logical reasoning of the newspaper using the thoughts of the 

proprietor for the purpose of persuading the readers (audience) to kick against an 

idea, policy or an action based on facts available” (p. 63). 

Hoffman (2007) defines editorial as a “statement of opinion from an editor or 

publisher about you and your business. Media coverage generated by news staff” (p. 

113). 

 

2.8.2 Types of editorials in newspapers 

 

Editorials are meant to influence public opinion, promote critical thinking, and 

sometimes cause people to take action on an issue. In essence, an editorial functions 

as an opinionated news story (Van Dijk, 1996). There are typically four types of 

editorials: 
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2.8.2.1 Editorials of explanation or interpretation 

 

Editors often use these editorials to explain and give insight into the way the 

newspaper covered a sensitive or controversial issue. Explanatory editorials may 

explain a new policy or community structure. The main purpose is to inform and 

provide historical and geographical background information.    

 

2.8.2.2 Editorials that criticise 

 

These editorials constructively criticize policies, actions, decisions, people or 

situations. The editorial should examine all the evidence and provide solutions to the 

problem identified. Immediate purpose is to get readers to see the problem, not the 

solution. 

 

2.8.2.3 Editorials that persuade 

 

Editorials of persuasion use facts and argument to persuade the reader on issues that 

concern the community. From the first paragraph, readers will be encouraged to take 

a specific stand. The immediate purpose is to get readers to see the solution, not the 

problem. Political endorsements are good examples of editorials of persuasion. 
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2.8.2.4 Editorials that praise 

 

These editorials commend people, organisations or community reactions for 

something done well. Editorials that praise are not as common as the other three 

types of editorials mentioned. 

 

2.9 Related studies 
 

Many scholars have explored the use of metaphor in specific contexts.  The studies 

reviewed for this proposed research pertained to metaphor use in newspapers, 

including articles, editorials and headlines as these studies provide context for the 

this research. Few studies have been carried out on the use of metaphors in 

newspaper editorials. 

Schultz (2012) investigated the use of metaphor and metonymy in two online 

newspapers, The Sun and The Telegraph, looking at the possible differences between 

the two. Using the Conceptual Metaphor Theory the study discovered a relatively 

insignificant difference between the two newspapers when comparing the total 

number of metaphors. The study showed no significant difference in terms of the use 

of metonymy. This study highlighted the frequency in which metaphors appear in 

newspapers corroborating that metaphors are an essential element of newspaper 

articles.  

Ezeifeka (2013) analysed the strategic use of metaphors in the privately owned 

Nigerian newspaper, The Guardian to report on the Nigerian Union of Teachers’ 

strike. The study utilized understandings of critical discourse analysis, conceptual 

metaphor theory and critical metaphor analysis to reveal “…the newspaper’s 
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apparently inadvertent ideological solidarity with the power elite, hidden under the 

mask of metaphors in its attempt to act out its watchdog role in the teachers’ case” 

(Ezeifeka, 2013 p.174). This study examined metaphor use in articles in a specific 

newspaper which is privately owned as a contrast to the newspaper in the proposed 

study which is wholly government owned. In addition, the study also focused on 

metaphors in articles reporting on one specific issue, the strike. 

In another study, Farrokhi and Nazemi (2016) implemented a comparative study on 

the rhetorical devices used in the editorials of the American newspaper, The New 

York Times, and the Australian newspaper, The Australian. The study used 

Richardson’s (2007) framework of rhetorical devices focusing on Hyperbole, 

Metaphor and Metonymy. The main focus of the study was to see to what extent 

language affects written conventions. The findings revealed that the editorials 

compared used the same rhetorical device categories and that metonymy was the 

most frequently used device in both editorials. Contrastively, metaphor was the least 

used device in the selected newspapers. The findings further showed that the 

difference observed in editorials “can suggest the importance of language over 

national styles of writing with regard to moods and conventions of persuasion when 

it comes to editorials” (Farrokhi & Nazemi, 2016, p. 155). 

Bonyadi and Samuels (2013) conducted a contrastive analysis of headlines in 

newspaper editorials? The authors examined the kind of textual and rhetorical 

strategies from two newspapers, the American newspaper, The New York Times, and 

the Persian newspaper, Tehran Times and further examined how these strategies 

were used to spread the newspapers’ preferred ideologies. With the use of the above 

mentioned newspapers, Bonyadi and Samuels explored the field of research in 

intercultural rhetoric analysis and EFL (English as a foreign language)/ESL (English 
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as a second language) studies.  The study specifically looked at certain features of 

editorial headlines and their role in monitoring and directing readers’ attention. 

Regarding metaphors, the results of the study showed the headlines in the New York 

Times favoured the use of metaphor and other devices such as metonymy, rhetorical 

questions and parallelism more than the Tehran Times. 

The studies above show how metaphors in newspapers have mainly been examined 

for their rhetorical or ideological power.  Krennmayr (2005) has contributed valuable 

research on metaphors in newspapers. The author presents a corpus-linguistic 

quantitative analysis of metaphors in a collection of British newspapers. The study 

consists of metaphors found in different sections in a newspaper and the analysis is 

based on a database of about 190,000 words hand-annotated for metaphorical 

language use. Krennmayr (2005) also criticizes Lakoff and Johnson (1980), claiming 

that they do not show how they identify conceptual metaphors and why mappings are 

processed the way they are. As a result of her research, Krennmayr suggests a tool 

for linguistic metaphor identification in news, specifically a procedure called 

Metaphor Identification Procedure (MIP). 

 

2.10 Theoretical framework 
 

The study is informed by the metaphor identification procedure (MIP) and the conceptual 

metaphor theory (CMT) also known as the cognitive metaphor theory (CMT). 
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2.10.1 Metaphor identification procedure (MIP) 
 

The metaphor identification procedure is a practical, systematic, and reliable method for 

identifying metaphorically-used words in discourse. It was developed by Gerard Steen and 

five research assistants at the VU University in Amsterdam (Steen, Dorst, Herrmann, Kaal, 

Krennmayr, & Pasma, 2010). Its main function is to identify linguistic metaphors; 

metaphor in use (Pragglejaz  Group,  2007).  According to the metaphor identification 

procedure, to identify metaphors and metaphorical expressions the researcher must follow 

the following four steps: 

1.  Read the entire text/discourse to establish a general understanding of 

the meaning. 

2.  Determine the lexical units in the text/discourse. 

3a.  For each lexical unit in the text, establish its meaning in context, that 

is, how it applies to an entity, relation, or attribute in the situation 

evoked by the text (contextual meaning). Take into account what 

comes before and after the lexical unit. 

3b.  For each lexical unit, determine if it has a more basic contemporary 

meaning in other contexts than the one in the given context. For our 

purposes, basic meanings tend to be: 

– more concrete; what they evoke is easier to imagine, see, 

hear, feel, smell, and taste. 

– related to bodily action. 

– more precise (as opposed to vague). 

– historically older. 
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Basic meanings are not necessarily the most frequent meanings of the 

lexical unit. 

3c.  If the lexical unit has a more basic current/contemporary meaning in 

other contexts than the given context, decide whether the contextual 

meaning contrasts with the basic meaning but can be understood in 

comparison with it. 

4.  If yes, mark the lexical unit as metaphorical.  

(Pragglejaz Group. 2007, p. 3.) 

MIP was created to provide a reliable and accurate tool for the identification of 

metaphorically used words in different contexts (Alipoor, Sharifi, & Izanloo, 2016). 

The Praggelaz group show how to use MIP by applying it to a sentence from a news 

report. In this process, the group notes that when reading newspaper articles, expert 

knowledge is not a prerequisite to gain a comprehensive understanding of the 

meaning of text, a general world knowledge is enough. As a result “the contextual 

meaning of words can be established in the overwhelming majority of cases” (Steen 

et al., 2010, p. 44). 

 

2.10.2 Conceptual metaphor theory 

 

The conceptual metaphor theory has its origins in Lakoff and Johnson’s (1980, 2003) 

seminal publication, Metaphors we live by, and is one of the central areas of research in 

cognitive linguistics (Grady, 2007). The theory, modelled on Michael Reddy’s (1979) 

study of the conduit metaphor, has been developed and elaborated by Lakoff (1987), 

Lakoff and Turner (1989), and other scholars such as Gibbs (1990, 1992, 1994), Way 

(1991), Steen (1994), and Kövecses (2002). All have made use of the theory in their 
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works. CMT simply explains a metaphor as something that is expressed in terms of 

another for rhetorical effect. CMT is accordingly “positioning itself as ‘contemporary’, 

‘conceptual’, and a major pillar of the cognitive linguistics paradigm and proceeds to argue 

for the relationship between linguistic metaphors and human cognition” (Tay, 2014, p. 52) 

and for that it best suits this study. The main principle of conceptual metaphor theory is 

that metaphor functions at the level of thinking. “The concept that becomes understood 

(the more abstract or unfamiliar concept) is the TARGET domain. The other concept, 

which somehow facilitates understanding or discussion of the target is the SOURCE 

domain (the more concrete or familiar concept)” (Caruso, 2011, p. 1). Thus one conceptual 

domain, the target, is understood in terms of another (the source) by mapping conceptual 

elements within the two domains. These frameworks will provide the most appropriate 

answers to the questions raised by this study. 

 

2.11 Summary 

 

This chapter presented an overview of the concept of metaphor. It discussed the 

meaning of metaphors as put forward by different scholars as well as the types and 

functions of metaphors. In conclusion, the chapter related the seminal theories on 

which the study was based. The metaphor identification procedure and the 

conceptual metaphor theory were used to explain how metaphors are identified in 

text and their meanings are determined.  

 With specific reference to Namibia, the researcher did not come across any studies 

conducted on the use of metaphors in newspaper editorials, thus this study aims to 

contribute towards filling that gap by analysing the meanings of metaphors in the 

editorials of the New Era newspaper, 2016.  
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In the next chapter, the methodology applied in the study will be discussed in depth. 

The researcher will discuss all the procedures involved in the collection, analysis and 

interpretation of data. 
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CHAPTER 3 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Introduction 

 

Research Methodology is a systematic way of discovering results of a given problem, 

particularly, the research problem. According to Goddard and Melville (2004), 

research methodology includes answering unanswered questions or exploring that 

which currently does not exist in research. This chapter provides information on the 

research design for the present study. It also details the methods and procedures used 

for data collection and discusses the population and sampling techniques used. The 

chapter concludes with a description of the ethical considerations made during the 

study.  

 

3.2 Research design 

 

Kerlinger (1986) states that a research design is a plan, structure and strategy of 

investigation implemented to get answers to research questions or problems.  

Similarly, Parahoo (1997) describes a research design as “a plan that describes how, 

when and where data are to be collected and analysed” (p. 142). The research design 

for this study was exploratory in nature. It is exploratory because according to the 

literature reviewed by the researcher, no studies have been found regarding the use of 

metaphors and their meanings in Namibian newspaper editorials. The main purpose 

of an exploratory research is to investigate a new area of research or to make a 

deeper exploration when little is known about an area of interest (Polit, Beck & 

Hungler, 2001), in this case regarding the use of metaphors in Namibian newspaper 
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editorials. A qualitative approach was used as the study sought to conduct a linguistic 

analysis of metaphors in the selected newspaper editorials to obtain the meaning of 

the metaphors. This was the most suitable approach for this study as Holloway and 

Wheeler (2002, p. 30) refer to qualitative research as “a form of social enquiry that 

focuses on the way people interpret and make sense of their experience and the world 

in which they live”. The study was a desktop examination of the newspaper 

editorials. The researcher consulted works related to metaphor and newspaper 

editorials as these facilitated a close content analysis of the text.  

 

3.3 Population  

 

Burns and Grove (2003) describe population as all the elements that meet the criteria 

for inclusion in a study. The population of this study consisted of all editions of the 

New Era newspaper. 

 

3.4 Sample 

 

Holloway and Wheeler (2002) state that in qualitative research, the sample size does 

not influence the significance or quality of the study and note that there are no 

guidelines in determining sample size. This study made use of purposive sampling to 

collect the relevant data.  Purposive sampling is “a method of sampling where the 

researcher deliberately chooses who [or what] to include in the study based on their 

ability to provide necessary data” Parahoo (1997, p. 232). The researcher 

intentionally chose one Namibian English newspaper, the New Era and selected only 
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the editions of 2016 that contained editorials. The editorials appear weekly in the 

newspaper, thus the sample contained 46 editorials from the New Era newspaper. 

 

3.5 Procedure 

 

The analysis is a desktop study and data was collected by consulting the relevant 

secondary sources including books, journals and online material pertaining to 

metaphors and newspaper editorials. First the researcher obtained copies of all the 

editorials published in the New Era newspaper for the calendar year 2016. The 

choice for this limited period is grounded on the aim of providing an updated account 

of metaphors used in the newspaper editorials. The researcher then searched the 

selected texts for metaphors using the metaphor identification procedure (MIP) as 

outlined by Steen (2007) as it is the most appropriate method for the identification of 

metaphor in language.  The found metaphors were grouped into the categories of 

politics, economy and social issues (crime, land and poverty etc.) because editorials 

mainly tackle these issues and these are the main issues that made headlines in 2016. 

 Metaphors identified were analysed using the conceptual metaphor theory to discern 

their meaning. Metaphor is universal but its specific realisation in different languages 

and cultures is different (Kövecses, 2005). In addition, some metaphors are unique to 

a given language or culture thus the target and source domains of the selected 

metaphors were also examined for cultural influences. 
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3.6 Data analysis 

 

The study employed content analysis to interpret and analyse the metaphorical 

expressions in the newspaper editorials. Content analysis has been defined as:  

• “a research method for the subjective interpretation of the content of text data 

through the systematic classification process of coding and identifying themes or 

patterns” (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005, p. 1278),  

 • “an approach of empirical, methodological controlled analysis of texts within their 

context of communication, following content analytic rules and step by step models, 

without rash quantification” (Mayring, 2000, p. 2). 

 

The two definitions above demonstrate that content analysis emphasises a combined 

view of speech or texts and their specific contexts. Content analysis in a qualitative 

study such as this one consists of purposively selected texts, which can inform the 

research questions being investigated, and pays attention to the unique themes that 

illustrate the range of the meanings of the phenomenon rather than the statistical 

significance of the occurrence of particular texts or concepts. The process of content 

analysis is a systematic procedure that can be lengthy and often requires the 

researcher to go over and over the data to ensure they have done a thorough job of 

analysis. 

 

For this study, interpretation of data was conducted by the implementation of both 

the metaphor identification procedure (MIP) and conceptual metaphor theory (CMT). 

The researcher used the Collins online dictionary 

(https://www.collinsdictionary.com/) and the Macmillan’s English dictionary for 

https://www.collinsdictionary.com/
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advanced learners (Rundell, 2007) to determine the basic meanings of the words. The 

tool for analysis, MIP, comprises four basic steps.  

Step 1: Read the entire text /discourse to establish a general understanding of the 

meaning. 

Step 2: Determine the lexical units in the text/discourse (noun, verbs, adjectives, 

adverbs, pronouns, proper nouns, articles prepositions etc). Compound words are 

treated as single lexical units because even though the interaction between the 

individual elements in the compound may involve metaphorical thought (e.g. 

stockbroker belt), the compounds as a whole represent only one concept in the real 

world. 

Step 3: (a) For each lexical unit in the text, determine its meaning in context. 

 (b) For each lexical unit, determine its basic meaning 

For the purposes of this study, basic meanings tend to be  

– More concrete (what they evoke is easier to imagine, see, hear, feel, 

smell and taste);  

– Related to bodily action;  

– More precise (as opposed to vague);  

– Historically older.  

(c) Decide if the basic meaning of the word is sufficiently different from 

the contextual meaning 

(d) Decide whether the contextual meaning of the word is related to the 

basic meaning by some form of similarity 

Step 4: Label the lexical unit as metaphorical   
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   In order to effectively use MIP, one must consider the term ‘lexical units’, as 

different scholars may define lexical units differently. Semino (2008) notes that there 

are no unproblematic units of analysis when investigating metaphoricity. The author 

uses the example of the expression a mountain has been climbed to exemplify this. 

On the one hand it could be reasoned that the whole clause should be treated as a 

single linguistic metaphor as it provides a single metaphorical description of 

something that has been achieved. On the other hand, the expression can also be 

analysed word for word: ‘mountain’ could refer to problems that have to be solved, 

whereas ‘climbed’ could mean the process of dealing with those problems.  

 

In agreement with Semino (2008), this study subscribes that decisions on the degree 

of metaphoricity can be made on individual words as well as in multi-word 

expressions. This includes both individual words, which refer to strings of characters 

with spaces on either side, as well as multi-word expressions that can be treated as 

single lexical units when the meaning cannot be retrieved from the words that 

compose them. Examples of this would be ‘of course’ and ‘all right’. The findings 

are then organised around key themes and the central objectives of the study and are 

used for the discussions and conclusions.  

 

3.7 Research ethics 

 

Research ethics are concerned with moral behaviour in research contexts (Wiles, 

2012). The researcher undertook to maintain objectivity and integrity of the study by 

reporting the findings in full. In addition, the researcher valued the data collected and 
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reviewed by acknowledging sources used. The data collected were handled 

professionally and used for academic purposes only. 

3.8 Summary 
 

This chapter presented a description of the research design of this study, a 

qualitative, exploratory desktop research design. It highlighted the methodology 

chosen, data collection, ethical considerations and an explanation of the data analysis 

method used. The next chapter presents the findings of this study resulting from the 

data analysis. It discusses the data obtained and interprets the findings in relation to 

the research aim of this study. 
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CHAPTER 4 

 

DATA PRESENTATION, ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 

 

4.1 Introduction 

 

This chapter provides an analysis and discussion of metaphors in the editorials of the 

New Era newspaper and their meanings. The collected data are presented, analysed 

and interpreted according to the research objectives of the study (as outlined in 

chapter one) which were to: 

 

4.1.1 evaluate the different types and functions of metaphor in the editorials 

of the New Era newspaper;  

4.1.2 explore how metaphors contribute to conveying the meaning of the 

message in the editorials of the New Era newspaper and  

4.1.3 analyse the influences of cultural elements on metaphors in editorials of 

the New Era newspaper. 

 

The findings are presented according to themes emerging from data analysed. All the 

editorials analysed are given in an Addendum at the end of this document. 

  

The study of metaphors was carried out in New Era editorials published between 

January and December 2016. The choice for this limited period is grounded in the 

aim of providing an updated account of metaphors used in editorials. After a first 

review of the editorials the researcher found that approximately 80% of the editorials 

discussed the topics of politics, economy and social issues; thus for the purpose of 
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analysis editorials were grouped into the above mentioned topics. The criterion for 

classifying editorials into one topic or another was based on the dominant idea in the 

specific editorial. It has to be noted, however, that some editorials fall into more than 

one category and, more often than not, these categories overlap. As a result the 

researcher determined the most prevalent themes within the editorial to determine 

which category it belonged to. Editorials classified under the topic Politics covered 

one of the following themes as a dominant idea in the article: the President, Hage 

Geingob, the Government of Namibia, political personalities (ministers etc), the 

Harambee Prosperity Plan, or political relations with other countries. Editorials 

classified as Economy included the following themes: the Namibian population 

(demography), Gross Domestic Products, inflation, trade, tax or the national budget. 

Editorials concerning social issues concern the following themes; unemployment, 

violence, poverty, land, labour, sports and struggle kids. 

 

4.2 Types of metaphors per topic 

 

Below is a table of the classification of metaphorical expressions according to topics 

found in the 46 editorials analysed from the New Era. 
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Table 1 Number of metaphors per editorial and topic 

 

Number of 
Editorials 

12 12 22 46 

          

         Topic 

 

Metaphor 
Category 

 

Politics 

 

Economy 

 

Social 
Issues 

 

Total 

 

% 

Conceptual 
Metaphor 

7 5 5 17 8 

Metaphorical 
Expression 

47 69 71 187 92 

Total 54 74 76 204 100 

% 27 36 37 100 

 

The table above provides an overview of the metaphors identified in the editorials 

analysed. Although Conceptual Metaphors appear in the three topics, seven of them 

are used in editorials concerning Politics. This result is an indication that the stronger 

type of assertion – x is y – is common in political news texts. The choice for 

conceptual metaphors in the examples cited is in keeping with the biased nature of 

editorial language, according to Van Dijk (1996), and the intention of manipulating 

the reader’s thoughts in a certain direction. It is linguistically more powerful and 

semantically more effective to say “Democracy is an expensive commodity” than it 

is to say “Democracy is like an expensive commodity”. The latter sounds weaker and 

does not convey the full idea with the emotion and intention of a conceptual 

metaphor. The same applies to “Electoral congresses are battlefronts”. These 
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conceptual metaphors found in political discourse serve the purpose of criticism and 

liability which is what readers encounter in editorials about politics.  

 

A similar occurrence appears in the editorials of Economy, although not as marked as 

in Politics. So, to convey a strong, clear, deliberate criticism on an issue, the most 

suitable resource for that purpose is a conceptual metaphor with its full domain 

mapping. In the topic of Social issues, the use of conceptual metaphor is also not that 

prevalent since the need to convey powerful, definite concepts is not as persuasive as 

in Politics.  

 

Most of the metaphors identified deviate in some way from the definition of 

conceptual metaphor given by Lakoff and Johnson (2003), however they do qualify 

for the category of ‘metaphorical expression’. In these expressions, usually one word 

is used metaphorically while the others are not, as stated by Black (1962). The 

metaphorically used word – a noun, adjective, or verb – carries the metaphorical 

meaning turning the whole expression into a metaphor which, in turn, makes the 

whole statement become metaphorical. This statement, ultimately, spreads its 

meaning to the whole text and influences the meaning. When analysing the total 

number of metaphors used per topic, the researcher found that most of the 

metaphorical expressions were gathered from the editorials concerning Social issues. 

The use of metaphor is considerable in these editorials because social issues such as 

land, poverty, labour strikes are issues that affect the majority of the Namibian 

society directly, therefore, both the number of editorials dealing with this topic and 

the number of metaphors in them are greater. In the areas of Politics and Economy, 

metaphors are also quite frequent as both governments and the media have an urgent 
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need to convey their message effectively in order to take the readers – or consumers 

– in a specific direction.  

 

4.3 Identification of metaphors 

 

The Metaphor Identification Procedure (MIP) is specifically devised to be used for 

the identification of metaphorical expressions. This procedure focuses on the analysis 

of metaphorical expressions (linguistic metaphors) which are distinctively different 

from conceptual metaphors in that the former are seen as realisations of the latter.     

An interpretation done using MIP does not imply that the writer, speaker or reader 

will consciously recognize the words as metaphorical (Semino, 2008). What the 

procedure shows is that the particular use of a word can be analysed as being 

metaphorical when compared to its other relevant uses, and that it therefore has the 

potential to be recognized as being metaphorical.  

In order to show how MIP works, an example selected from one of the editorials will 

be used to demonstrate the procedure.  

Step 1: Read the entire text to establish a general understanding of the meaning. 

To illustrate this, we will use one sentence from the editorial title Time to stand up to 

struggle kids (August 12, 2016) as an example:  

We would not even dare touch on the merits of this group’s demands, because 

if we do, we will dilute the essence of our argument, which is that anarchy 

cannot be tolerated – whether the demands are justified or not.  

A reading of the whole article reveals that it is concerned with the unruliness of the 

struggle kids, a group of young adults born in exile. In this example, the general 
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meaning of the text concerns taking a stand and not giving in to the demands of the 

struggle kids.  

Step 2: Determine the lexical unit in the text.  

The degree of metaphoricity in the word dilute will be investigated. 

Step 3a: Contextual meaning  

In this context dilute indicates to make something less strong or effective, to make 

something weaker.  

Step 3b: Basic meaning. The basic meaning of the verb to dilute is to make a liquid 

less strong by adding water or another liquid  

Step 3c: contextual meaning versus basic meaning: The contextual meaning 

contrasts with the basic meaning and can be compared with it. One can understand 

the abstract effort of reducing and weakening an argument in terms of the physical 

action of adding water to a liquid to make it less strong. 

Step 4: Metaphor or not? Label the lexical unit as metaphorical 

Since the contextual meaning of dilute differs from the basic meaning, but still can 

be understood when compared with the basic meaning, we can conclude that the 

word dilute is being used metaphorically here. 
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4.3.1 Metaphorical Expressions in the Political editorials by Lexical Category 

Table 2 Metaphorical expressions in the political editorials 

 
Lexical Category 

Topic 
Domain 

Examples 

Adjectives Physical/Material cohesive national identity, impregnable 
principle, dark episode, healthy distance, 
fallen leader, towering political giant, choppy 
waters, crippling embargo, thorny issue, long-
simmering and explosive situation, shining 
star, forward looking politics, rare privilege, 
smoking gun evidence 

Nouns  Thing Trajectory, vacuum, battlefront, march, 
Featherweight, heavyweight, commodity, 
yoke, course, giant, sea, galaxy, land of milk 
and honey, avalanche, battleground, issue, 
cross  

Verbs Physical action build, squeeze, sail, speaks, cast, craft  
reconstruct,  prevail, yield, unshackle 
rake, stomach defeat, prevail, ripped off, ties 
in, faced, charting, coined, carry, got off, 
glued on 

 

 

There are different ways of expressing metaphorical meaning in the three topics 

analysed in this study. It can be noted that in the topic of politics metaphorical 

meaning is achieved mainly through nouns mapped onto the physical/material 

domain, of what was labelled as ‘thing’, in other words, something that is not alive. 

The examples below illustrate this mapping.  

Geingob was therefore justified in asking the deputy minister to apologise, 

given the avalanche of transgressions listed above (December 16, 2016). 
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 In this expression, the transgressions listed are compared to an avalanche, to convey 

the image and idea of something of magnitude. It is taken for granted that the reader 

understands the cross-domain mapping between a way of thinking and acting – a 

transgression, – and witnessing the result of the action from an avalanche. An 

implied simile conveys this meaning that the transgressions act like an avalanche, as 

if they were one, as a way of showing the errors of the deputy minister. 

   

From the SWAPO disunity which threatens the national fabric of cohesion, 

to the drought and poverty – we clearly cannot claim to be better off than our 

neighbours (October 14, 2016). 

In this expression a concrete, very familiar word is used to convey the image for 

something that is strong and joined together. Most people would relate fabric to the 

clothing they wear to keep them covered and protected from the cold. So something 

that threatens this fabric of unity is something that can tear it apart. 

 

In the topic of politics, nouns and adjectives carry the weight to convey metaphorical 

meaning both at word and sentence level. Metaphorical language is useful in political 

messages since it can both intensify meaning and very often provide the reader with 

a visual image. By turning an idea, concept, or action into an object, for example, 

crippling embargo, dark episode, impregnable principle, this idea can be said to have 

been reduced in status and importance because it has to be turned into a physical 

thing in order to be understood. It loses power or semantic weight by being 

downgraded in discourse. A portion of its neutral, original meaning is taken away in 

order to serve the purpose of the new meaning in this specific context.  
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In the example below, it is the adjective which performs the metaphorical function. 

These adjectives are positive, optimistic or pessimistic, negative. When positive, they 

point to a desired action or state; that is, something the government – its players 

(agencies, ministers) – should have done for the people’s well-being. When the 

adjectives are negative, they refer directly to flaws or shortcomings in political terms.  

 

On the thorny issue of the struggle kids Geingob also recently took to a lot of 

flak, but in all fairness should be commended for devising a pragmatic 

solution to what was simply a long-simmering and explosive situation that 

has remained unresolved for some time (October 7, 2016). 

 

Issues are described as being thorny, conjuring an image of something prickly 

therefore able to cause distress. The way this thorny issue is dealt with leads to the 

idea of a sensible and practical resolution that is able to resolve even an explosion. 

Long simmering implies that this situation has been slowly growing for some time. 

 

Editorials serve different functions (see 2.8.2). Editorials on the topic of Politics 

praise or criticize and the most useful linguistic resources for criticism in a short text 

and limited space such as an editorial are nouns used metaphorically. Each editorial 

analysed contains between one and three metaphorical expressions, and the longer 

editorials can include as many as five. Table 2 shows that in the topic of politics, 

most metaphorical expressions are communicated through nouns which transfer 

meaning from the abstract domain onto the physical one. 
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Politicians and governments are expected to achieve. Therefore, the political arena is 

a realm in which things – material and non-material – are the issues to be 

experienced and assessed by voters, and, ultimately, by people in general. This 

confirms the idea presented by Steen (2007) who notes that the most important 

linguistic function of a metaphor is to produce an alternative perspective on a 

particular referent or topic in a message.  

 

4.3.2 Metaphorical Expressions in the Economics editorials by Lexical 

Category 

 

Table 3 Metaphorical expressions in the cconomics editorials by lexical category 

 
Lexical Category 

Topic 
Domain 

Examples 

Adjectives Physical/Material deadly blow, astronomical amount of 
money, shoestring budget, umbrella body, 
fragile community, nagging glitches, 
stagnant economy, sound healthy 
investment, predatory corporate abuse, raft 
of price hikes, gaping abyss of inequality, 
weakening rand, incoherent trips, wasteful 
spending, bread and butter issue 

Nouns Thing crumbs, drop in the ocean, horde, purse 
strings, tool, vehicle, tune, path, story, 
breathing space, taps, purse, the bottom 
line, baron, lords of life, our corner, new 
lease of life, cutting edge, captains of 
industry, trajectory, ground, shock therapy, 
invisible hand, fight, turbulent sea, captain, 
promised land, ground, path, living 
testimony 

Verbs Physical action cut, faces, sits, dwarf, pumping, flew in, 
grow, capturing, to dress up, tighten their 
belts, shed blood, turn the tide, to bear fruit, 
wiping, injecting, pave the way, chew over, 
is driven, stand, pulling in, climbed to, 
cement, arrest, sail 
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In Economy, metaphorical expressions are expressed mainly through verbs which 

point to action, like the examples below:  

The overhauling of the country’s foreign policy earlier this year was aimed at 

injecting into this policy a new lease of life and a cutting edge to pave the 

way for proper economic engagement with nations that matter in the global 

arena (November 25, 2016). 

The metaphorical expression written here in a proposition uses the principle of 

semblance as described by Ferenczy (1997). Restoration and rehabilitation of the 

policy are compared to the outcome of the action performed by a nurse when using a 

needle to administer medicine. The meaning of healing and renewed energy is 

conveyed successfully.  

And at this time when every other department is required to tighten their 

belts, including health and education, why should the press be an exception? 

(November 18, 2016) 

The metaphorical expression in this proposition uses personification and metonymy 

to convey the meaning of government employees and departments being obliged to 

follow a political decision. Consequences of financial decisions can be physiological 

and emotional experiences for people. They can impact people’s wellbeing mentally 

and physically. The expression ‘tighten their belts’ conjures up an image of an 

person crushing his/her body by pulling a belt tight as a reference to spending less 

money. In the example below it is the noun phrase ‘purse strings’ that carries the 

metaphorical meaning. 

Is it not perhaps time for those controlling the purse strings to be wary of 

avoiding falling into the  ‘endowment effect’, which is when we consider 
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things to be more valuable when we own them, but disregard them when we 

pass them on? (April 08, 2016) 

The metaphorically used words in the above sentence point to the idea of financial 

difficulties and economic pressure to spend less. 

 

4.3.3 Metaphorical expressions in the social issues editorials by lexical 

category 

 

Table 4 Metaphorical expressions in the Social Issues editorials by lexical category 

 
Lexical Category 

Topic 
Domain 

Examples 

Adjectives Physical/Material dry, divided soul, screaming shame, 
warring parties, lukewarm investment, 
thorny, killer, decorated legacy, ugly strike, 
lightning speed, brighter tomorrow 

Nouns Thing knees, war, fabric, appetite, soil, route, 
wine, monsters, storm, dogfights, life, 
vultures, sharks, a song, crossroads, 
mathematics, mother, avalanche, punching 
bags, business, the spine, final nail, cross, 
throats, a thorn in the flesh, streams of 
blood, shackles, flirtation 

Verbs Physical action bring, sucking, swept across, hanging,  
bleeding, kicked off, got drunk, rear, pork 
barrelling, arrest, spell, battling, dished out, 
shoved, touches, dilute, drowning, edge 
close, dealing, hammer, inject, rein in, 
fuelled, hit, littered, battling, gasping, 
marry, smoke, shake off, left, hold on 

 

In the topic of Social Affairs, metaphor is expressed mainly through verbs of action, 

as in the following examples:  
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It is our hope that the said law will help rein in racism and tribalism which 

have become regular content on Facebook and Twitter accounts of Namibians 

(March 04, 2106) 

In this context, “rein in” indicates the action of pulling and controlling the issues of 

racism and tribalism, as if the two were concrete objects (i.e. draught or riding 

animals). 

 

Yesterday, a group of learners held a demonstration at Ondangwa, in front of 

the town’s magistrate’s court, to decry the current atmosphere which has left 

their futures hanging by a fingernail (October 14, 2016). 

The cross-domain mapping of this metaphorical expression occurs between the 

human body and the mind or soul. There is no actual hanging, but an insistence on an 

important issue for many Namibians. This insistence has the same impact, as if 

someone was hanging on a rail by their fingernails. In other words, they are barely 

hanging on which means that the future looks bleak or that they do not have one if 

they were to fall. The meaning here is conveyed successfully as it is a reference that 

everyone is able to make. 

 

1.4 Prevalence of each type of metaphor in the editorials 

 

Lakoff and Johnson (1980, 2003) distinguish between three different types of 

metaphors according to the cognitive functions they perform; structural, orientational 

and ontological metaphors. The table below shows the frequency of the different 

types of metaphors in the editorials, grouped in the three topics, Politics, Economy 

and Social Issues. 
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 Table 5 Prevalence of each type of metaphor in the editorials 

Topic 

 

Type of metaphor 

Politics Economy Social 

Issues 

Total  % 

Ontological metaphor 32 31 43 106 52 

Structural metaphor 18 38 28 84 41 

Orientational metaphor 4 5 5 14 7 

 

In all the editorials combined, ontological metaphors appear the most frequently, 

accounting for 52 percent of the 204 metaphorical expressions identified. Structural 

metaphors account for 41percent while orientational metaphors only account for 7 

percent indicating that this type of metaphor is a rare occurrence in the New Era 

editorials. According to Lakoff and Johnson (2003, p. 28), ontological 

metaphors occur naturally and so often in our thought “that they are usually taken as 

self-evident, direct descriptions of mental phenomena.” The authors’ further state 

that ontological metaphors are among the most simple tools we have for 

understanding our experience, thus it is not surprising that this category of metaphors 

occurs most frequently in the newspaper editorials. It can be noted that one editorial 

can contain all three types of metaphors.   

 

4.3.4  Ontologicial metaphors 

 

The ontological metaphor’s function is to give an abstract concept a new category 

with physical features. Events, activities or something abstract are seen as entities or 

concrete substances. For example, concrete words representing things such as 
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objects, substances, persons and containers are used to substitute for abstractions like 

activities, emotion and ideas. Using ontological metaphors helps describe the objects 

clearly so the reader can understand the sentence/phrase immediately. Consider the 

following example: 

 

We need men and women of this nation to shake off the shackles of self-pity 

and stand up to be counted (July 08, 2016). 

 

This sentence is extracted from the Editorial title Nations are not built by crybabies. 

The article is about the many issues the Namibian nation faces and how the country 

should conduct itself to avoid falling into the same misfortunes as its neighbouring 

countries. An ontological metaphor is used in the sentence. It is easy for the reader to 

understand that the source domain in the sentence is shackles and the target domain 

is bondage, the condition of not being free because you are strongly influenced by 

something or someone.  Self-pity is abstract. It is an emotion or state that expresses 

self-absorbed unhappiness over one’s own sorrows. Shackles are a pair of restraints 

connected together by a chain, used to fasten a prisoner’s wrists or ankles together. 

Cognitively, readers can find that the shackles and bondage share some similarities. 

First, both involve being restrained. Second, both are a burden one would want to 

break free from. Therefore, it can be said that the use of the metaphorical expression 

‘shackles’ gains its effectiveness when it makes the abstract concept ‘bondage’ 

become easier to understand.  
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4.3.5 Structural metaphors 

 

Structural metaphor means that the abstract intangible target domain is understood by 

means of the structure of the concrete tangible source domain. This kind of metaphor 

allows the reader to understand the target domain through the elaborate structure of 

the source domain. 

For example:  

In what may be a Freudian slip, The Namibian admitted on Friday that their 

frustration with the Cabinet directive to close the taps is mainly about the 

effect it will have on their purse (November 18, 2016). 

In the example above government’s spending is compared with water. Structurally, 

the motion of water (pouring water somewhere) is like the action of spending money 

on something (giving money away). Thus, the directive from cabinet to stop 

spending is similar to the action of closing the tap thereby preventing water from 

flowing. The metaphorical expression close the taps also indicates how frustrated 

The Namibian newspaper would be as the controlled government spending would 

affect their purse, in other words their budget. 

  

4.3.6  Orientational metaphors 

 

Orientational metaphors are centered on spatial relations. These metaphors are rooted 

in people’s physical and cultural experience and involve the mapping of a simple 

spatial structure onto a complex non-spatial structure (i.e. the interaction between 

human beings and nature: up-down, in-out, front-back, on-off, deep-shallow, central-
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peripheral). The target domain is expressed by the words involving oppositions. The 

upward orientation is usually used to convey a positive evaluation of an object while 

the downward orientation indicates a negative valuation of the object. The following 

example is a clear illustration of an orientational metaphor.      

They attempted to dress up this base consideration though with pretensions to 

media ethics and the broader public interest (November 18, 2016).   

The main content of the editorial titled “On The Namibian’s sense of entitlements”, 

is about the cabinet’s decision to redirect government and parastatal advertising 

through its state-owned enterprises. The article describes The Namibian newspapers 

dissatisfaction with Cabinet’s decision not to use private media houses such as itself 

to advertise government services and activities. The article also states why cabinet 

has taken the directive such as reducing the reliance of public media institutions on 

State subsidies. 

In the example above, the article claims that The Namibian tries to dress up their 

frustrations with cabinet by claiming obstruction to media ethics and public interest. 

The editor used the phrase “to dress up” to describe the newspaper’s frustrations. In 

the above phrase “to dress up” does not mean to put on clothes rather it describes the 

process of making someone or something appear fancier than it actually is. Thus the 

base consideration is dressed up with pretentions to media ethics and broader public 

interest. The metaphorical phrase to dress up is an upward orientation.  

The tool used in this study (MIP) is aimed at identifying metaphorical language in 

discourse. The steps it includes served this purpose well for the first stage of the 

analysis. It allowed the researcher to select and organize information saving valuable 

time. Additionally, this tool proved to be reliable when tested with the group of 
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editorials used in this study. However, for analysis of conceptual metaphors, it was 

necessary to refer to the concepts set forth by the authors included in the literature 

review of this research. Firstly, the authors that make up the theoretical framework of 

this study – Lakoff and Johnson (1980, 2003) and subsequently, those researchers 

who studied and defined the elements which play a role in the construction of 

metaphorical meaning. Their concepts were essential both for the understanding and 

the analysis of metaphorical language.  

 

4.4 Metaphors grouped by their source domains 

 

As many as seven different groups of conceptual metaphors were identified in the 

editorials analysed. According to Lakoff and Johnston (2003), the source domain is 

the conceptual domain from which we draw metaphorical expressions and the target 

domain is the conceptual domain that is understood as a result of the source domain. 

Table 1 below shows all ten groups, as well as examples of metaphorical expressions 

from each source domain as identified in this study. Within the editorials, the various 

source domains are described with various mappings that help explain and interpret 

the target domains. The target domains belong to either the topics of Politics, 

Economy or Social issues (including elements of corruption, tribalism and food). 
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Table 6 Categories of source domains identified 

 Source domains Examples of metaphorical expressions 

1.  War We are already battling high debts as 
announced recently by the Bank of 
Namibia… 

2.  Journey Namibia remains on the trajectory… 

3.  Sport Negotiations kicked off… 

4.  Human body/Health Namibia remains on the trajectory to 
recover from the current slump. 

5.  Nautical/water Economic diplomacy can turn the tide. 

6.  Animals (includes the 
five sub-classes, 
mammals, birds, fish, 
amphibians and reptiles) 

Crooks are vultures. 

7.  Cooking/Food Threats dished out by some employees… 

 

4.4.1 War  

 

The use of war as a metaphor is a long-standing and rhetorical trope. ARGUMENT IS 

WAR is a classic example of a conceptual metaphor that structures the way we think 

and talk about arguments (Gibbs, 1994; Lakoff & Johnson, 1980). Most Namibians 

are familiar with the concept of war, as Namibia has gone through several periods of 

conflict in its history, especially with reference to the liberation struggle. It is thus 

not surprising that ‘war’ as a source domain appears in the editorials analysed in this 

study. 
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4.5.1.1  POLITICS IS WAR  

 

Politics has something to do with power. It consists of social relations involving 

authority or power. When one talks of the governing political party, one says that 

party is in power. Politics contains many different elements including politicians, 

political parties and politic events. Political power can be conceptualized as physical 

force. The source domain concepts of war (including battle and conflicts) are often 

mapped onto the target domain concepts of politics, since these two domains share 

some similarities. War in the literal sense means a conflict in which military forces of 

two or more countries take part. The figurative meaning of the word is any kind of 

active hostility or contention between living beings, or of conflict between opposing 

forces or principles. 

The conceptual metaphor POLITICS IS WAR can be illustrated by the following 

mappings.  

 

a) Elective congresses are battlefronts 

The concept of an elective congress (political election) can be understood through 

people’s experience in a war. The process for each party to prepare a political 

election can be conceptualized as the process of preparing for war, since both human 

resources and financial resources are taken into account in these two activities. The 

intense competition among different parties in a political election is like a battle in a 

war.  

i. The power struggles in the ruling party, and indeed the opposition have 

often threatened our peaceful co-existence (November 4, 2016). 
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ii. That’s why elective congresses of our political parties are often 

battlefronts because whoever emerges is destined for ministerial and other 

positions (November 4, 2016).  

iii. These fights are never about a burning desire to get into a position where 

one can effect change for the betterment of society (November 4, 2016).  

Example (i) shows ‘struggles’ indicates effort, difficulty and lack of success in 

achieving power. Just like war, these struggles threaten the peaceful coexistence of 

people in society. In the example (ii), the word ‘battlefront’ shows that the contest 

between the different parties is quite fierce. When politicians take part in elections, 

they do so with the goal of emerging as victors. This victory is evident in the 

positions that they acquire. Example (iii) indicates these fights could indicate heated 

debates or fights for votes on the campaign trail. In addition, the fights, much like in 

war, are often never about the bigger picture (the betterment of society) but rather 

about immediate power since the aim of the competition is to contend for the 

domination of the nation.  

 

b) Political strategies are war strategies 

Commanders in a war will use different strategies to ensure victory. Undoubtedly, 

politicians also adopt policies and use strategies to win the elections. 

iv. With another elective congress set for next year, the perennial 

manoeuvres, mechanisations and jostling for positions are about to start 

– if they aren’t already in full swing (January 29, 2016).  

In war, a manoeuvre is made with skill and tact. Politicians also have to use 

diplomacy and precision when strategizing.  The prototypical meaning of 
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mechanisations is ‘a mechanized system or process now uses machines instead of 

people or animals’. In this context it is likened to war referring to mechanized army 

units that use tanks and other armoured military vehicles; these are perhaps 

compared to the means of technology used today. 

 

c) The outcome of politics is the outcome of war  

The consequence of a political election can be understood via the terms of war. 

v. Historically such activities have claimed countless casualties in the party – 

which has often led to deep-seated divisions in the party, or even 

defections (January 29, 2016). 

vi. As a result, even ordinary citizens start dealing with each other with 

suspicion and caution, because the seeds of hatred have been planted and 

watered from the top, especially by those who cannot stomach defeat 

(January 29, 2016). 

A casualty refers to someone who is killed in an accident or war. In example (v) the 

casualties refer to members of the party who defect as a result of the party’s manner 

of operation and also to the voters that have been lost. The war term defeat means 

failure to win or succeed. In the context of example (vii) candidates are unable to 

handle the loss of an election. 

Politics is often conceptualised as war because it involves violent competition. In a 

political election, two or more parties will engage in a fierce contest in order to win 

the election. Different parties hold different political stands and political ideas. 

Parties will fight with each other through speeches on the campaign trail to gain their 

own interests. In the process of election, each politician or party will make use of all 
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efficient strategies or tactics in order to win the election. In this sense, the process of 

political election between two or more parties is like a war between two or more 

armies.  

 

4.4.2 Journey 

 

4.5.2.1  POLITICS IS A JOURNEY 

 

This conceptual metaphor derives from the universal metaphor of LIFE IS A JOURNEY 

and can thus be interpreted as POLITICAL LIFE IS A JOURNEY. LIFE IS A JOURNEY has 

been cited in many linguistic works dealing with conceptual metaphors, for instance: 

Lakoff and Johnson (1980), Lakoff (1987), Kövecses (2003). This conceptual 

metaphor involves a series of mappings from the domain of a journey onto the 

domain of life. For example, journeys have beginnings and endings as does one’s 

political life, one can encounter obstacles and challenges in one’s political career just 

as we experience problems in life and our life objectives are presented as 

destinations. In the conceptual metaphor POLITICS IS A JOURNEY, politicians are 

conceptualised as travellers on course to reach their political goals. According to the 

conceptual scheme of this metaphor, politicians are expected to choose a route that 

will eventually lead to the social and economic prosperity of the whole country. To 

achieve that, they are expected to avoid obstacles that may result in making the 

country ungovernable. Hence, choosing an appropriate route is one of the most 

important steps in the political journey. Johnson (1987) claims that people in many 

cultures conceive life as an ongoing journey with its various destinations, paths to 

destinations and impediments to motion.  
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The conceptual metaphor POLITICS IS A JOURNEY is illustrated by the following 

mappings:  

a) Politicians/society as travellers  

i. This march, however, should not be an endless walk towards infinity 

(November 04, 2016). 

ii. Recently, the country climbed ten places on the world transparency index – 

another sign that this country is on the right path (April 29, 2016). 

iii. The criticism was made regardless of the fact that Geingob stressed that “the 

HPP does not replace any national development roadmap, but aims to 

complement the long-term national goal for prosperity” (October 7, 2016). 

iv. Namibia, as President Geingob likes saying, is on the march (November 04, 

2016). 

v. Namibia remains on the trajectory to recover from the current economic 

slump (December 09, 2016). 

In examples (i - v) the metaphorical expressions paint the picture of people on a 

journey. Namibia is a marching and walking nation, walking along a specific path 

and the roadmap provides a sense of direction, a guide of where to go.  The political 

leaders are represented as those who guide their followers safely, until they arrive at 

the nation’s ultimate destination. 

b) Political decisions are movement 

vi. Namibia is on the move and we cannot have dissidents causing anarchy at 

a time when we all need to pull in one direction to develop our country 
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from all fronts, with accelerated effort in true Harambee spirit (August 12, 

2016). 

Movement on a journey is a positive attribute as this implies that decisions are 

consistently being taken to ensure progress. The phrases ‘on the move’ (vi) and 

‘pulling in one direction’ suggest a progressive and well-coordinated movement 

towards a political objective. 

c) Political purposes as destinations  

vii. We must craft our own destination and reach it in the shortest time 

possible (November 04, 2016). 

viii. The President should remain steadfast in his course and should not be 

distracted by sinister attempts to undermine his work by individuals whose 

distortions will surely not carry the day (October 7, 2016). 

The conceptual mapping of politics as a journey represents long term purposes that 

define a better future for the people as they advance in the journey to nationhood.  

When a destination is reached it is often a sign of accomplishment. In example (vii) 

there is an appeal to arrive at the destination within a short time period in order to 

achieve success. In example (viii) the President is the leader of the nation and he 

should not veer off the path when leading the nation. This situation can be likened to 

someone on a journey headed to a specific destination. If they are distracted and get 

off course or head in another direction, they will not reach their destination. 
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a) Political problems as difficulties 

ix. We complain at every new idea and initiative and cannot handle criticism. 

We are too pessimistic and are afraid to traverse new trajectories 

(August 12, 2016). 

x. Government and teachers are at crossroads regarding clashing 

perspectives on the educators’ salary hike (September 09, 2016). 

xi. When we take things cheaply and without an iota of pride and seriousness, 

we risk becoming another banana African republic – and that is a route we 

cannot afford to take (March 18, 2016). 

Examples (ix - xi) show that politicians are expected to choose a route that will 

eventually lead to the social and economic development of the country. Taking a 

journey means not being afraid to embark on new experiences. The decisions that 

need to be taken often result in a traveller finding himself at a crossroad. 

For POLITICS IS A JOURNEY, it is observed that all correspondences between the source 

and target domains are related to the concept of traveling on paths, trajectories and 

routes. In other words, the journey has a starting and ending point; the travellers can 

walk or leave the path if they are afraid or come across obstacles on the way to their 

destination. Similarly, ‘politics’ is conceptualised as a journey because the career of 

a politician has starting and ending points and politicians endeavour for the country 

as a whole to agree on legislature and move in one direction. In addition, the 

metaphor of “journey” is common in political discourse because journey is a domain 

that most people are familiar with. Politicians are seen as leaders, the masses as 

followers. This imagery depicts a picture of movement on a journey. The metaphors 

of movement increase persuasion because they conceptualise any political activity so 
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that it is referred to as a journey with a positively evaluated destination (Semino, 

2008). Metaphors of “journey” suggest to people that politicians are aware of where 

the party, the state or they themselves really want to go.  

 

4.4.3 Sport 

 

4.5.3.1  POLITICS IS SPORT 

 

Competition among opponents is an essential aspect of the sports metaphor. In this 

metaphoric representation, politics is perceived as a contest, a race or some sport 

between political opponents, where winners and losers eventually emerge. The 

political situation in Namibia also presents a situation in which political actors 

recognise political contests as a race between opponents. Victory at the polls 

corresponds to winning in a competition and the office won in an election 

corresponds to a trophy won in a competition. 

The conceptual metaphor POLITICS IS SPORT can be illustrated by the following 

examples:  

i. Following one of the countless assassination attempts on his life Castro 

lightly brushed off these attempts, saying had these CIA-funded attempts on 

his life been an Olympic event he would have easily scooped a gold medal 

(December 02, 2016). 

The biggest sporting event in the world is the Olympic Games. To achieve a gold 

medal at these events means that one has competed at a global event against other 

countries and won. In the example above, the assassination attempts are likened to an 

Olympic event at which Fidel Castro won the highest honour by evading the CIA. 
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a) Politics is boxing 

ii. Yesterday Namibia edged a step closer to dealing poverty and hunger a killer 

blow. (July 01, 2016) 

iii. The fights featuring the ruling party in one corner and AR in the other have 

reached childish levels (July 08, 2016). 

iv. Economically speaking Cuba is a featherweight, but politically and in terms 

of ideological consciousness, arts, science, self-sufficiency and defiance of 

imperialism, it is a heavyweight that belies its tiny landmass (December 02, 

2016). 

Politics contains many different aspects, such as politicians and their roles, elections 

and political events. Government is included in the list, too, and sometimes 

metonymy is used to refer to the government, for example Namibia. When a boxing 

metaphor is applied, it usually aims at the actions or events that the government (the 

politicians) is involved in. In the metaphorical expressions above political situations 

are exemplified via boxing metaphors. In example (ii) one envisions poverty and 

hunger being knocked out with ‘a killer blow’. This means that poverty was dealt a 

blow that ensured that it would not regain an advantage or get up again. In other 

words, Namibia was successful against poverty. In example (iii) the ruling party and 

AR are in the boxing ring standing in their corners waiting to fight. This metaphor is 

used to show that the two are on opposing sides. In example (iv) a country’s stature 

is referred to using boxing terms. Featherweight is a weight in boxing that is between 

bantamweight and lightweight (i.e. of insignificant weight). In the context of the 

example it refers to a state that is not sufficiently competent to compete at a higher 

level. So economically, Cuba cannot compete with bigger world economies. 
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However, politically, Cuba competes with other countries as it has the expertise. 

Heavyweight is one of the heaviest categories in boxing. 

a) Politics is soccer 

v. And these negotiations kicked off as far back as April (October 14, 2016.) 

vi. This threatens our very existence as a people and Namibia’s standing as an 

exemplary player in the world of political stability (July 08, 2016). 

The soccer term ‘kick off’ refers to the beginning of the game. Similarly, in example 

(v) the term is indicating the start of negotiations. Example (vi) refers to Namibia as 

an exemplary player. In a soccer match there are 22 players, eleven per side. The 

reference to Namibia as a player indicates that Namibia is in a political event (game) 

of some sorts. 

It can be seen that the popular sports in the Namibia, boxing and soccer take the role 

as source domains in the metaphorical expressions above. The close, logical 

relationship between the source domain – SPORT and the target domain – 

POLITICS becomes clearly exemplified. Borrowing sport terms to express and 

deliver political messages makes the messages more relatable to the average 

Namibian who partakes in sport, either as a player or spectator.   

 

4.4.4 Human body/Health 

 

4.5.4.1  ECONOMY IS A HUMAN BODY 

 

Economics is defined as “a social science concerned chiefly with description and 

analysis of the production, distribution, and consumption of goods and services” 
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(merriam-webster.com). It looks at large and small scale transactions in everyday 

business matters, whether for people, small businesses, or large corporations. In daily 

life, people pay close attention to their physical and mental health.  In the conceptual 

metaphor ECONOMY IS LIFE individuals personify economic activities. This means 

that the transfers of meaning take place from the human body (source domain) and 

its parts to the economic field (target domain).   

The conceptual metaphor ECONOMY IS A HUMAN BODY can be illustrated by the 

following mappings:  

a) An appropriate condition of an economy is a healthy condition of the 

human body  

i. In general Namibia is in good shape and optimism for the future remains 

high (April 29, 2016). 

ii. Both these countries have low levels of debt exposure, in particular foreign 

debt, and both form part of a handful of African economies that can boast 

healthy investment grade ratings by international rating agencies, such as 

Fitch and Moody (July 15, 2016). 

When a person is keeping fit and doing well it is said that he/she is in good shape. 

The same can be said of an economy. In example (i) ‘Namibia is in good shape’ 

implies that the country is strong and not experiencing any problems. In example (ii) 

both Namibia and Botswana are seemingly declared fit as they boast ‘healthy 

investment grade ratings by international rating agencies’, just as a doctor would 

declare a patient healthy. 
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b) An inappropriate condition of an economy is an illness 

iii. Despite the crippling US embargo, Cuba still has one of the highest rates of 

literacy, of the best healthcare systems around and Cuban life expectancy is 

among the highest in the world at 78.4 years (December 02, 2016). 

iv. Treasury has had sleepless nights thinking of introducing new tax regimes to 

help arrest the spiralling poverty in the country (February 05, 2016).  

v. What we witnessed was a good commitment to austerity, in recognition of 

how the current global financial squeeze affects Namibia and the fact that 

public money is not to be thrown around aimlessly as though political leaders 

own it (December 09, 2016). 

Examples (iii - v) describe negative conditions that have damaging results. In 

example (iii) ‘crippling’ describes how the US-imposed embargos impacted the 

Cuban economy because economic trade between the two countries was no longer 

possible. ‘Sleepless nights’ in example (iv) can be described as insomnia, a condition 

when one cannot sleep because of psychological issues, when an individual is 

continuously awake trying to deal with issues. In dealing with the new tax regimes, 

Treasury is constantly working on the problem and does not rest. The basic meaning 

of squeeze is to apply pressure to something typically with your fingers or hands. 

Squeezing or being squeezed too hard can be painful. In example (v) the global 

financial squeeze refers to a period in economics when borrowing is difficult and 

profits decline due to increasing cost or decreasing revenues thus negatively 

impacting the Namibian economy. 
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c) Economic measures are medical treatments 

vi. He has also been critical of the doctrine of economic ‘shock therapy’ 

applied to places such as the former Soviet Union (May 13, 2016). 

Shock therapy is a form of treatment given to mental patients administered by 

electroconvulsive therapy or by inducing physiological shock. A shock is usually 

something fast and unexpected. In example (iv), economic shock therapy refers to 

the drastic treatment applied to the economy to solve the problems. 

 

d) Recovery of an economy is recovery of a patient 

vii. But when such savings occur at the highest end of the spectrum, such as the 

Office of the President, our hopes for the future remain intact with the belief 

that if this momentum is maintained, Namibia remains on the trajectory to 

recover from the current slump (December 09, 2016). 

viii. True, there is a lot that needs to be done in order to save public money 

(December 09, 2016). 

ix. The overhauling of the country’s foreign policy earlier this year was aimed at 

injecting into this policy a new lease of life and a cutting edge to pave the 

way for proper economic engagement with nations that matter in the global 

arena (November 25, 2016). 

Examples (vii), (viii), and (ix) point to an economy that was sick and is now on the 

road to recovery. Example (iv), implies that after receiving treatment (an injection of 

a new lease of life), through the foreign policy, the economy is able to engage in 

proper economic activities. An injection is usually administered to prevent an 

ailment or help a patient recover. 
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In Namibia, keeping strong is well praised and people exercise to keep fit and 

healthy. This tendency in human life is used to conceptualize other concepts like 

economy. The economy is healthy or strong if it keeps developing normally and 

smoothly. Metaphorically, aspects of the economy are understood as features or parts 

of the body. These parts can become ill and then may affect the whole body. As long 

as the parts work well, the economy works well, thus the general well-being of an 

economy is understood in economic terms as its economic health. The economy can 

suffer injuries or become ill but it can also receive medical treatment allowing it to 

recover from its ailment.  If the treatment is effective, the economy, just like a patient 

(human body) will recover, if it is not, the economy will collapse. 

 

4.4.5 Nautical 

 

The historical significance of the sea is quite prominent in the English language. This 

dates back to the exploration era. The English language gained many additions 

during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries when British naval and merchant ships 

travelled the seas( http://www.see-the-sea.org/nautical/naut-body.htm). In modern 

times ships play a less important role, and they tend to be powered by engines rather 

than sails. Yet many expressions derived from sailing remain embedded in the 

English language. Although Namibia is a dry country, it is bounded by the South 

Atlantic Ocean on the west, and has two harbour ports that have gained economic 

strength since independence in 1990. One needs to keep in mind that English is the 

official language in Namibia. Thus it is not surprising that seafaring metaphors 

appear in the New Era editorials. 

  

http://www.see-the-sea.org/nautical/naut-body.htm
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4.5.5.1  ECONOMY IS THE SEA 

 

The conceptual metaphor ECONOMY IS THE SEA can be illustrated by the following 

mappings: 

a) Economy is a ship 

i. Such measures form part of the austerity steps taken by the Geingob 

administration which is undeniably sailing the rough seas of financial 

difficulties experienced in the entire region (December 09, 2016). 

 

b) The state budget is the ocean 

ii. Unsurprisingly, portfolio minister Jerry Ekandjo has – and rightly so – 

described the budget allocation to sports as a drop in the ocean (April 08, 

2016). 

 

c) President is captain 

iii. He survived hundreds – indeed 637 – assassination attempts, to be precise, 

and navigated his country through the choppy waters of a crippling five-

decade long trade and economic embargo instigated by Cuba’s overbearing 

neighbour North America, a mere 90 miles away, that felt slighted by the fact 

that Castro overthrew US-supported despot Fulgencio Batista (December 02, 

2016). 

iv. There’s no reason to pull back and wait for the President to sail the ship 

alone. This is a turbulent sea that requires support for the captain to sail us 

through to the promised land of prosperity (February 5, 2016). 
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In examples (i), (ii) and (iv), the economy is likened to a sea but in a negative 

manner as the sea is rough, turbulent and has choppy waters. In all these instances, 

the economy under discussion is going through financial difficulties. In example (ii), 

the budget allocation for sports is a mere drop in the ocean. This means that it is a 

very small portion of the overall budget. In examples (iii) and (iv) the President is the 

captain, navigating the ship, through the rough seas, just as he would direct the 

economy. Example (iii) refers to Fidel Castro while example (iv) refers to Hage 

Geingob.  

 

d) Businessmen are captains 

v. While addressing captains of the industry in Botswana at a business 

seminar, Geingob challenged the business community in both countries to get 

involved in mutually beneficial projects (July 15, 2016). 

The basic meaning of ‘captain’ is the person in command of a ship. In example (iv), 

the industry leaders are referred to as ‘captains’. 

 

e) Economic problems are bad weather conditions 

vi. Closing the taps on the ‘soft subsidies’ to the private sector press provides 

them the perfect opportunity to prove to all and sundry how effective they are 

in the market and how easily they can cope without the benefit of State 

largesse in the form of hundreds of millions of dollars annually in advertising 

revenue (November 18, 2016). 

vii. We cannot solve existing problems by dishing out food to families while the 

economy is stagnant (November 11, 2016). 
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viii. We could pinpoint an avalanche of problem areas that contributed to our 

substandard performance at this event – but topping that list would arguably 

be our lukewarm investment in sport (November 19, 2016). 

When the tap is closed water no longer flows from it. To close a tap is a measure 

used to save water, especially to prevent drought. In example (vi) the metaphorical 

expression refers to the core trade-offs that policy makers face. Once the ‘soft 

subsidies’ stop flowing, the private sector press will go through a monetary drought 

;it is unable to cope without the State’s aid. In example (vii) the economy is stagnant 

which means that, like water, it is standing still and has no flow. Stagnant water often 

results in unsanitary conditions. 

In the analysis of ECONOMY IS NAUTICAL a metaphorical understanding of the 

economy relies on several source domains that have to do primarily with the sea, 

water and the weather. Economic issues and performance are understood through 

perceptions relating to weather conditions: bad weather means negative performance; 

good weather is positive. Politicians guide the economy, just like captains direct 

ships. Smit (2012) claims that seafaring metaphors are unfamiliar to Namibians, 

however it is evident from the examples above that nautical related metaphors are 

quite familiar to Namibians as they appear in the editorials of the New Era 

newspaper. 

 

4.4.6 Animals 
 

 

The PEOPLE ARE ANIMALS was first put forward by Lakoff and Johnson (1980). As 

animals are part of our world, they are naturally a suitable source domain and a 
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vehicle in the conceptualization and construction of metaphors related to people, as 

people use their knowledge of the natural world in constructing a meaningful social 

existence. By means of this metaphor, we are able to understand human 

characteristics in terms of corresponding animal characteristics. 

 

The conceptual metaphor PEOPLE ARE ANIMALS can be illustrated by the following 

mappings: 

 

a) Human behaviour is animal behaviour 

i. Local consumers – tragically – do not have advocacy groups to advocate for 

our rights and protect us from predatory corporate abuse and daylight 

fleecing (May 20, 2016). 

The word ‘predatory’ is used to describe an animal that preys on other animals. 

In example (i) corporate abuse is referred to as being predatory because it is 

exploitative and preys on local consumers. 

ii. If anything; NUST should be knocking on Treasury’s door to justify why it 

needs a fatter purse instead of barking up the wrong tree – namely the 

students (January 22, 2016). 

Barking is an action attributed to a dog. In example (ii), the phrase ‘barking up 

the wrong tree’ alludes to hunting dogs barking at the bottom of trees where they 

mistakenly think their prey is hiding. Thus NUST is likened to the dog barking 

while the students are the wrong tree. 

iii. The situation is aberrant, and they soar at many levels of government and 

state-owned enterprises (April 15, 2016). 
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Birds of the air soar. They maintain height in the air without flapping their 

wings. Example (iii) illustrates that ‘they’ are rapidly climbing levels within 

government and state-owned enterprises without necessarily putting in effort or 

doing any work. 

 

iv. It is symbolic of our nations divided soul and the unity of our country is 

being sacrificed in the unnecessary tribal dogfights that are fast becoming a 

daily occurrence (June 03, 2016). 

In its literal sense a dogfight is just that, a fight between two dogs, often illegally 

organised. In the example above (iv) ‘dogfights’ is used metaphorically to refer 

to violent struggle between the different tribes. The actions of people are 

understood in terms of the activity of animals (dogs). 

   

v. Limbo’s remarks in particular, where he wished a German-style 

extermination order against another tribe, which he called ‘cockroaches’, are 

among the worst we have seen in independent Namibia (June 03, 2016).  

Cockroaches carry a negative connotation. To liken a person to a cockroach is 

derogatory and conjures up images of unwanted, disgusting pests. During the 

Holocaust and Rwandan genocide, victims were referred to as cockroaches. This 

was dehumanising as it implied that people should be squashed (killed) like 

cockroaches. 
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b) Corrupt people are animals 

vi. There are vultures whose forte has always been to take cruel advantage of 

the destitute, the needy, the infirm, the elderly, orphans and the weaklings in 

general. Vultures have become commonplace (April 15, 2016). 

Vultures are animals that prey on the week or dead. Thus when an individual(s) is 

likened to a vulture it is often in a negative manner. In example (vi), the vultures are 

scavengers, corrupt individuals who take advantage of the weak. 

 

vii. It is because of the nocturnal dealings of these crooks, these stone-faced, 

shameless sharks that we have the current land ‘crisis’ that recently reared 

its ugly head at Walvis Bay, where the restless landless were involved in 

riotous behaviour (April 15, 2016). 

Sharks are known for their greed and hunting instinct thus in the example above (vii) 

the shameless sharks are corrupt individuals who are greedy. Furthermore, their 

dealings are nocturnal (nightly) activities that no one witnesses. Although sharks are 

not a common occurrence in Namibia, the coastal town of Lüderitz in the south is 

linked to Shark Island, and thus most individuals would be able to make the shark 

reference, if not through Shark Island, then from television programmes. Around the 

town of Walvis Bay, many people are involved in the fishing industry and would be 

familiar with sharks. 

 

viii. They hate the poor, they hate those not related to them because how else 

would one classify this sheer cronyism, this patronage, this pork barrelling? 

(April 15, 2016). 
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Pork barrelling refers to government spending that benefits constituents of a 

particular politician in exchange for support at the polls. This individual who is 

involved in pork barrelling is often seen as someone who is greedy and has forgotten 

their original investment strategy to focus on securing unrealistic future gains. This is 

similar to what Namibians call ‘tenderpreneurs’. On the other hand, one might think 

of pigs in a barrel when one hears the term ‘pork-barrelling. Pigs on the farm often 

overindulge in feed, after all, they do eat anything and everything. Thus pork 

barrelling can also be a synonym for ‘fat’. 

 

Within the theoretical framework of Conceptual Metaphor Theory, Lakoff and 

Johnson (1980) and Kövecses (2002) show how relevant characteristics of animals 

and animal behaviour (source domain) are mapped onto people and institutions 

(target domain). ANIMAL metaphors are common in many languages, which proves 

that “the domain of animals is an extremely productive source domain” (Kövecses 

2002. p. 17) in the process of metaphorisation. Animal metaphors are common in 

most cultures. Most people will relate to the use of animal metaphors without 

question and readily identify themselves and others with animals. 

 

4.4.7 Food, cooking and eating 

 

Mappings onto the FOOD domain are very distinctive because food/eating is a 

universal concept, whether there is reference to food in abundance or its scarcity. 

Thus, the ordinary lay-man is able to relate to metaphors of food. These metaphors 

are usually culturally specific, often because of the techniques used to prepare food 

and the types of food available to people.  
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4.5.7.1  MONEY IS FOOD 

 

i. Treasury has delivered yet another deadly blow to the country’s sports 

fraternity after the line ministry announced crumbs amounting to N$38.6 

million for all 50 sports codes affiliated to the Namibia Sports Commission 

(NSC) (April 08, 2016). 

In the example above (i), the portion of the state budget allocated to sports is referred 

to as ‘crumbs’. Literally, a crumb is a small piece of bread that is left over after 

eating. It is often too small to be eaten. In the context above, the ports fraternity has 

received very little funds, mere crumbs.  

 

4.5.7.2  IDEAS/ISSUES ARE FOOD 

 

Ideas are amorphous. They are of course not food but we can use our concept of food 

to structure our concept of ideas. In this case, the source domain FOOD enables us to 

make sense of another experiential, abstract target domain IDEAS. This conceptual 

metaphor is exemplified through the following mappings and expressions. 

 

ii. Let us remind ourselves that our elected politicians should articulate and 

speak out on bread and butter issues that affect the people who voted for 

them even if these issues do not directly affect them, because of the perks and 

privileges accorded to parliamentarians and high-ranking policy makers (May 

20, 2016). 
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Literally, bread and butter are food stuff. To refer to bread and butter issues means 

the basic source of income or basic needs of life, issues such as food, shelter, and 

clothing. 

a) Considering is chewing/ cognition is eating 

 

iii. Before we chew over this subject, it is worth mentioning that the weight of 

chicken sold in shops consists of at least one-fifth water, which is apparently 

injected to make the chicken succulent and tasty, but also to add to its weight 

(May 20, 2016).  

The action of chewing involves biting and working food over and over again until it 

is easy to swallow. This can be compared to thinking about something, going over 

and over a matter in your mind until a decision can be made. In example (iii) there is 

a need to think about/consider or ‘chew over’ the subject, which is the price of 

chicken.  

 

b) Interest in ideas is appetite for food 

 

iv. The youth in particular have shown little appetite for national day events 

such as Independence Day and what it truly means in the broader sense 

(March 18, 2016).  

An appetite is a desire to eat. Lack of appetite can be described as a lack of interest in 

something as there is no desire for it. Thus, when the youth have little appetite for 

national day events, it means that they have little interest. 
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4.5.7.3  ACTION IS COOKING 

 

v. By compelling the State departments and parastatals to firstly use government 

news agencies as an outlet for advertising, Cabinet is merely responding to 

the public outcry to trim the fat and is simply directing public resources to 

the sustenance of public institutions – as it should be (November 18, 2016). 

Literally, trim the fat means to skilfully remove most of the fat from a piece of meat 

because the fat is unwanted or unneeded. In the context above cabinet needs to ‘trim 

the fat’, cut down on the non-essential spending of funds. 

 

vi. On the thorny issue of the struggle kids Geingob also recently took a lot of 

flack, but in all fairness should be commended for devising a pragmatic 

solution to what was simply a long-simmering and explosive situation that 

has remained unresolved for some time (October 07, 2016). 

Simmering is a food preparation technique where the food cooks on low heat over an 

extended period of time. In example (vi) the situation is long simmering, so it has 

been brewing and getting worse for quite some time.   

 

vii. We do not even dare touch on the merits of this group’s demands, because if 

we do, we will dilute the essence of our argument, which is that anarchy 

cannot the [sic] tolerated – whether the demands are justified or not (August 

12, 2016). 
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viii. Threats, as dished out by some government officials towards teachers, would 

only further strain relations and fail negotiations (September 09, 2016). 

The action ‘to dilute’ usually refers to adding water to a liquid to make it weaker. If 

the essence of the argument is diluted it means that the argument will be made 

weaker thus losing its strength and effectiveness as in example (vii). 

In example (viii) the action of serving food is used to describe that action undertaken 

by some government officials. Literally, to dish out means to distribute food. In the 

context above ‘dished out’ is used to mean ‘handed out’ or ‘gave out’ threats. The 

government officials made threats.  

One of the issues that seems important to linguists who have studied metaphor is that 

of meaning. This chapter analysed the data collected and interpreted the information 

according to the emerging themes that transpired. The following final chapter will 

provide the discussion, conclusion and recommendations of the study. 
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CHAPTER 5 

 

DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

5.1 Introduction 

 

This chapter presents a discussion and the conclusions drawn from findings 

presented in chapter 4. Conclusions of the findings are made based on the conceptual 

metaphor theory and the research questions posed in Chapter 1. Finally the chapter 

also looks at recommendations regarding this study. 

 

5.2 Discussions 

 

One of the issues that seems important to linguists who have studied metaphor is that 

of meaning. They focus on questions such as “What is the meaning of a metaphorical 

expression?”, “Is the true meaning of a metaphorical statement the literal meaning of 

the words themselves? Or does the statement mean what the writer wanted it to 

mean?” Searle (1979) believes that metaphorical expressions mean what the speaker 

intended them to mean. The researcher has shown in the preceding chapters that 

there is a lot more to metaphor than mere linguistics. Metaphor reflects the way we 

think, it has the power to frame our thoughts, and it may be used as a communicative 

tool, both within and between disciplines.  
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5.2.1 Metaphor identification procedure (MIP) 

 

The tool used in this study, the metaphor identification procedure, provided a 

suitable instrument for the analysis of metaphorical expressions. Previous scholars 

describing the phenomenon of metaphor have usually turned to introspection, when 

they needed examples, for example, Lakoff (1987), Kövecses (2003) or they have 

cited literary works of art, namely Turner (1987). MIP highlights the importance of 

context in the identification of metaphors. This characteristic of the method has 

turned out to be very beneficial for this study, since the editorials often used clusters 

of metaphorical expressions in one editorial and the metaphorical meaning can be 

identified only if one minds their context. In summary, the Pragglejazz Group (2007) 

provides a clear method of identification of metaphors that can be used for 

newspaper articles amongst other forms of literary works. 

 

5.2.2 Conceptual metaphor theory 

 

When discussing conceptual metaphors, it is important to realize that they very rarely 

appear in speech or writing (Deignan, 2005). As such, conceptual metaphors could 

be seen as existing only at a level of thought, requiring metaphorical expressions 

(linguistic metaphors) to become identified and understood. The term linguistic 

metaphor refers to the realisation of conceptual mappings, and their meanings are 

often described in two terms: topic and vehicle (Deignan, 2005). The vehicle is a 

symbol for the literal meaning of a word, whereas the topic represents the word in its 

metaphorical meaning.  
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Following Lakoff and Johnson (1980) and the Contemporary (Cognitive) Metaphor 

Theory, it is evident that thoughts and ideas are physiologically embedded in the 

brain. They are not just abstractions of untraceable events that happen in the mind. 

Thus we are able to understand, relate, analyse, and store information as well as 

being able to retrieve it when it is necessary. One of the ways the mind stores and 

processes information is by using language. This part of human experience is so 

important that it is almost impossible for us to imagine the acquisition of knowledge 

– cognition – without language.  

The appeal that metaphors and metaphorical language have to us is grounded on the 

fact that, in most cases, those conceptual metaphors that we regard as new, are 

actually using pre-existing conceptual mappings and are just adding connections as a 

network of circuits that link to form an organised whole. Likewise, according to this 

theory, understanding language that uses a conventional conceptual metaphor should 

take about the same time as understanding non-metaphorical language.  

Furthermore, the mind cannot exist without the body and, conversely, a body without 

a mind is simply non-human. The body is the home of the mind. Tomaszewski, 

(2003) reminds us that the body is the concrete, physical support for the mind – its 

ground reference. By being embodied, intellectual and linguistic perception makes 

the brain as well as the body react. When we encounter a metaphorical expression in 

an editorial, our mind and body perceive it and react to it together and in a natural 

way, as if it was literal language found in an ordinary type of text, like an instruction 

or objective description. 

The ability to produce metaphors that create meanings and accurate visual images 

lies on the linguistic and mental richness a person has. In other words, the more 

words, concepts, images, and ideas a person has, the richer and more resourceful his 
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mind will be. This linguistic and intellectual richness (creativity) is achieved by both 

being exposed to and using the language at different levels. The embodiment of 

metaphor and language includes the interaction of different human elements such as 

all the senses and the culture, as Gibbs (1999) points out. When we hear a spoken 

message or read a message from a printed page, our perception with both senses is a 

“feeling of the body” as we hear and see. This is the way we construct reality in the 

mind. The various conceptual metaphors identified in the editorials provide evidence 

of this. 

The expressions from the vocabulary of: 

 (1) war – strategy, win, defeat, fight, battle, battleground  

(2) journey – path, roadmap, goal, route  

(3) sport – kick off, heavyweight, gold medal  

(4) human body – healthy, recover, crippling  

(5) nautical/water – charter, sail, turbulent seas, avalanche, turn the tide  

(6) animals – vultures, sharks, pork-barrelling, barking, soar and  

(7) food – chew over, long simmering, appetite, dilute  

form a systematic way of talking about the aspects of target domains such as politics, 

the economy, the president, corrupt individuals and processes such as thinking. 

Winning a political election can be understood through the concept of winning a war. 

Fighting for votes can be understood through the concept of fighting for territory or 

treasure in a war. This result is supported by Lakoff and Johnson (2003) who 

summarize that metaphorical expressions in our language are tied to metaphorical 
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concepts in a systematic way and people can use metaphorical linguistic expressions 

to understand the metaphorical concepts.  

The editorials analysed reveal that our thoughts and perceptions about target domains 

are structured in metaphors which are common in our everyday experiences. The 

analysis shows that a proper interpretation of a metaphoric utterance ultimately 

requires a reader’s knowledge of mappings or correspondences between the literal 

senses of words used in their source domains and the distinct figurative meaning they 

have gained in the target domain. This study reveals that metaphors are common in 

newspaper discourse and draw attention to the role of language as a symbolic system 

which functions in the construction of reality.  

 

5.3 Conclusions 

 

From this research we can conclude that metaphors are being used in editorials from 

the New Era newspaper in the three topics analysed. In Politics and Economy the 

main objective is to criticize and judge decisions, actions, and shortcomings of 

politicians and policymakers. In the area of Social Issues, this phenomenon is also 

evident but to a lesser extent and with a lower frequency. It is possible to predict that 

New Era editorials will continue to use this metaphorical type of language and 

discourse when dealing with the topics analysed. 

The study of metaphor is by no means finished. On the contrary, there is still much to 

be discovered and analysed. In the realm of newspaper editorials research has just 

begun. This study provides an updated and current contribution through the analysis 

of the metaphors and metaphorical expressions used in the editorials of the New Era 

newspaper 2016. This specific kind of research has not been done until now. As 
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stated by Van Dijk (1996) editorials use language in a way that persuades, convinces, 

and often manipulates readers for ideological purposes, either financial, political or 

social. Metaphors and metaphorical expressions serve this purpose well by 

conveying ideas that the mind can take in fast and easily. One of the aims that 

metaphors achieve, particularly in editorials about Politics, is to show and highlight 

negative political decisions or events. Also, in the topic of Economy, metaphorical 

expressions are used for enlarging potential threats for people and calling their 

attention towards current financial issues mainly in Namibia. In Social Issues 

metaphorical expressions are used almost as much as in the other two topics and with 

the same purpose, yet the degree of negative criticism is a little bit milder. 

 

5.4 Recommendations 

 

The shortcomings of this study have to be taken into account for future research. It 

must be pointed out that only three topics were included in the study. As mentioned 

before in this research, these topics make up approximately 80% of editorials of the 

New Era newspaper. The total number of editorials for the research was 46 and the 

time period covered was January to December 2016. For future research a larger 

corpus including more topics is suggested. For example, editorials dealing 

specifically with environmental issues, the arts, education, the land crises, or 

important figures can be analysed. These topics make up about 20% of editorials 

published and in this study are grouped under the topic Social Issues. By including 

all topics a richer and more complete scope of analysis could be achieved. 
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APPENDIX 1 
 

List of New Era editorials analysed 

Topic: Politics (12)  

Date  Title 

January 29 A united SWAPO is good for Namibia 

April 22 Country needs a Harambee secretariat 

March 11 Challenges of constructing a democratic developmental state 

July 22 AU passport a monumental milestone 

July 29 Charting Namibia’s future in the world 

September 16 US trip has its positives 

September 30 NPL: Govt must come to the rescue 

October  07 Light will prevail over darkness 

October 28 ICC should carry its cross 

 November 04 Wanted: Namibia’s own Mcebisi Jonases 

December 02 Fidel Castro was one of a kind 

December 16  Geingob has been more than fair 

 

Topic: Economy (12) 

1. February 5 Implementation is buzzword for 2016 

2. February 12 2016: a year of multiple challenges 

3. February 26 Pro-growth budget caters for all 

4. April 08 Sports budget cut disheartening 

5. April 29 Counting our blessings one by one 

6. May 13 Standing on the shoulders of giants 

7. May 20  High price of chicken symptomatic of deeper problem 

8. July 15 Joint ventures and a regional approach to capital-intensive 
projects 

9. November 11 Let’s do this again, Mr President 

10. November 18 On The Namibian’s sense of entitlement 

11. November 25 Economic diplomacy can turn the tide 
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12. December 09 There’s modesty on Geingob’s foreign trips 

 

Topic: Social Issues (22) 

January 15 2016: Survival guide for Namibia 

January 22 #FeesNUSTfall to support poverty eradication 

February 19 Govt deserves praise for averting water crises 

March 04 Heed President’s call on tribalism 

March 18 March 21 is not for backyard barbecues 

April 01 Answers needed on vandalised mass houses 

April 15 ‘Vultures’ to blame for land mess 

May 06 Marry Cassinga and genocide into one 

May 27 Windhoek: a thirsty, leaderless city 

July 01 Fighting the poverty of hunger 

June 03 Tribalism: Punish the Culprits 

June 10 Water crises: How did we get here? 

June 17 So sorry, dear African child 

June 24 Social media and the rights of the child 

July 08 Nations are not built by crybabies 

August 05 And the winner is democracy 

August 12 Time to stand up to ‘struggle kids’ 

August 19 Lessons from Rio de Janeiro 

September 09 Teachers, we need urgent consensus 

September 23 ‘Struggle kids’ help commendable 

October 14 The scary implications of the teacher’s strike 

October 21 Time to mend the relations 
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APPENDIX 2 
 

Sample editorials analysed 
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A united Swapo is good for Namibia
here is a saying in Sw4po that
r,vhen the party sneezes, the
entine Namibia catches flu.

It is a staternent crafted to at best
clisplay the depth of influence the

party commands across at1 socio-
political boundaries in the cor-rntny.

The opposition often interpreted
that statement as rnere arrogance
on the part of the rurling party,
but realistically Sr,vapo cortmands
thermal power-lilie strength across

al1 spheres in the cor-rntry.

With another elective congrep.Q-

set for next year, the perenniq!
manoeuvres, lnacH'inations and
jostling for positions are abottt to
start if they are not alreacly in
fi-rll srving.

F{istorically, such activities have

ciarmed courntless casualties in the
party - which has often lecl to deep-

seatecl clivisions in the party, or evell

defections. Surch defections have

often polarisecl nelations in the party
and the government it is leading.
When relations in a ruiing party or
government are acrimonious, the
delivery of services to the cortmon
man becornes the first casualty.

Ilisr-rnity, especially in the context
of Swapo politics, has often led
to perceptions of victimisatio4,
tribalism and regional exclusion.
Sometimes such perceptions have

lacked credibiliry but for the common
man on the street, this is swallowecl

h*ctrr., llne and sinker as the r-riirinare

truth.
As a result, even ordinary citizens

start deahng with each ottrrer with
suspicion and caution, because the
seeds of hatred harre beem plantecl
and watered from the top, especiaily
by tirose r,vho cannot Qt---q-UlAQl_i clefeat

at such congresses"
tr-,ast year during the primanies

leacling urp to regibnal council and
local authority elections, we obsenved
with great concern the cr-rt-throat
manner in r,vhich candidates and
their supporters gave little regard to
party unity, so that they can occupy
key positions.

True, this was also observed
in opposition parties, but because
they command little significance
and influence in the eyes of many
voters, their o\rrn squabbles remained
r-rnheralded.

It is, therefore, disunity in
Swapo that carried irlore weight of
destruction - hence the neecl for all
its members and leaders to rernain
united, derrocratic and tolerant
enough to accept the outcomes cf,

the upcorning congress, inclurding
the processes of initial selection of
congress clelegates.

Disunity also weakens the panty,

mind yolr" The average voter has

demonstrated that Swapo must
remain strong and in power - not
only for its libenation strurggle
credentials, but also for its no\ I

massive experience in governance.
Liberation movements, especia liy

those of Sor-rthennAfrican origin, are

somewhat despised, particulanly in
theWest. Their often l"rard-line stance

on issues such as seif-cteterminatioi:
aurtonorulolrs control of natuna
resources and radical vielvs on hov

Africa shouicl be rulec{, does not si

well with those who want to 1oo

Africa's resources.

N{any conservati\res, lvh,
constitute the rnaJority of th
Namibian elector ate, therefo tre, \4/ arl

Swapo to remailr strong and united t,
face the challenges facing the countr'
and the world today.

To them, ldamibia is a much safe

place with a urnited Sr,vapo in power
It is thr"ls incunbent upon Swapo tr

remain r"rnited and with afunctioninl
internal dernocraNy so that the part'
can continue to defy the oclds &rr

survive the test of time in th,

interest of every Namibian.
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Challenges of constructing a
dernocratic developmental state
-N*\resident F{age Geingob

S:---------sthis week met editors fr'om
----N- various media houses
and discussed, not so rnuch
issues renated to gcvernntent
prograntrffi1es, but how relations
betweem the two parties could be
improved"

Dismissed by sorule as an
atternpt to coeree the media
into becolning puppets of the
presideflcy, the occasion was - to
the conirary - characterised by a

f,rank, but fair excirange of views
betweem the president, pnlme
minister and editors.

Fresident Geingob started
off his presidency om a similar
note havi*g held so many
press briefings at which scribes
were afforded opportunitres to
ask any questions relateC to the
governance of the country.

The nteeting at State House
on Nlonday was therefone simply
a continuation of his perpetual
engagement with the media,
as he continues to ref,ine his
strategy t0 make government rqore
transparent"

Perhaps the one single biggest
resuXt of that effigagement was a

rnutual sense that eveiyone that
lives in Namibia has a naturaX

obligation towards making this
country a better ptrace

If you like, the meeting
chartered the role of, the media
in building a }damibian society -
c o rnp tr e*trentin g what governm e rut

is already doing.
The aim was to develop greater

cotresion between the media and
government, so they cam move
towards a coiflmon agdnda and
devenoprnent language.

,:

Friirle Mimisten Saara
Kuugon ge lwa-Am adhi I a,
speaking at the same oceasion,
emphasised the need for an
obj ective presentation of the
T{amibian reality.

Greater cohesion between the
rnedia and government does not
mean the press will now ignore the
bad and the ugly in our society. trf
anyone tiad hoped this woutrd be
the case, they are grossly rnistaken.

Wtrat the enedia is trikely to do
going forward is that they will
strive to be more objeetive and
tress sensationa! but wilX present-
the true state of our nation - even
if it rneans making the powers that
be uncomfogable.

Ey ignoring the bad and the
ugly in our society, the media
would be failing spectacularly in
its broad mandate of informing

amd educating. {t is a mandate no
one can tamper with"

Good governance and
accountabiiity, which Fresident
Geingob has made ,thCI piitrars cf
his Harambee Frospeoity Plan,
cannot be achieved in the absence
of vibrant and critical media in
the country.

The press is there to
Crive effeOtive and dynamic
communication between
policymakers, politicians and
their constituent poputrations.

That role cannot be fulf;lleC
unless there is eommitment by altr

and sundry to maintain the value
of fi"ee and fair media, and of
exp anded, networked j oumali sm.

The PM made avali d obs ervation
that media houses need specialist

authoritative eoverage ofl comaple:
issues, sucti as berdget araatrysis ana

other suhjects
She said being a ga"aduate 0

joumalism does mCIt make ome an

expert on every sub"lect, a poin
ttrrat the country's editors ffitrLts

start pondering ifl tlae levetr o
journalism in ttrris coumtfy is tq

reach nsw treights"
It's a glaring weakmess that I

evident in atrmost cveiy medir
house in this industry &ilr
Kuugorlgelwa-Amadteitra wa
spot ori in her observation.

D eneo cra-qy _1[ a.q"_-e5.p-q.p5 iy
commri"dity an?*s-o 

-ii 
eeac*-..**.^---i-*

and stabiiity" The media is a:

important catalyst of both, &n,

dependiieg on how the mtight o

the pen is used, it could make c

break these importarut piltrars o
which our country's fufure rests

We therefore unge that M ouday'
face*to-face engagemrent wit
the president should ruot b
the first and Xas(gqf its kimc
Comtinuous engagemrent woul
enhance trust and the sense c

comffilon responsibility betwee
governrnent andthe rnediato bueil

a befterNarml6ii
reporters who canprovide

SN -.{'fru3${so}\-'



7-f\he unveiling of African Pass-

I ports at the oPening ceremony

I of the ZTthordinary Session of
Assembly of the African Union (Atl)
in Kigali, Rwanda is monurnental and

a turning point for our quest for conti-
nental integration.

Nkosazana Dlamini-Zuma" the

chairperson of the African Union Com-

mission, handed t'wo representational

African passports to President Paul
Kagame and to the chairPglsgn $ th*
African Union, President Idriss Deby

ofChad, andthis gesture was rnore than

ceremonial:
The move to launch the African pasl-

port was reached during the Summit in
January this year, withtheAU deciding
that the passport would be launched in
Kigali, starting with the heads of statg

and government, foreign ministers, and

' thatremains unexploited,
' This i,s. very, different ,from , 

the
path ofAsia: trade in this region more

than doubled between 1995, pnd 2010

whereas t1 e in ,sub-Saharan Africa
has largely stalled'at,a mere 2 percent

underli ff$ffioal,witt,and.impo1',;',' ;

tance AfriCan leaders attach to the free',' l

movernent oflgoodS'@1s@Ces and, , .

'to,ec,o-notnio, and pofti -l lnte glq on,i,il .,

have previously obstructed intra-
' continental trade to'the 'disadtant0ge,'

Underneath: the, Rftican soil., is a 
, 

-,

numerous to mention.

Most importantly Aftica,haq a sea, ,J,, ., 
i , . :-..

of people expected to expand' to I 2.8'

=ir1ii{iit'1ffi

which comprises a mixture of
mud, sand and shelly gravel.

Dredging is not a new or "world
flrsf 'activity andhas in factbeen
undertaken for more than 100

years in oceans aroundthe world.
Sediments recovered by dredg-
ing are deposited onshore and

are typically used for landfill for
coastal construction, shoreline

.,,, l',1,,11111:i,ir,' i' -r'. t,,.,.,'.rl ,.' ,irr,r.:,;;,1.,:,

trawlers are registered to t
', witnin,, Namibian waters,

demersal fishing trawler
i i t 11- 1

operates along the entire le

of the Namibian coast in v
d@sof200to500m.The

..Il1tri

:,r. ;lll.l r

rt?

+"
tLrtrii it -t::,.

i! irlrr:,r.:ri,:rliij:!:+i*
:.' .

arcaoffNarn ibia is 5 80,000

(FAO website' : country Profit

By comparison, fot'
project in question one drer

"ffi.nffirc*.m*ffi
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Charting Namibia's future infh ;ffi
oreign poliey experts, acadeltl-
ics and'various thimkers cogl-
verged iEi Windhoek ttris wesk

to hannimer out what President F{age
Geingob refers to as 'intemational
retrations poliey', to replaee parts of
the country's seemingly worn-out
foreigr policy.

Geingob gave some strong hints
of wtrat the now policy would look
Like - if his keynote address earlier
in the week is anything to go b,y" F{e

hinted strongly at a radical departure
frorn traditional diplomacy, practiced
by many countries in the pre- anC

post-Cold War Ena, to one ttrat has
changed iir character and. tone - and
is in favotu' of economic groMh
and frade-

In recent years, Namibia has

seemingXy adopted a 'Look East'
approaeh - doing increasingly ffi1ore

business with China and India. The
new potricy must, there fore, formalis e
the country's dealing with emerging
markets, but with emphasis on'ievea"-

age so that such bitrateral agreernents

are not -swayed in favour of those

nations at our own expense.
We have observed with conceffiL

that at times Sqmib*ia jq-ripp..-ad "o.fr
in these deanings - with countries
like-China ioiletlmes making it a

condition that their citizens must be

ernployed on pro.lects their cor:ntly
does in Namribia.

This does not only keep Namib-
ians at the periphery of the job
market, but also denies them neces-
sary skiils when kept out of major

leigh-tecir projeets irnptemented im

the coumtry"
It was good to ses Fresident

Geiregob reiterating the country's
Xong- standi.ng staruce that Narmbi a is a
friend to atrl and enemy to none. This
is a good strategy for any countrythat
does not have signifi cant influence on
intemational affairs - politically and
economically.

While dealing with emerging
powerhouses, like China, Nainibia
must cling onto her relations with
established economies like the {JSA,
Britain and Germany- its single big-
gest donor nation.

The danger of overretriance on
the West - especially for aid - is
its perceived nature of pelpetual
confrontations, sanctions, threats

and demoruisati.ou of matioms whose
conduet is in comfiict witti the West's
own i"r:.terests,

Ttae East has not had a taistory of
dictating to especiatiyAfrie ans h**
to conCuctthennselves and this ties in
with Geingob's recent perpetual aall
f,or a renewed sense of eommitntrent
to Pan-Afticanisrm on the continent,

The way forward is to alXow
Af,rican eountr-ies sc onondc indepem-
dence aud the &eedom to run their
o\4rfl political affairs in the context of
A&ican intere st- and Nanrib ia' s new
internatlonal relatiorus policy must
speak to these aspirations.

In charting our new policy, we
must be brave enough to put Namibia
first and not tumble under fear of
wtrat the 'big brothers'of this world

N NN"NNN

w
wouid say ab*ut us. We sho$td E?*E

pnay to the whims of ofiher nat:ions,
who too have rrmapsiogctie forelgti
poflleies desigrued t* bemefit'xrou"*dy
buttheetasetrves" -l ',

Suun i$ternat{omal reiatiosrs poiicy
musthaveelearstamees om S$$C, ehe

AU, tlae Comm*mwealth, the \&ror[d
Bamk amd,Wm,and, oEher intpcrtar*,
r*giom.al and' imtermariomat pn*y**u,
who ieave a heariffig ori siatioflxs' do-
n::estie affairs" "" '. ' ' '::l

Antagonisma betweem inte*u-
tionatr actors arisss ftor,xr the eomfiiet
of values amd t[re pursuit ofl diver-
gent national ' furterests, - which is
exaetly why Naniibia must'be ctear
and steadfast im de fencd .of,her vat,ues

and imterests, and must pursue those
witliout am iota of guilt"

:, :- . ...
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tIS trip has its positives
Alot has been said ahout President
F{age Geiragob's trip to the USA,
where he is t0, armongst others,
address ttae 71st session of ttre
{Jnited Nati ons General Assembly.

fufany have questioned tlie timn-

img of the FresiCemt's treaving tlae

eountry for 24 days in what sonae

eonsiden- a time of crisis, coupled
witti a looming teachers' strike
and FiteLa's downgrade of our
economie outlook from stabtre to
negative.

In their wisdcrn, the Fresident
shoutrd have cut his tIS trip short
so tleat he attencts to the prob-
lems at horne: nn fact, many feel
the Fresident shouXd trtave just
gcne to deliver his speecle on

Septeimber 21 and retunt homre

rigtrt away.
What have llot e ome out of the

eritics' marr&tive, however, ar e

the spin-of,fs the country stands to
gain frorn tlie busy enga[ements
of Geingob and his entourage in
the USA - the gtrcbatr capital of
investment and entreptreneulrstrip.

On September 22, for.instance,
Geingob is scheduled t* SS-\S1,,,=Q.$**

keynote address at the X Siri*;X
InvesLment Forum, which is a

curtain raiser for the main invest-
ment conference in Windhoek in
I{ovemrber.

Currently, the whole world has

its eyes glued on Washington anC

New York" Therefore, any nation

that is wortla lts salt - and which
has a sense ofeconomlc diplomacy

- cannot aff,crd to be absemt r'rom
such oecaslons.

Just a few months ago? Namibia
revamped its foreign policy. In
fact, the potriey has been re-chris-
teneC to'international relations'
because in ttrre global village we
live in, nothing is foreign anymore.

This is the time to purt to test this
pefiq:l anC see if it *WS.e.k$_!q our
pati on's aspirations. oe' needs fine-
tuning to perfect it towards what
we realXy want it to be. Arnerica
in September is the ideal ptratforrn
to trave our envisaged new poLicy
tested.

From a gtrobal perspective, Jda-

mibia is a smann matiom. A stahle,

democratie smnaitr country witta
a small poputration amd a samain

e comomy.

Sadly, the wortrd does not know
muetr about us. In fact, the wortrd

wouXd not come to us - at least not
in the volumes we wouldwant. The

o{lr.xs is therefore upon us to reach

out to ttae worXd and announce ollr
existence and all that we h,ave to
offer.

Therefore, the principle of the
US trip and all that is lined up over
its duration is good, ifnot exciting.
It is now up to the teame inArnerica
to make it count in reatr terms. Back
home the'nation expeets tangibtre

resuXts and a quick manifestation

ofl the ourteomae of ttte omgoitrg

engagefiqents.

Whettrer the trip amd its per
eeived leragth were necessary an(
justrfied woutd depemC on its ene

resutrts. Narnibia needs smarketing

and imvestment. Idamibia needl
to grow its econorny* in order tc

stim:ulate jobs. GovernfiTent can
not continue to be the answer tr
providing jobs - the private secto

nnust eoffiie to ttre parfy.
Cur pursuit of trarge-scale in

vestntent to create new martr<etl

and grow the econoruly tras tq

gain considerable internationa
attention and buy-im. The teari

in America rnust ura lce k tha
potential"
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NPL: Govt must come to the rescue
tee {-imited Nations Report
on the {ntematiomaL Year of
Sport and Fhysicatr Educa-

tion 2005 trighnigl:ted the benefits
that sport ean brimg in _kei_L(LpA
n Sti g p-91 1{9*"!1tp e sp e c i atr try at the

leveX of elite sport.
Sport can provide a positive

image of the nation to the inter-
natioual corrimunity. Studies oil
speoific cases have shown tkrat

sport, especially footbaXtr, can
positively contribute to strength-
ening nationatr pride anC florrning
a cohesive national identity,-Pi*ild;nt 

F{ug* c*angob's
mantra of no one sirould feel left
out of the proverbial 'Namibian
F{ouse'is itseif airned at achieving
th.e same end - forming a cohesive
national identity.

Our dornestic foothall league,
the F{amibia Fremier League
(t{PL), which features iootballers

and supporters fuom aeross the

entire s-peetrutrn ofl our racial and

tribal demograptrics, is on the
verge of conlapse.

This is after N,fTC, the naain

spomsor for years, wittrdrew its
support foliowing the treague's

failure to secure an additional l{$9
million as a top-up to the inobile
e onupany's ld$ 15 inillion fi,nanciatr

injection.
Government remains the cus-

todian of, football in the counttY
and institutions like NPL and the

Namibi a FootbalX Ass ociation are

fuily owned by it.
Currently more than 400 foot-

baXiers and officians involved in
the garne face job losses because

as a nation r,ve failed to cough uP

a nlere i{$9 miilion to rescue the

sinking ship of Namibian treague

football.
Namibia, under the current

ecoxloffilic squeeze, cannot afflord
to Xose more jobs" Our nrain pre-
occupation must be to :ealously
guarC existing j obs amd create
new ones"

Goverflntent cannot continue to
look at sport as a mere pastime,

but as an inCustry that could pro-
vide jobs, keep young people of,f
the streets and deepen oLlr unity
as a nation.

Fooibatrl teams are naade up of
players and staff from different
politlcal, ethnican and religious
backgroi;nds who, bythe comrnon
aspirations of their collective as a

teanl, see each other as one.

. When Atrassane Cuattara's
forces seized control of most of
nvory Coast in 2010 and ousted
then president tr aurent Gbagbo, a

civil war erupted in that country"
It was the cor-entry's ntost prolifc
footballer, Didier Drogba, wito,

using Lus power and inf,uence,
called upon aii Ivorians to quit
the fight.

Drogba's call, coupled with
trvory Coast's good performancc
at the 20 12 African CupofT{ations
(they trost the f;natr to Zamebia),

helped unite altr trvorians who
evenflially agreed not to f,ght each

other any longcr.
There are ttrousands of beauti-

flul stories chronicling how sport

has overeome conficts and how
it produced rniltrionaires like
Drogba, who went on to buitrd

trospitals and schootrs for their
communities back home.

It therefore cannot be correct

that the ldFL situation has been

left to somewhai sort itself out

and for footballers and everyone

involved in the game to fend for
thenasetrves in these trying times.

We have noted semiiments ttaat

tlae private sector must chip im wi'r}:

sponsorshlps. Record aflter-tax
profits announced by nocal com-

mercial banks (i{$905 million f,o;

tsank Windhoek amd ffirore tXrar

N$ X bitrliom forF]dB) reaemttry ever

sparked questions as to wirat th<

co{porate world is doing to }relg

im a situation trike this.
T'he f,act of the matter is tha

sponscrstrip is voLunt&ry, espe

cially in a free naarket like Tda

rnibia. We can knock on the door
of Corporate Namibia bilt 0am.n0

eompel thern to fork out money.
We therefore call 0n goveffin

rnent, through the ministry o

youth and sport (anct if necessar)
Cabinet) to seriousiy trook at th
league situation and provide un

gent sotrutions" We can'tmove t'w

steps forwarC andtfuee steps bac&

That's not lrow nations evolve flc

ttae better"

ffi
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tight wiII prevail over darkness
he Ashanti peopie say
ome fatrsetrrood spoils a

thousand truths. We would
like to counsel tlie rnerchants of,
falsehoods, whose preocoupation is
to distort the truth, to take heed of
another African proverb that says
ashes boomerang into ttle faces of
those throwing thern. 

'

Alarmist artnchaip critics,
who have chosen to see no
good in whatever the: Geingob
adneinistration does - for reasons
known only to them - t[abbled in
gutter joumalism by maliciously
peddling all sorts of falsehoods
imaginable with regard to Fresident
hage Geingob's recent trip to the
tlnited States of America.

Aided by social and other
media, the detractors downplayed
the irnportance of the trip,
notwithstanding the fact it involved
matters of State at the LIN General
Assembly (UI{GA), where the
President's presence was a ruLust,

as it was with other heads of, State,
given that one cannot just delegate

a junior officiai.
Geingob at ttie {.,II{GA spoke

on key policy ntaffetrs, including
elimate change, gender parity,
developrnent financing, povertY
alleviation, inclusivity and
transparency. Are these goals not
innportant?

The Fresident also saw the need

to market Namibia as a sound
inveshnent destination and we trust
he did so to the best of his ability.

Why any sane person would
suggest the President was paid for
interviews conducted with the US
media is beyond us.

The New YorkTimes, The Watrl

Street Joumal, Eloomberg News,
The Economist, Forbes andR.euters
are reputable publishing houses
guided by the highest standards.
These are not Mickey Mouse media
trouses.

To put this in perspective, the

t{amib ian goveffiurrent woutrd h ave

spemt millions to get the same kind
of coverage through advertising, as

a free media interview is ttre most

e ost-effective way to get orxe's

ffiessage to a global audiene e,

compared to the cost ofadvertising
in major media.

To cast aspersions in the minds
of the gutrlible concerning the
planned phosphate rnining project
andmake insinuations that Geingob
sought to influence the process is an

act of a demented rnind, as there is
no iota of evidence to support such
unsub stantiated alle gati ons dre amt
up by self-appointed armchair
critics.

There are already indications
the visit was fi-uitful and that a big
detregation of IJS businesspeoptre
will attend the International
Investor Conference ptranned for
Windhd ek in November, wkrile N ew
Jersey Chamber of Commetrce has

already indicated it witrl reciprocate
the l{arnibian delegation's visit
by visiting Namibia early next
year under the therne: 'Namribia -
Getway into SADC'.

The prohlem with some ofl his
eritics is that they have chosen to

see rio good in whatevel Geingob
does for the country no matter how
well rneaning.

Why should the Fresidentpay or
he paid by anyone - not to speak of
reputabtre news organisatlons - as

alleged, t0 market Namibia as a

favourable investment destination
and as an oasis of peace, good
governance and democracy.

When Geingob and First Lady
Monica Geingos becarne possibly
the firstAfri c an pres idential couple
to publicly declare their personal

assets some mischievous critics
were at it once again and caused
a hullabatrloo with altr sorts of i11-

intended questions to attempt to
cast a shadow of suspicion over
that historic declaration.

When Geingob unveiled the
rnuch-acctraimed action plan to
bring abouf prosperity for all, the
Harambee Prosperity Plan (F[PP),

sorne critics again itaisseCthe point,
saying the pian was a "duplication"
of existing national devetropment
plans aiid Vaslon 2030"

The cniticism was madr
regardtress of the fact that Geingot
stressed that "the HFP cloes no
replace any natlonal devetopffileru
rcldmqp, but airns to complemera
the trong-temr natianal goal for
prosperiry". At ttre launch of F{FP

the critics again convenienttry chosr
to ignore the flact that the HFP war

bifthed after extensive donsultativr
townhaltr rneetings hpld by thr
President in all X4 regions.

On the &of_-qy__Lgggg* of thr
struggle krds Gei"Sob ;'1so?ecentl1

took a lot of f1ack, but in al
fairness should be coffrnxended fo,

Cevising a pregmatic solution tr
what was s irnply a logg-,pimmering
and explosive sifuation ttiat har

remained unresolved for some tirne
The Fresident should remair

steadfast in his cor-lrse and shoutr
not be distracted by siniste
attempts to undemnine his worl< h1

individuais whose distortions wil
surely not caryr the day. For jus
as night prevails over darkness thr
truth will prevaiX over fhlsehoods
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ICC should carry its cross
/^l outh Africa, Burundi and

\ the Garnbia have. in an

tJ unprecedented move, with-

drawn their membershiP from the

International Criminal Court (ICC).

Many Africans fullY suPPort this

move because of what has long

been perceived as ICC bias against

Africans.
Its detractors in Africa say

ICC, despite being called an in-
ternational criminal court, stands

accused of seeminglY Persecuting,
tormenting, harassing and belit-
tling Africans and their leaders

while others that stand accused of
committing similar crimes against

humanity have with imPunitY

been left largelY untouched bY the

selective ICC.
They cite the case of former

US president George W. Bush and

former British prime mini ster Tony

Blair, who got offlightlY after their

hideous crimes and mass violation
of human rights when the two

leaders spearheaded the invasion

of Iraq in March 2003.

The ICC has been a thorn in
the flesh of many African lead-

ers, who believe it has adoPted a

prosecutorial policy of going after

leaders whom it accuses of being

responsible for political violence

in violation of international law-

This is seen 
?t- ir. 

stark contra.st to

the perceived hideous war crimes

andmass humanrights abuses com-

miued by America and Europe in
the many global hotspots.

Americ &, d cpuntry that has one

ofthe most active armies in combat

across the globe because ofits status

as the self-appointed global coP,

has committed countless atrocities

wherever its anny operates.

But we are yet to.:".. an Ameri.
can general or politician being
dragged to lCC. In fact, America
has legislated against anyone suing

its leaders or army for the atrocities

committed by the US army.

Africans also wonder whY not

a single Israeli leader has ever

been summoned by ICC to aPPear

before this war triburial for count-

less crimes against humanitY and

the senseless killing of unarrned

Palestinian women and children
by the Jewish state.

ICC brags about being founded

on the Rome Statute to bring justice

to the perpetrators of the worst 
.

crimes known to mankind, namely

war crimes, crimes againsthuman-

ity andgenocide, especially in cases

where national courts have been

restrained from doing so.

Several IJN investigations found

smoking gun evidence based on

confessions by members of the

Israeli army, who admiued having
rl

indiscriminately used dispropor-

tionate force causing mass casual-

ties among thousands of unarmed

Palestinian men, women and chil-

dren in what has been classified as

war crimes and thuggery.

The scale of the devastation,

in terms of mass civilian casual-

ties and destruction of civilian
residential properties in Gaza at

the hands of the Israeli arrny, has

been unprecedented but to date not

a single Israeli general or politician
has been held accountable bY the

ICC that professes it will bring
justice for the victims ofwar crimes

and crimes against humanity.

Instead, ICC seems hell-bent
on humiliating African leaders for
fomenting election violence that
pales in comparison to some of
the war crimes being committed
by non-Africans.

Early this year, Saudi Arabia
indiscriminately droppe\' bombs

on civilians in Yemeni where it is
involved in a military campaign

and the ICC has yet to summon a

single sheikh to acaount for those

atrocities.
The recent decision by South

Africa that is seen as a bastion

and a leading light for democracy,

respect for human rights and rule

of law is indicative of the fact ICC
needs radical surgery and long-term

chemotherapy to treat the cancer

that is consuming this court.

Because how else woulcl one

explain the factthat since 2O05ICC

has indicted 40 people and each of
these indictees is an African?

ICC and its sponsors can fool
some people at times but they
should not be allowed to fool most

people most of the time" Justice

shouldbe blind and a crime against

humanity should be such whether it
is committed by America, Britain,
Israel, Saudi Arabia or Uganda.

Africans have been taken for a
ride fortoo long. Indeedwhere there

is justice all are brothers. InAiiica,
we have a saying: "there is no
elephant that complains about the
weight ofits trunk" and fCC sliould
cary its cross if all African states

take their cue from South Afi ica.
I

j

)

I
i
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Nhe scamdaX befatrlrng meigh-

N bours S outh Africa e ur -

S renttry, erneilatlmg from ttrac

reporL om atrleged 'State capture'
by the powerflii Gupta famiXy, has
brought to the fore what seems to
b e t_m::rg ge eblq p{t_q qtp&S} y a few
of that eountry's political. leaders.

D eputy finance rninister Mcebisi
Jonas is, if ttre content of the report
is ant'ching to go by, by far the
qbigmg $.tpl in this ottrerwise d_ark
gpis_gdg.,_ and perhaps it is time
Namibia looked souttr for some
inspiration. 

i

It is alleged inat Jonas declined
the offer by the Guptas to be pro-
rnoted f,rom dppuff minister to
minister, a moye which was to be
accompanied.by a cash injection of
as mueh as N$600 million.

{t is diffieutnt to irnagime a$yone,
hcre at horrte, wtao wor-utrCt-urn'Cowra

sueh overiures in a eountry pos-

sessed hy.ryeed for mxoney) power
and imfiuence.

Notmany a SoutliAf ieanwould
trave turmed dowm sueh offer either

- so Namibians are not alone in this

.y_-Q_q:_Ir-u{U*o f p rin c i p 1 e s "

Jonas is said to have angrily

_q:t-q_nr=e=.d-___q*U_t_ 
o f th e Gup tas' h ome

and imrmediately atrerted key people
to the scam, including Fresident
Jacob Zuma. He also issued apublic
statement to that effect, the report
by former Public Prosecutor Thuli
Madonsela states. .

State capture has been rearing its
ugly head in T{amibia, to the extent
ttrat Fresident Hage Geingob had
to inctrude his concerns about it in

kr;rs {mdepemctene e Day speeetrbaetr<

in V{archr"

We rnust, as a ratatter of prim-
cin:Ie, gree,tp a taeaXlhy distamce
between govemment institntions
(and leaders) and private business
andividuals. Govenunemt must at all
times be seen to be neutral and not
conspiring with the wealthy against
the poor. Xt's a sirnple principte of
integfity and fairness.

Who, in our midst, is principled
enough to tuna down a ministe-
rial position? .{nd, perhaps more
seriously, who amongst us would
hlm down N$500 000 or N$500
million - both amounts allegedly
ofrered to Jonas?

F{ere athome, we are so obsessed
with positions, powex" and titles.
MPs, whennot called 'honcurable',

take v€ry serious offemee.

The power stniggtres in the rutring
party, and indeed the oi:positiom,
have often threatereed our peaeeful
eo-existemce. FeopXe arc burning
the rnidnighrt oin caueusing on how
to lay their hamds on state comtnacts

or, and, miRisteriatr posts.
That's why ."_q"{qetivq qqngre_-ssQ 

Q

of, our potiticai parties _-Q{.Q often
b-at!..1-efr-q=n.!g_ b ec aus e whoever
emerges is destined for ministerial
and otherposltions. These fights are

never about a buming desire to get

into a positiqn xrhere one can efrect
chan ge fon the bettennent of s o c i ety.

Apart from the Jonases, we must
cast our net wider so that we also
i;aich- for orii'Madonselas - cor-
ruption figtrters with balls of steel.

We cannot fi ght comrption while

N S
ntavimg Gn"is eyc ora poXliieaX ex1ro-

dicarey. Wtaom taekling eoffimptioar

but are eomsur-fled by obsessaoae for
poiitical eon"ectme ss, suteh actlon is
as good as nothurag"

$/e must step Ll.p our quest for
huitdimg strong imstltmtioris amd

a leaderstrip that puts prineiptres
above narrow iudividualistic
henefrts. Leaders wtao crawl back
into their tribal cocoons Gr circie
of friends as soon as they assume
powerful positions should he kept
away from gatekeeping, lest the rest

of ttre nation rgets left out.
Namibia, as Fresident Geingob

trikes saying, is on the mareh. This
march, trowever, should not be an

endless walk towards infinify. \Me

must craft our own desthation and

reach it in the shortestpossible time,

SNNSNN
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Fidel Castro was one of akind
oday', ldamibia starts
three Cays of,mourn-
ing in mernory of,the

trate Cubara revohetionary
Xeader, Fiden Castro, who
died a week ago in his native
Cuba, oceans away fron: the
shores of our country.

Economically speaking
Cuba is a featherwaigtrrt,
but politically and in terms
of ideological conscious-
ness, arts, seience, self-
sufficiency and defiance of
iinp erial i s m, it_ l5_-e*b__qgg_

wejght that belies its tiny
landrnass. Fidel Castro, its

&}=Lgg revolutionary leader
was a towerjlg. pglilieel_
gleti,.and one of a [lnA.

He survived hundreds
indeed 637 - assassination
attempts, to be precise,
and navigated his country
through the Stroppy waters
of a prlppling f;ve-decade
long trade and economic
-ernb4fgo instigated by Cu-
ba's overbearing neighbour

eoa.rtrd to help deflear tfue
apartheid reglane.

nm the 60s, 70s, amd 80s
mlany Af,riCIam niberatiom
nlovefisents klew ttrey had
am antr-vreather aXny im Cas-
tro, who triveC hy what he
pneached.

Despite the erippling IJS
embargo, Cuba stiXl has ons
of ttee highest rates of [it-
eracy, ofthe best heaXttrcare
systems aroufid amd Cuban
iife expectancy is amromg
the highest in ttre world at
78.4 years.

"They talk about ttie
faililre of socialisffi, but
where is the success of
capitalism in Africa, Asia
and Latin America?" he
def,antly asked. With his
passing these questions are
again raised sharply.

Castro was also a modest
man. At his request there
&re no streets or rnonuments
named after him in Cuba.

T'he world rightfully
ryrourns this selfless Cubare
revolutionary.

Muy his indornitable soul
rest in etenaal peaae.

I{orth Amerie&, & m:ere 90
mines away, that fetrt strigtrtt-

eC by the faet ttrat Castro
overthrew US-supponted
despot Fulgencio Batista.

Following one of the
countless attempts onhis trife
Castro trighttry brushed off'
these attempts, sayirrg had
these ClA-ftInded attempts
on his life been an Otrympic
event he woutd easily have
scooped a gold medal.

Cuba's ideological
stance anC defiance of
colonialism and racism
could be attested in the
historic battle of Cuito
Cuanavale in Angola, when
El Comandante sent thou-
sands of Cuban troops to

" counter the heavily-armed
South African forces, who
wanted to stop the FAPLA
offensive against Jonas
Savimbi's SADF-backed
UNITA forces at Jamba.

SouthAfrican anny gen-
.erals also wantedto ovemrn

Swapo bases in Angola"
But with Castro havlmg

taken direet eomrnand of
the air-tred operation at
Cuito Cuanavale ttie tide
of the batttre turned against
the invading South Afri-
can forces after one of the
largest and toughest battles
witnessed omAflrican soil at
the clima:r cf the Cold War.

In a nutshell, the decisive
battle of 1987- 1988 and the
hammer-blows dealt the
SADF forces resulted in
Namibian independence,
following trilateral talks
in Decernber 1988. The
negotiations in New York
culminated in what became
known as the Tripartite Ac-
cord betweenAngola, Cuba
and South Africa, which
led to the independence of
Namibia frorn S outh Afri ca
the following year.

After Irlarnibian inde-
pendence Castro sent Cu-
ban teachers, engineers

and medieatr doetor s to help
wlth the ree onstruetlo_lr_ of
Idamibia and to this day
we stitrl e*joy the care arad

. assistance ofCubam doctors
here, thanks to C astro's
innanense generosity and
foresight.

F{is sphere of influence
was also far-reaching and
like inAngola, Namibia and
South Africa, he touched
lives in so many ways.

In ttre case of Vietnarn,
the revolutionary icon was a
pioneer in the international
urovement that supported
Vietnam's struggle for inde-
pendence and reunifl cation,
as well as its national recon-
struction and development
efforts"

As he was to our fore-
most politic al leaders, F{age
Geingob, Hifikepunye Po-
hamba and founding presi.
dent Sam Nrrjoma, Castro
was a close and loyatr friend
to ttre Vietnamese people

aitd mamy otXrers wlao, nike
us, will r-lbreven be imdebted
to him amd the Cuban
people for' thein ii:nmense
sacrifrces on behaif of the
oppressed and cotronlsed
peoptre around the worXd.

Many peoptre on the
African continemt will
remerylber Castro as a key
atrly to African liberation
movements, such as Swapo,
anC as a selfless man who
provided teachers, doctol's
and engineers, so thrat our
underdeveloped societies
could attain their inherent
potential. Furthermore, the
Cuban people have never
demanded rewards in the
form of diamonds, gotrd or
other valuable assets, but
helped without expectation
of any material reward and
went trome with little rnore
than the remains of their
cornrades and the moral
satisfaction ttrat they had
sacrificed everything they
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lore than fair
o

ne ofthe leading Southern

African revolutionaries,
Samora Machel, famously

said: "For the nation to live, the

tribe must die". Machel, fornrerly a

presidentofM ozarnbtQUe , madethe

ob servation at atrme when A fric ans

butchered and burned each other

alive - not for the comrnission of
any crime, but hecause theY differed

in their ethnic afilliation.
Tribalism is one of the most

disruptive influences confronting
newly independent sub-Saharan

African states and Progressive
leaders are hard at work to ensure

the situation is arrested.

One such leader is President

Hage Geingob, ,whose Prover-
bial 'Namibian House'rnantra was

coined to help the country become

one nation. As Geingob loves say-

irg, once the wall of the Namibian
House is plastered, its individual
bricks *outO no longer be visible.
What would be seen, he saYS, is

one beautiful wall encomPassing

all its bricks that have now become

a single unit.
The reason why Africa has. for

long struggled to build nations is
partly because tribes were seen as

more important than the nation

itself. This way of thinking has

seen leaders ctrannelling national

resources primarily to their tribgs-

rnen and women, their tribal kith
and kin.

The ongoing debacle surround-

ing the fate of former dePutY land

reform minister Clinton Swartbooi

is a result of President Geingob's

rich understanding of the dangers

inherent in Swartbooi's alleged

remarks and ParticularlY the
platform and manner he chose to

express them
The Swartbooi sagahas brought

to the fore the true extent of tribal-
ism in our country judging from
how conomunities, especially where

he hails from, reacted to the current

situation. Many did not care about

the merits of the matter, but that he

was one of their own.

It also brought to the fore the

naivety of manY a commentator

who, whether by default or design,

chose to ignore all facts and.pursue

a selective discourse to trivialise

President Geingob's attemPt to

diffuse what could turn into a full-
blown crisis in the country.

To all intents and Purposes,

Ilresident Geingob did not violate

tire principle of free expression. In
factthe apologyhe demanded from

tlne deputy minister pertains more

tuwards the manner, approach and

folatform that Swartbooi chose to
vent his concerns, not the merits

cr{' his pronouncements.

Society must be orderlY. The

Ministry of Land Refonn must be

orderly and so too government in

irs entirety. The moment dePutY

rnihisters and their ministers start

{'ighting and publiclY brag about

ir as if it were an achievement,

]*l amibians would start questioning

r,vhether these leaders are fit for
public office.

The President, from our obs etva'

t ion, was further disturbed bY the

fact that boardroom differences

may have prompted the dePutY

tniffister to run to his own tribe

t.o vent his supPosed frustration,

ignoring the established channels

of communication.
Geingob was therefore justified

in asking the dePutY minister to

apologise, given the avalanche of
l.ransgressions listed above. The

iDresident has been consistent on

rlealing with matters of tribalism,

evidenced by his instruction u fb*^

months ago that the governor of
Omahake should aPologise for the

rernarks he made in reference to

Ovaherero people in that region.

When a deputy minister brags

publicly that he does not rePort to

his senior in the rninistry it clearly

shows that egos have been Placed
above the land question, which

Swartbooi was appointed to helP

solve.
Geingob has a responsibilitY to

ensure he presides over a funcfion-

ing government. Those who disruPt

this process must be excused and

replaced with those that are willing
to help the President execute his

mandate successfullY.

Geingob has been as fair as

he could possibly have been. In
recognition that human beings are

prone to error and can say things in
heats ofthe moment, the Fresident

gave Swartbooi an oPPortunitY to
reflect and redeem himself"

The Head of State's instruction
was blatantly ignored for over a
week, but Geingob still availedthe

opportunity to meet Swartbooi in
pliton to help him understand the

instructions given to him.

As if ignoring the original in-
struction was not enough, we heard

this week that Swartbooi behaved

aggressively by slamming doors

at State House as he stormed out

of the meeting with the President,

Prime Minister and others.

Presidentiat sPokesperson A1-

bertus Aochamub exPlained this

week that Geingob's stern ac-

tion does not mean the President

disagrees with Swartbooi on the

need to sharpen the focus of the

land resettlement programme. The

problernwas that Swartbooi saidhe

io., not report to his immediate

senior, Utoni Nujoma, but to the

President.
"Nobody disagreed or ques-

tioned what he said about the land

resettlement issue since it was

already under discussion in parlia-

ment, and it was set aside to seek

public consultations."
Readers will conclude tlul G.:

ingob has been reasonable, fair and

patient, but his fairness has been

taken for granted, and his patience

tested to the limit and Namibians

of goodwill will no doubt respect

the President's judgment in this
critical matter.
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N *xete€S$m' is buzzword for 2016
resident F{age Geingob was
xn mean mood this week as

he outlined ptrans for the
year ahead - essentially reminding
everyone that tangibtre resunts oftris
mission and vision woutrd be futrly
observed this year.

It's & good message that
raises spinits in the country and
which shoulC cement the nation's
confidence ,n-ltii- president and
his tearn

If poverfy, which is the biggest
source of displeasure f,or the
Fresident, is to be practically
addressed, implementation of key
programnl.es woutrd have to top this
year's agenda.

The inequalities we have in the

eountry today are mostly iruherited
from the successive regimes
of colonialism but an average
Namibian today is oniy interested
in hos-this would be resotrved"

Indeed, inequatrities are
widespread and huge all over the

country be it in ternts of inconne or
overal"l qualiry of life.

Fighting poverty is a chatrlenge

that would re quire carefu 1 thinking.
Stirnutating economie growth,
instead of handouts, is in our view
the most realistic and sustainable
tool to fight poverfy.

Treasury has had sleepless
nights thinking of introducing
new tax regimes to help arrest tlie
spiralling poverfy in thei--ioDiitry.

That commitment is a gteat source
ofcour&go, but more so if such taxes
are channelXed towards economic
stirnulus packages so that we create
demand for prcducts and services,
and tkrerefore create jobs.

True, social welfare is a critical
component of flghting poverfy. In
fact many N".ry.Qiqq hqegebql{s_

ryre liy_ryg tgelilqggy ofhorv otrd-age
pension, disabilify grants and other
siminar packages have lifted thena

out of basic poverfy.
We should continue channelling

resources towards these issues, but
never lose sight of the bigger and
sustainable picture of investing in
the economy so that it grows to
produce jobs for the masses,

It's iurportarat to keep in mind
that tlee black poputration is still
ttae one that is hit the trardest by
the different eff,ects of poverty
ira Naneibia, atrthough things are

sXowXy geffing beffer and a small
black rniddle-class has emerged.

The extreme inconne inequality
in the population is still considered
a threat to social and political
stabiliry, which is why the issue
is at the core of many policies
undertaken by the govefiunent to
date.

Enf,orcement of existing laws
also needs serious attention this
year. The exploitation of, workers
by greedy capitatrist institutions
continues unabrated in our country

despite Cisctate s of, tlae naw to tta<

contrary.
Slave wages oam never trif

families out of,pover"fy, which ther
makes our proffiouncemrents agains
poverfy a nullity and futile exercise

Also, public spenCing must br
pro-poor in nature if ttie overai
obj ectives are to be attained
President Geingob needs tht
.support of atrl and sundry" W-trat ir

at stake here is the welfare of ou
nation, not individual legacies.

There's therefore no reason tr

^. 
pull back andwait forthe fl1qqiden
to p:ail*_t&.q*S[ip*__elqp"_e,' Thi s i s i

Qf:b*U_1_.*A_t_-4=*q.e th at r e qu ire s s upp o r
for the""q:=Qp__tglA to sail us througl
to the prgmi q e4_ Xqn$ q {p-tppp qilt}
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Sports budget cut disheartening
o anC beholdl Treasury tras

delivered yet another _dSqdl.y-

btrow to ttre country's sports
flratemily after the line: mrinistry
annoilnced 

"_Q*ry.rylhq__ 
aruounting to

N$38.6 nirlliom for all 50 sporf codes

affiliated to tEre Namibia Sports
Uommission GqSq.

The Sb*q.qs_@"qg budget atrlocated
to the financiatrXy handicapped IdSC
cnearly deinonstrates that our leaders
are yet io understand the importance
of sport to any nation - both in social
and economic terms.

Treasury has *gF.! a significant
chunk from the requested arnount
ofN$ I19 million, instead allocating
a meager NS38.6 rnillion to the
NSC, which is an umbrella body
to 50 sport codes. Unsurprisingly,
portfolio minister Jerry Ekandjo

has "- and rightly sCI - deseibed the

b-u dse*L=a]*1a=a.at taa t-a qp.o. {t"a as a:-(qqp-

lath,.Q---0--"s---aae.

Atrl sport codes are in dire need

of adrninistrative fees, to ccvsr
travetring expenses, participation
grants, daily allowances for athletes

and a horCe of other expenses - l"et

aicnelhe Uoiim[ of august events. It
appears in ten'ns of sport Namibia is
caught belween the ddvil and the deep

sea. The country {.?-*-_g-t.g F{erculean
taskto establish itselfas a fonnidabtre

sporting nation, and this is not how
we are going to reach that goal.

Is it not perhaps time for ttrose

controlling the pulge !L{it.g,.--9_ to
be wary of avoiding falling into
the "endowment effect", whictr is
when we consider things to be more
valuable when we olvn them, but

disregasd theam when we pass them
om? Ttrre dominant view ls that rnany in
the top echelons of d"ecision-naaking
have beeome emotionally attactred
to their misplaced peroeption on
recreationai funding and thus are

systematically underestimating the
real value of sportb and the ultimate
pitfaltrs of underfunding.

To probe this, one is obliged to
combirre logic and criticatr thinking
by making compaisons with the

e.q-qo_gqmi c atr amount o fmoney I o c al
teleCommuniciiions proiioeis nnrc
avail to a simgie sporting discipline
annuatrly. The country's elite Xeague,

the Namibia Footbatrl Fremier
League O[PL) is the chieflbenefl ciary
of A fairly handsome figure of}.{$40
million in sponsonship monies over
three years - more than ttre combined

paltry budget atrXoeation of i{$3E.6
rnitlion for atri the sport codes; {t
doesn't maice sense, does lt?

Footbaltr atrone sits with a total of
seven nationat teameslo cater for and
one is left wondering how Namibia
is expected to courpete vigorousny
agaimst nations whose sports beldgets

dwarf ours - a scenario that amounts
toAp6yrng netO that is not level.

There is an urgent need to have ttie
playing field leveled and one would
humbly litr<e to urge govefillnent to
revisit its priorities with regard to
core social responsibilities

!_p-_q_{*f. 1 e vlt4.to ol and po s s e s s e s

the uneqliivocal potentiat to be fully
utilised as the most g.$"$"_qqtlAl VShi-qla
of nation buil_.dlpg. includfug the
Oiiiourae*mleoi of racial and kibal
tensious so prevatrent am.ongst our

flragile o offilrrurnities .

F ootball reae lved an ammuatr budge

of ]d$80 000 for administratiom, ir

additiom to the N$8 rmiiliom i
partielpation grant. To rnany ofl ou

treaders, ]d$80 000 is equal to thei
basic momthly income"

Auttrorities need to imtnoduc

hard and fast rules that would obiig
coqporato business to start- ppq41lq
mlore money into sports and not ont
fon the few selected codes, whos
rnernbership derives from the etrit

clique.
In eountries like footbati-ma

Ghana and many other Afmca
nations, their respeCItive anx.lur

budgets fon football alone amount t

more thantriple thepittance alloe ate

to the entireNamihia sport frateinit
annually.
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Counting our blessings NNNS

ore often tham mot, outr
governntent faces traskr

talk left,right and eentre
literaily - and many a tirne it

doesn't deserve it.
In generaX ldarnibia is in good
shspe and optimisrn for the
future reruraims high. We were
particutrartry impressed tkrat a

Namibian delegation that was in
New York for a LrN event took
advantage of the opportunity to
seek audience with the world
body's committee on sanctions
to thrash out issues surrounding
I.{amibia's relations with l{orth
Korea.
I{amibia ernerged victorious
from thrat meeting when the UN
conrmittee rnade it clear that our

sfOnes thaf we ougtrt to cenebrate *
br-lt whether we do indeed eetrebrate
these victories on'not rentains tlae

question.
Who witrl celebrate our victories
on"CIur behCf wheru we seemt too
proud to express -ioy at cur own
actiievements?
It is heart-wanrring to see Namibiams
working hard in different spheres
of their endeavours irying to
make their own lives and indeed
Namibia as a whole, better.
We have a consultative governmten I

which, &s proven by townhaXl
meetings countrywide last yeffi,
takes note of people i.ssues and
maps out ways to intervene - as

witnessed with the invention of
Harambee by the Fresident
What a good tinee to be alive I

N]S\\:S

N

v*N

retrati.ons with the E,ast Aslan
country were above board.In other
words, w0 rentaira a sovereigm
nation thrat observes law - both
local and i.nternationatr - and whose
dealings coutrd inspire others
globaily.
There ls a Ceeper sense too
that Fresident F{age Geingob's
Ha-rambee Prosperity Flan has been
enrbracedby atrmost all and sundry
and it was nice to see First National
Bank (FNE) atrso coming out this
weekto publicly say it supports the
ambitious development ptran. This
is a sign of a l{anxibia_p{_{19g in
one direction.
Recently, the country 

-g-U*$"1-bgd 
ten

places on the world transparency
index another sign that this
cerlItt{y is pu"=tt eeght.pat-h.

{m Fcbmr.&r}, Namibla was om,e of
i 3 eourntries to be rewarCed by the
African Leaders N{a-laria Alliance

""for its fight against maiaria.
'It was stated that the country had
shown commitment, inncvaticn
and progress in the fight against
the disease. Ttie winners are
chosen by an independent awards
selecti'on committee compri sing of
leaders and expertg in the areas of
health and science. We aa'e indeed
a winning nation.
Our electoral system has been
lauded internationaXXy wtrile our
Cemocracy and human rights
records had even the tongue of
US secretary of state John Kerry
wagging in numerous official
statements issued on various
occasions.

trt is a befitting recognition of
the efforts tteat our country - its
leaders and eitizens - has made
since independenee ira obser-vrng
the importance of a Bunetioning
democracy anC ptruraXisxrx.

True, not everything is rosy
and cosy" And all well-rneaning
citizens would nag and propose
soluticns when all is not weltr.

That in itself is an indication of
just how basic freedoms, such as

that of expression, ffie safeguarded
as pari of the broader clemocratic
dispensation
Afew days ago, ReportersWithout
Eorders ranked l"{annibia again as

Af,rica's freest media environment

- a position we've clung onto for
successive years.
There are so many good Namibian

i;
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Standing on the shoulders of giants
tee decision by Fresident
F{age Geingob to invite
several eminent econonaic

seholars to debate the state of the
Namibian economy and ttre integrity
of ttre Harambee Frosperiry Plan
has sparked widespread and lively
debate about the econornic path
the country is on and, in particulaq
ahout how to hr1dgath=A _g4pt-A.g

".ebX.q9_c"{-j*W"g.,Ult!itthatseparates
the rich and poor.

Surely, the entire initiative
and debate is based on the open
recognition by the Head of State
that his administration faces a

mammoth task in view of the fact
that Namihia - desp ite the advanced
constitutional and political rights
enjoyedby its citizens- is one ofthe
most unequal countries in the world
in tenns of, income distribution.

Novice conlmentators had
a field daSo ttris week in their
assessmrent of the decision to

invite }dobetr Laureate Frof Josepli
Stiglitz and Dr Carlos Lopes

{executive secretary of the {,lnited
Nations Economic Commissiom) to
discuss the results and prospeets of
Namibia's econolxy.

We should rely on the best
acLrievements in science and
economic theory to guide our
pfans and economic practice. To see

further and more clearly what lies on
the horizon we have to, as it r,vere,

stand on the shoulders of giants.: ""'Siisii[' a mffinei-itiidf=WBrld
Bank economist, considered
"a her'etic" among mainstream
economists, is widely regarded as

a giant in his field.
His workhas been trighly cniticatr

of free market orttrodoxy, neo-
liberalism andthe role ofthe ndF and
the Wortd Bank. He has also been
critical of the dockine of economic
"shock therapy" applied"io places

suDBai-:ilie 
-fo-nner 

S ovi e t Uni o n .

Recent pronouncements by
fuXinister for Economio Flanning
Tom Alweendo thrat tkre State
must take a mlore active and
intenventioirist role in econontic life
to address social aqd industrialneeds
is indicative of,a defrnite strift away
from the neo-liberal moden, which

, ptrescribes that every probtrem must
be treft to "the invisib,Xe lrand" of the
market to solve.

Clearlythe markethas not solved
the housing crisis and is indeed
trargely re sponsible for the exorbitant
and obscene prices ttrat have
efrectively excluded a large maj ority
of the population -- particutarly
young adults - frorn the'prospect
of ever owning a home. The market

: cannot be expeetedto'solve the very
" 

problerns it created.
President Geingob inherited

a situation where, aceording to
LDdICEF, 24 percent of Narnibian
children are stunted in their glowth

due to mainutrition" With tlee

tringering drought and the spike ire

food prices on the world market, a
purely fi'ee imarket approach to the
nutritional needs ofthe people wor.rld

be detrimental.
The idea of setting up . food

banks to assist the poor is ctearny

interventionist and an attempt to
cotenter the dictates of ttre rnarket,
where currently only those who oan

afford may eat.

This is also true of the
unenxptroymeret crisis in the country"
It would be the kreight of folly to
imagine that the u&employment
problem and the needs of
unemployed people can be
addressed by market dynamics,
which in the f,rst place forced vast
numbers o fpeop [e out ofmeaningful
productive life.

Youth uner&ployment (between
the ages of 15 and 34), according
to the National Statistics Ageney's

report released in Novemrber 20 X j

stood at a wori'isorne 43 .4% i{i 20 } :

amd there is no inCicatlon of am

decline in numbers ofljobtress sincr
Considening ttrat there is n

sociai welfare net or protection fc
the unemptroyed, ttris represemts
massive loss ofproductive potentir
and a real risk to the fun:re stabilit
of the republic.

The e alls forprogressive taxatio
from sctrotrars, like Stiglitz and Lope
for example, are a direct outcoml
of the realisation that there is n
way one can tackle inequality an
mass poverty without tackling th
cause of it: the over-accumulatio
of, wealth in ttre hands of the fev
the one percent.

Ttre trosting of tkre high-treve
seminar this week is .not only
sign of the Fresident's intelleefi.li
inclinatiofr, but also of hi
determinaation to open up and rais
the level of debate.
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Lruman e omsuffilption and to sustain
the needs of,our husine sses; the de-
ve lopment of e lectricity- generating
capacity for own consuffiiption, as

weltr as for exports; and the deven-

opment of regionatr value chains in
rnanufacfuring"

Alttiough the populations of the
two countries are retratively smaIl, it
is precisely for this reason that em-
barking on joint national initiatives,
such as water and energy security,
has the potential to put both nations
on a higher and sustainable growth
tra.jectory.

Some proj ects that Namibia and
Botswana have jointly undertaken
over the past few years include the

Trans-Katrahari highway and the es-
tablishment of dry port fac ilities f,or
Botswana at the Fort ofWalvis Eay.

During his visit Geingob sug-
gested through our own tresources,
as weli as tapping into our regioual
devetr opmental financ e institutions
and globatr initiatives such as the
Green Clirnate Fund, countries in
the region must find solutions f,or
the cornrnon challenges we face.

This rnakes sense, particularly
for capital-intensive projects that
have the potential to benefit more
than one country in the region. In
this regard a regional approach, ei-
ther through j oint ventures or binat-
eral agreennents, can substantially

redue e the e apital requirements for
massive projects, sueh as a desall-
nation piant or a gas-to-power plant
to provide the countries involved
with cost-effective sotrutions tnrat

share the inevltable rusks of sueh
massive imvestments"

F{owever, in order to share the
risk, aXl partieipants in regionaX
init i ative s s houl d hav eS_a_U-qC clemo -
cratic governance architeeture in
place, as is tire case with Botswana
and Namibia.

Both these eountries have low
levels of debt exposure, in particu-
lar foreign debt, and both form part
of a handfirl ofAfrican q-qqlo$1l.q3

that can boast hgaltfuy imv.*q_:q_!gr_erut

grade ratings by international rating
agencies, such as Fitch and MooCy

Nanribia is rated as BBts posi-

Joint ventures and a regional approach to
capital-intensive proj ects
m resident F{age Geingob's

$$**=s State visit to Botsrvana at
A the beginning of this week
brought to the fore the sense of
urgency with which the region
needs to approach comffilon devel-
opmentatr ob.jectives.

While addressing Sgp!+its of
industry im Eotswama at a busi-
ness seminar, Geingob challenged
the business communify in both
countries to get involved in mufu-
ally beneficial projects.

These cross-border proj ects
include the constzuction of a raiX-
way line to export Botswana coal
to the world markets via Namibia;
the desalinatiom of seawater for

tive and Botsuraila's fu{oody ratinl
rs at A2 with a stabte outioolc, il
part hecause ttrrey have the higiees
irnport coverage on the continen
and onc of the highest im ttre wortd

Iv{oreover, Eotswana's growttr
traj ectory over the past f,our"d.ecade'

Xaas beem phenornemal, which i
a clear sign that the prudent ans

disciptrined" management of thei
economy has paid off.

Therefore, it is only logicatr ttaa

Geingob requested more tradr
with and investment from oll
eastern neighbour" During tris visi
Geingob specifically requester
investors fronn Botswana to full''
utlise the opportunities offered it
Namibia to inteirsify cooperatior
between the two countries in year
to come.
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Let's do this again, Mr Fx
his week's Invest in Narnibia
Comferemce was a real joy
to watch. An initiative

of Fresident F{age Geiugob, the
coiaf,ereoce bl ought together neartry
1 000 delegates, hundreds of whom
flew. from sonfle of the wortrd's
ieiding econoneies, such as the USA,
Gegnany, UK and ottrers.

It was heart-warrning to see
Fresident Geingob seated in most of
the sessions and listening aftentively
to investors as they discussed what
they have to offer a nation nike ours.

Geingob's decision to lower
himself to the level of sitting in
sessions, where his ministers and
their portfolio technocrats were in
attendance, showed not only his
humility, but how desperate he is to
see this country grow fronn skength
to skength econornically.

F{e has heen very tramds-on as

far as this comference is concermed,

starting with the amazimg work he
did in the USA during the ratonth of
September by clntnrraing uc intere st

ttx'ough media interviews and pub lie
leetures at higtr profine universities,
such as FIarvard.

Naysayers had a field day at the
ti:ne, castigating the Fresident for
being in America f,or an extended
period. We said, in our editorial of
Septernber 16, that the trip had its
positives ttrat the nation needed to
be made aware of by the media.
Unfortunately most of our peers in
the industry were ffrore concerned
about the hotel bills incurred.

This is wtrat we said at the time:
"Whether the trip and its perceived
lengtkr were necessary and justified
would depend on its end results,

INarmibia needs rrtarketing and
inve stment " I.Ie m a h i r-r- i'l r: e ri s to gr"o-rv

its economy in orden to stirnuXate

.jobs" Goverimrent cannot contfurue
to be the answer to providing jobs

- the private sector raust come to
the parfy""

The conference, despite pagg1qg

_All&hgs in terues oforganisation? was
hugely successfui" T{ew Era reported
yesterday that deals worth billions of
dollars were concluded or commnitted
to. Cne deal alone for a steel
manufacturing plant si gne d b etwe en
MK Intemational of South Korea,
Otavi Town Councitr and Otavi R.ebar
Manufacturing - was concluded to
the tune of N$3.4 bitrlion.

AdA;ther deals signed or where
preliminary commitnaent was
reached and we could be tallcing
about biXlions nsore destined for

our eeonomy. This wourtd ease the
burdegr on govemrxlent, wldeh in
the fust place should not have heem

the biggest emptroyer in the country
Government has cleared the

path by putting in place top quatrity

infrastruct'ure, such as roads, rail
lines and world class harbours.
Xndeed, Namibia is a good African
,Qto-ry to teil. It li now w?;lo Ttle

private sector, because fertile ground

{or efow@ h3s bqqnpa_vpd {=t{them
Goven:menthas even gCIne amitre

further to create attractive stimuiant
packages, such as relaxed laws for
investors, both local and foreign,
as well as lenient tax regirnes to
help businesses grow. in some
case, tax holidays are imposed
to give investors breathing qp-e=-cq*

and to consolidate thiir stance in
their market for their own revenlle

geiaeration and growth.
nnvest ln N amebra shoutrd

ttaerefore, becoffine a regulal
instalmrent and mot a once-ofi
everat, Mr Fresident. This is because
new imvestrnent opportLlnities wil
continue topop up in this conuhy amc

investors need to know. We shoutd
thereflore, host this event every yea.
of every second year.

When Namibian farnilies hav<
jobs, overreliance on govefilmen
for basic services such as fooe
would be reduced. Wb cannot solvr
eisting probtems by Cishing 0u
food to families while the econoffilr

Let's grow the economy, creatr
johs andNarnibians would take carr

ofthemselves. Govemment can thei
redirect its efforts to otherpriorities
such as education and HealtU.



On The Numibian's sense of entitlemenl
Nrt was with a little a$luss$1exlt,

N hut mrostnydisappointment, that
Rwe read the editoriatr im The
Nararihiara mewspaper tast Fmday, in
wirieh itfiaits about like a drowning
nnan and rails treystericalXy against
a recent Cabinet directive to
chammeX State arud parastatal
advertising towards State-owmeC
mredia outtrets.

T'he Narnabian teas historicaffiy
been outspoken against reatr and
penceived wastefutr govennment
spencting arud this Cabinet directive
shoulC be seen as trittle ffitore than a

coherent response to the constant
public demand for a reduction in
wasteful spending,

trn answerimg the tearful hysteria
of The Namibian and others, we
would trike to of,fer a reasouecX

response and make the case fbr
thrift in State spenCimg without
falling prey to the conCescending
abuse and name-cattrlng our citics
ntake ttrrerreselves guilty of.

The tdaruihian has over the
years - and justifiably so - often
adnaonisleed the State-owned
media, including New Era, of
supposedly failing to cover our
costs, of failing to break even or to
generate a profit and of,relying too
heavily on government subsidies to
fimamce operations

We do take the criticism to heart.
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nn contrast, The Nanttbtan
boasts of how effcetive ttaey are ilt
ttee ntarket, as ttae otrdest Emglish

daily im ttee eountty. Yet it wouXd mot

be wromg to say ttrre red top has beem

able to achieve suah Liegemaony

over the past three decades partly
hy aapturimg miltrrons of dotrlars in
advertisimg revenlle frone pubtrie

institurtions"
ln wtaat may he a Freudian

siip, The Namribian admitted 0n
Frictay that their frustration with
the Cabinet direetive to elose ttre
taps is rmainly about the effect it
wiltr have on ttreeir pur-s-e

Tiaey atternpted to {f*eq -qp_this
base consideration though with
pretensions to media ethics ared tlae

broader public ixnterest.

"Lef us admit," they wtrote,
"many ofus, especialtry independent
news organisations, would be
very won'ied about the Cahinet
decision to divert advertising to
government-controlled rnedia,
because it could hxrrt our purse."

This admission is sufficientXy
telling to reveal their main concerfl.
It is not about principles or about
media ethics, it is about profit.

That is the bottom line.
f,he private press baions tr'rave

become utterly addicted to the
easy money" N{ow that the constant
supply is threatened they are

outreged, mad as hell andhysterieat
as a erack addict vrtrose deater has 

]

Icft towar.

F'or the reaord, we have mever

requested privitreged acoess
to pubtric iraformation, as sueh
lmformatiom snaoutrd be made pubtric
by amy areC every rrieafis possible"

Cur commitment thougla is for
that inf,ormation to he reflected
ascurately, wlireh is mot atways
a pruority for our friends ln tlae

private lnedia"
We, however, agree that

governntemt must cut wasteful
expenditure. And at this time
when every other department and
ministry is required to tighten

tkit _1r*_*.!1t., 
including health and

education, why strrould the press
be any exception?

It has bee ome a common
refrain in the edltoriat pages of
The J{arnibiam over the yeers that
ffilany of the poor suffer fi'om an

undue 'scnse of entitlement'- fi'omr

shldents demanding free educ ation,
to hopeless young people borrl in
exile and seeking hetrp from the
govei:nment for whi ch their p arents
shed blood.

Yet, teere we have a case of tXre

wealthy press barons anC ttae lords

-gj 
i,le ansrstiiag tirey are eniitned

to a permanent 'sofr subsicly' in
the fomr of constant advertising

revenue flrom State imstitutioms.
{s this not afl ueldue seffise of
entitleiment by tlaose atready
privitreged amd effixpowered?

Govemamemt tras iao obligation
to prop up the private intcrests ofl
the locai press barons

F{ere ls ax} exantple ofl
goverffiment attempting to ea-lt

wasteflul expendit'ure at atime when
all other departmtemts are asked to

do mrore with less, butthe capltaXist
press is more conxcermed about
prof,ts than their professed aini
of pushing goverffilnent to reduce
wastcfril spem.di*g"

By co{npeitring the State
departments and parastatals to
firstly use governtnent news
agencie s as an outXet for adver"tisirag,

Cabinet is merelyrespondiug to the
public outcry to trim the fat and is

sirnpiy directing public resources to
the sustenance ofpubllc institutions

_ &s it shoutrd be

trt malces no sense for the State

to pump hunctreds of rnillioms of
dollars into thg privately owned
press every ysar, while failing
to support its own public rnedia
houses with advertising with
the end resuXt that the public
media instirutions (which are mot

commercial in nature trilee their
private e omrpetltors) have to be

bonstered yeat ly tfuough direet

suhsidres by the taxpayer"
The deslsron to redire<

govermmrent amd par astatr
advertisimg priittarity throug
T{ew Era amd the NtsC shoutr

have severaX positive effeet
by n ) redale rng the relaanee e (

puabtric mredia imstitutioms om Stat

subsrdies,2) enahtring puhli
naedia houses to cover eosts ail

therefore earry out thein rxaandat

ffi1ore ef,feetively, amd 3) redueim
the e osts of officia{ advea:tisirag tr:

offering better prices asnd rmor

conducive teratrs than the prival
sector,

Ctcsing the taps o{n tEae 'so
subsidies' to the private sectt
press provides them tlae perfer
opporlunity to prove to altr am

sundry how eff,ective tltey are i

the market and how easily they ca

eope without the henefit of Stat
tar gesse ira the fonn of, humdrec
of mriilions of dolnars affimualiy i
advertising revenue.

This Cabinet directive aims t
save vast arnounts of maoney h
reCinecting scarce resources t
public media institutions, sueh e

NtsC and New Era, and is thu

a highly comnnendable nmov

that should be apptaudcd by at

especially those who leave macte

career out of criticising wastefr
spemding ila govern"maent.
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resident F{age Geingob has
deepened his economic
engagements abroad since

takimg office last year and his
efforts are starting to 

=b.*uf_@:i,.For far too trong Narnibia's
diplornatic reiations have been
very much of political nature,
which makes perfect sense
beaause of where we are coming
from as a nation. Many nationi
have been in our*=q*91p=9 - wiping
blood and sweat off our faces as

we intensified the .war against
apartheid and colonialisral.

It was, therefore, Iogical
that for a calcutrated tirne after
independence we needed to
maintain potitical ties with nations
that have been there with us when
the rest of tkre world grabbed
popcorn to watch as we fought
the enemy in a bitter and bloody
struggle,

But Geingob knows, and tre has

said ttris on eountless occasions,
that his mandate now is no longen
to.just to dwelX on politicatr
correctx'iess in the eyes of other
nations, but to move the Namibian
economy into high genr:

If there is one thing that
Geingob has done with heart and
finesse, it would be economic
diplomacy" The overhauling of
the country's foreign policy earlier
this year was aimed at itjgqtitg
into this policy a &:9"y__lp?_q_=e A[Li{q
and a-cqffing edge topgy€ lnqyry
for proper economic engagement
with nations that matter in the
global arena.

President Geingob also gave
clear hints during the gathering
to review the country's foreign
policy that without throwing
our preciotts haby out with the
bathwater - the revamped policy

woul.d usXaer the country into a

new economic direetion. S/e trlave
started to see the manifestatlon of
that in recent monttrs.

trndia, probabXy the f,astest
growing econorny currently,
made eaonomic diplomacy an
integral part of its foreign policy
since independence. SctroXars of
diplomacy are in concuffence that
the institutions of diplomacy have
toworkwith agrowingcommunity :

of stakeholders, that diplomacy
is becorning the business of
rnanaging networks and that public

" diplomacy is a key feature of the
diplomatic arena.

Wq have witnessed the eartry
successes of ,this diplomatic
orientation earlier this rnonth
when the country hetrd its trnvest
in Namibia conference, wherd
hundneds of aspiring investors -
local and international - camre to

presemt their cases.

Cn the cusp of ttie 2 tr st ce-ratury,

ldamibian businesses need $o start
playing a ffilore crucial rote im

advancing the country's economic
interest at krome and - we dare
say - abroad. The private secton

today is eager to see the State
engaged more deeply in economic
diplomaoy so as to help access

new markets for our goods and
services.

Ttre Invest in Namibia
.conference was government's
way to help' local private sector
players meet and greet with their
foreign counterparts and conclude
deals that can help the domestic
econorny grow, The diaspora
engagernent that Geingob is
pushing is, theref,ore, a tineely
intervention.

The President is scheduled
to neeet his French counte{paffi,

Fraxecois F{o1lande,- in Faris
France mext week amd wiin aisc
adCress investors in ttrat ecuntry
F{e wini then head to Lcs}don
Engnand, where he is sctreduiec
to m:eet Queen Eiizabeth am(

investors in that country
The trip to Europe shoutrd

thereflore, be seen as axt iraaporian
window of opportunity fo
Namibia and her aspiratioms t<

attract top investment, whicl
could in tumr cneate wealttr an(
jobs for ldanaibian flamities.

The fact that Geingob ir

personally taking the bull'by thu

horns, instead of delegating hir
lieutenants to do the job is alsr
highly cotrTlnlendable. Gtoball-
Namibia is not too weltr knowxl, s(

it requires a person of Fresidem
Geingob's stafure to draw th'
attention of ttrose who are wiltrin1
to listen to the Natnibian story.
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There's modesty on Geingob's foreigntrips
R T"u* Era had the 

_..{.a.[._e-

N \H priyilgg*q* last week to
A N accompany President
Hage Geingob to LonCon
where he met investors, Britiskl
g0\rernment officials and
the secretary-generatr of the
Comnronwe a1th, amongst others .

The Fresident is often labeltred
as someone who loves grit and
glarn, and many lmagine that his
foreign trips are an opportunity
for pomp and fanfare. Quite the
contrary, actuatrly.

We might not have
accompanied Geingob on each
one of his foreign trips, but our
observation last weekprovides a

crucial insight of what goes om

during such tours.
What we witnesseC was a

good commitrnent to austerity, in
recognition of how the cun'ent

g n ob al fi man c i al 
"19_qg-e_g.q_ 

affects
Namibia and the flact that pubtric
money is not to be th-nown around
aimlessly as though potritie al
leaders personaitry own it.

For starters, lve noteC that
of all travelling ministers, only
Depufy Frime Mini ster Netumbc
Nandi-Ndaitrvah was allowed to
travel with a personal assistant.
The rest of the ministers haC to
do altr clerical work on their own.

In France, somr.e senior
members of the delegation were
not booked into the cosyhotels of
Faris, ivIany slept at theNamibian
embassy's official residence? a
practice that was replicateci in
Cuba when the President flew
there for the funeral of flatrXen

revolutionary Fidel Castro
Atrtr those who travetrled to

F{avana were squeezed into

ttrte presidential jet, when they
coutrd have been hooked onto
chartered fiights to the Caribbean
natiom" It was a working trip, not
extravaganoe"

In London, some members of
the delegation had to leave for
Namibia as soon as their work
ttrrere was done. Fresidentiatr
economic advisor, Dr Jolen
Steyttrer, was among those who
had to leave before the trip
officiatrly ended.

It caffi-te as a bit of a shock
when we saw the 'hotei'irawhich
ministers such as John Mutorwa
were booked" The facility, which
charges a paltry f7 5 per night,
is as bad as they come"

Foortry insulated, the facility,
owned by Middle East merchants,
is as cold as ice and does not cut
it as a hospitalify establishment

baseC ira {-ondom, Cubbed"by lts
faithft]l residearts as a gtrobatr

f,namciatr capitai.
lvlutorwa was oftem seen up as

earty as 4 o'e lock im the ruaomting

-with working docum"ents-in tais

hand. The agrieulture minister is
known to be a workaholic and
hancls-on, but the unbearable
cold in his rooxn coutr"d also have
had a bearing on why he was
often up so early.

There were no murmurs of
discontent among the travelLing
entourage as to the conditions
they were operating from
because everyone seemed to
understand fully that they tvere
not in Europe for leisure but to
represent the aspirations of, this
great nation

Meetings with investors were
held in small, affordabtre venues

to the extent that when ome
Namibiam busimessnaam ari-ived
at Grie cfl tlie events a mimu"te
iate, ttrere wRS no seat for hina
F{e floltrowed t}re pr Goeedlrags
ft'ont outsiCe the official venue

Sueh nxeasures formr part o
the ar.rsterity steps takin-by th<

Geingob admniplstqpt!.qn whicl
undemiably is *-qg1ling "!trq- rougt
seas of financial difficultier
cxperienced in the entire l'egiCn

True, there is a Xot that need
to be done in order to save pubtri'
money. But when such saving
occur at the highest end of th
spectrurn, such as the Office CI

ttre Fresident, our hopes for th
future remain intact with th
belief that if this monxentum i
maintaine d, Namib ia re.ryains o
thg trajectoryto recover f,rorm th
curreflt slump.
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The year 2016 is upon us,

but its dawn has not been the
rnost pleasirg. From natural
phenomena, such.as lack of rain
in most parts of the country to
the rnerciless killing of women
* and burning them - there has

hardly been any reason to smile,

.iust yet.
We are not pessimists, but

realis tically speakin g, challen ges

such as drought and f,ood security
are likely to be felt if the current
prospecis do not improve.

lt's a year that we may be

required to fasten our bel'ts as a

country, control State spending
and use every resottrce at our

disposal prudehtly..
,,Gen,erally, 2,Ota seerns,,Sgf'',

to b" the ,t,oughest year in
recen t rRemor5r.for the N amibian,'
economy. . . and it's not as if
2,OL5 w,asR't,'hard,en0ugh,l for,
the country. The freefall of the
South African 'Rand,',6o which'
the Namibian Dollar is pegged,
will' quite tikelSl have, an adver,se,
impact olr the local. economll,'. ' '

We ,saw, fo,r, lexampl.er,',the'

Chinese company that had
scooped the controversial. ,new
airport tender arguing this week,
that the N$7 billion it had (uote'd
was due ,to a drop 'in"the,value,

of the loCal currenc5r,in ,relation.

iliffi ,'.=1,t..-, ifi.'i,tii.',tti

Yet this is the yeat in which
we hope to secure the crucial
resources needed to secure
additional 

. 
electricity suppty

sources, amid a loomirg energy
i.. icr,isiS.t.' : ",...''.t: i.,.:.,;",, ".,,'i-l',,.,,.',..t.....' ii."

trib-ulations. We must hope that
^^._;^-f:r-. -f^*^-.l ^-l ^-i^^o

I l.ud.,**hio' mus,t be the,,butzz,woid
in 2016. The first duty of any
,le'- i tnnst. .b'Arffi'.welfare of
th eir'pebple,, an'il' subord in ate s.

,', i-visiienesi;, i*Uionalisrn'and
tribalism are vices that proved

I 

'' in'th,e F* to bg at the ient,.. of
r1,, s-.o ,.Of', offi,,ft',iffies'as a'nation.
'' "If we Ere & oatffiMailearns from
"t,its,mistakes, we cannot-, afford to
,,',hav€, another flirtatioil,with any
of. ese-The entire nati,.gn St

' ipu{l. 
ih: on,e dir,eCjion'and .support

government's effort to better the
lives of all citizens.

' - ,,'eo,l'6.shoqld'no1.gor".lo waste. It
'. ffiat an.a sh o uld n-ot1'be.ehother
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: 
we.,fiu St n@inl,.

full of hope and the desire to 1r=ear of 1busin '.as.1usuff i
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to the US Dollar, after they had
i ni,ti ali5'..p.ICfin do to &C d

ahake offir'an}'thi thaL t-he

world throws at us. We must
dream on. We must remain

ftsri €n,t' and show' g,reater
=-.uffiy ptiipose, that we saiJ

'rrt .t i."i tria-ls:and

"om-odity 
demand and prices

pick up in the international
:li'maiket;'.thffr the',,,'R fl , (an.d
.,'' ar",fbre1,th,eiNamibian-Dollar)

stabilises, and hope that suflicient

,^ 
ruil wit| $1uallyltull. I , . '

challenges require us to be
"$-'dtiiIiali$,,.prepared.'A1l. ..the s€.'

s itu at io n s iemi-r,d',s bbei.6inded'
leidership at all levels. In fact:,

,.11.1ri

.,:liii

T,Il
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#FeesNUSTfall to support poverty eradication
resident F{age Gelngob }ras

ptraced on top of hls agenda
the enadication ofl lroverty

in the country, branded a tall orc{er
by some ancl an irnpossibtre mission
by otliers"

In almost every one of his
s1:eeches since March 21 last

)trear:, the President ernphasised his
d eterrnin ation to -hdtg* p:_A_y=-q.1{y-

t-R:tlf-|1l-:-q--{. Gein gob in fact
time and again . asked everyone
in the country to make tlteir
own contribution towarcls this
ambitious, but noble goal"

As one of the rnodalities tor,vards

acirieving this, the Fresiclent last
year callect for State-funded str-rdent

loans to be transformed into grants
in onder to control debts and heip
young people burild their wealth
portfolios.

naCring tertiar y education partialiy
free, as a rneans to deveXop si"ills in
k*y areas of developrnent"

Against this background, we
had expected pnblic institutions
of higher learning to clevise
strategies that would mCre sr-ich

plans a reality instead of ::-$&q:(!-AS:
studeruts' pockets dry.

trt is our hope, therefore, t}:at
NUST'ancl the rninistry of higher
education finci a solution that wor-rld
not disadvantage students.

The decision, r,vhatevel'it
is, rrust be popr"rlist in nati:re
and sLrpportive of governrnent's
poverty eradication agenda. This
coulcl mean asking Treasury to
avail adequate budget allocition
to NUST so that the stucients
are spared the covert baiiout
(esponsibility.

Nf,WStrAtrER F-SR NANflXSEA
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F{e gave a chillln g e xampie o'i h ow
students are trapped in clebt even
before they graduate * a situation
wirich he saicl has prornpted many
young professionals to rernain
in poverty e\,ren when they are
employed.

trt is our contention thatp.gv€fty
eradication is a war that must
B" r";gr,i r,oriiiii^iit - meaning
all institutions of the State "--

arrd indeed the pnivate sector
rnust figure out how they r,vould
practic*lly contribr:te towards th at
arnbition.

Yesterduy an unprecedentecl
rurovement of stuclent actlvis_m

lw€pl qclqss Windhoek whetr
students at the Namibia {Jniversity
of Science and Technol*gy
(NUST) embarkecl on protests
against the 3.5 percent increase in

registration fees.

The nast time Namibia rvitnes s ed
a sirnilar situation by students rn,as

in the late 198Os when a mrlitant
NAI{SC stood LEp to demand
dernocratically electect stuclent
representative councils (SRCs) in
schools" They fought against the
militarisation in the education
systenr, apartheid, colonialisrn,
inj ustice anctr repression.

While details rernain sketchy
into r,vhat inotivatecl I-{UST to
increase its registration fees, it goes
withor-rt saying that surch decision
is against governnlent's clarion call
fon poverty enadication.

To be fair, having been elevatecl
to universrty status, t]-rere woutrd be

addecl financial pressure on NUSE
but such a br,rrclen should not be

passecl onto stuCents and their

often struggling famiiXies.

If, anything; I{{.JST s}rould be

knocking on Treasury's cloors to
justify why it needs a fatter purse
instead of bar!:-iiig l-tp- the '+=r cl {y;

trees - naffiiei), tlie str-adellts.

A 3.5 percent increment may
sound norninal, but for a pensioner
in rural Namibia rvho helps fund
her granddar-rghter's tuution fees,

this is a substantial arnount.
\Me rnust bear in mincl that

NUST had a registration fee
increment in 2014,- rneaning there
was relief fon only one year (eo t s)
before str-rdents r,vere strapped with
a new hike again thls year.

The nr"rling party Srvapo, whose
potricies drive the lion's share
of gover nn'ient programrnes,
promised in its 2ol4: election
manifesto to explot:e avenLles of

Ss*t:.
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Govt deserTes
ater has become ,q

scarce commodity not
only for Namibia but

for our neighbouring countries as

well.
It is no secret that the City of

Windhoek, in particular, has been
facing a shortage of clean potable
water since last year.

The prolonged drought has
Namibia's dams and catchment
areas empty, and a water shortage
crisis has loomed over Namibia
for months. The effects of the
drought have seen the City of Jo-
hannesburg, in South Africa, run
out of sufficient water to quench
the thirst of over four million

residents. Johannesburg is now
looking at ways in which it can
satisfy the demand for water.

It was thus heart-warming to
learn that the Namibian corpora-
tion tasked with managing this
very scarce resource, NamWater,
has made plans to pump water
from Kombat to avert a water cri-
sis in the central areas because of,
a pauoity of inflows into the sup-
ply darns.

NamWater has plans to draw
water from boreholes outside
Grootfontein and pump it to the
central areas, and should be com-
rnended 'for this bold initiative.
The Ministry of Agriculture, Wa-

Dam stood at 14.8 percent this
week. The water level is lower
than this time last year.

The country still experiences a

severe overall drought and predic-
tions are that water in the dams
will last until September.

Windhoek, Okahandja, Goba-
bis, Karibib and customers along
the pipeline in Brakwater draw
water from the same three supply

tember. Water would be pumped
from Kombat to Okakarara and
eventually to the Omatako l)am
and then into the Von Bach Dam,
from where it will be supplied to
the central areas.

Kombat rnine, which shut
down nine years ago, has come
in to help solve the country's wa-
ter shortage. New Era reported
on the potential of Kombat sup-
plying water to Namibia in June -

2015.
Kombat is a wet mine, which
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group, which has a presence in both
Darfur and Eastern Chad, and is mar-l
ried to the daughter of notorious Jan-
i^--.^il I^^l^* I\,fi.^a ttll;l , r.,iljaweed leader, Musa Hital. i,

All this fighting has come

enormous finanoial.,:Cost., "I ha,

ways argued thati.C,had,has
to intervene mititarily oo
fronts because the gov

'darns.,
Indeed, the vast underground

water deposits at Kombat, previ-
. ously seen as' a curse by the cop-

per mining sector, are a godsend
for the arid central areas of Na-
,rnib,ia that coutd run dry by Sep-

LreTTE
lreen ohle fn rlirlerf nil
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Ifeed President's call on tribalism
ribaiism continues to be

a serious coflceffin in Na-
mibia, amd it is every citi-

zen's duty to combat this grow-
ing scourge.

In a multi-ettrnic society like
ours, winning the war against
tribalism requires the comrnit-
ment of every citizen.

We must, however, hasten to
state that the prevalence of ethnic
diversity in our country is not to
be blamed for simmering tribatr-

i$rn, but rather the use of identity
politics to promote narrow tribal
interests. Patronage too can add

fuel to thre flames of tribalisrn.
President Hage Geingob,

speaking in Grootfontein earlier
this week, reminded ttre nation
about the dangers of tribalism.
He urged all of us to condemn
triabtrists with the contempt they

deserve.

There are those who argue that
tribalisrn is a result of arbitrary
post-colonial boundaries that
force different commllnities to
live within artificial borders.

Maybe there is truth to this and
auttrrorities rnust step in to trelp
arrest the situation. In Windhoek,
for exarnple, we continue to have

in Katutura Wambo Loka-
sie, Herero Lokasie, Nama Teen,
'Fferero Maltr' and all these estab-

lishments that help people to be

nxore tribally conscions than be-
ing nationalists"

Indeed, goYernrnent has done
little for 26 years to deal r,vitti

such boundaries, created by the

apartheid regime as part of its di-
vide-and-rule tactics. Part of this
strategy was to create animosity
among native tribes so that they

do not'join hanCs to wage e com-
mon war agairust the coloniser.

Sadly, \ re failed ta rename
thqse areas amd residents have
devetroped a tribal sense that only
their tribe shoutrd live in ttrose 1o-

cations
Instead, we have cemented a

feeling that every ethnic commu-
nify shoutrd have its own territory
which reinforces ethnic competi-
tion.

The advancement of sociatr

media platf,orms such as Face-
book and Twitter tras helped pro-
vide turfs for cyber tribal \vars

including regular attacks on
people like Geingob himself he-
cause of his tibal origins

Perhaps this should be a wake-
up call to our legislature to speed

up the enactrnent of the mooted
cyben law that witrl 

=_Ltj_q$_-.order

anC restraint in the use ofl social
media. It is our hope that the saiC

iaw witrl heXp $*tA"in racism and

tribatrlsmr which have beconae

regular content cn Facebook and

Twitter accounts of Namibians.
Kenya's 2007-0I post-election

viol.erece revealed the extent to
which tribai forees can quicktry

bring & country to the brink of
civil war. The conftontations
were so deadly that even current
president Uhuru Kenyatta and

his depufy Witrliam Ruto were
charged by the International
Crirninal Court (ICC) for those

killings,
Tribalism is so rife in our

country that even political par-

ties, with the exception of one or
' two, are tribally eonstituted.

tsut in the absence of efrorts
to build genuine potritical par-

ties that oompete on the basis o

iCeai, many Africam e ountrie
have reverted to tribai identitie
as foundations for potiticai cCItrx

petitioa, .

Leadens often exptoit triba
loyalty to advance personal gair
parochial interests, patronago, Em,

cronyi.sm. Namibia cannot affor,
to sustain a society like that"

Talking about tribalism with
out pursuing a practical, sustain
able intervention to combat it, i

' a waste of our cou.ntry's preeiou
time.

Multi-sectoral stakeholder
must sit around the table an

**t*eru.g{ out a nationwiCe stratr

egy to solidify relations befwee
all tribal groups and instil a spir
of patriotisrn that enables ail c

us to see each other beyonC ou

tribatr identities.
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March 2l is not for backyard barbecues
t1 ttie ]damibian holiday
calemdar no day is arguabiy
more siErifi e arti fhanfu{arcnr 2 n,

on whieh. we cenebnate imdependence

and f;"eedom feom flmeigm cccupatiom

and colonisation.
It was on fufarcla 21, tr 99CI that we

proclaimed to the worlcl our separation

fiorn ttie colonial admimstration of
white SouthAfriea and our emergence

as a new sovereign natioia.

Eut as time passed, March 21,

perhaps no longer carries the original
significance and spirit in the eyes

of many. Xt has - especially for the

majority youttr - becorne a day for
backyard barbecues) blockbuster
movies, leisure and consumption.

F or black Namib i&rxs, s-uch activitie s

were obviously aprivilege bef,ore 1990

and perliaps it could be argued that
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pe optre are enj oying, and i:ralaug up fbr,

what they were ctemiertr fol successive
generations"

FIowever, the amnesia that enguXfb

N{arch 2 I , especialtry its signlf;cance im

the context of our history and politics,
robs olrtr eountry of a significant
opportmity to reflect on ttre joumey
we liave walked and whether we are

where we thought we nvouXd be hy
now as a nation.

Twenty-six years ofl, freedom is

no ffIore about blacks being able to
have a bite on a siice of white bread

or moving from Owambo Lokasie to
Nama Tien, without a pass document.

lt goes beyond indulging our basic

appetites.
lndependence m6ans doing things

thatwe always wanted to, for society's
well-being witliout the dictates of

outsiders" Ttrose aro the fypes of
refleatioms we shoulid preoecupy
ourselves with on a long weekend
tike this, because picraies and other
intimate activitles eanilot be sustained
in a sociefy struggliflg on the socio-
economic fromt.

\Me.nqd to maintain{hg mornentqn
of the pu$ts, so tteat we do not
beconte a naiion that got drunk on the

$:U_eru yt 
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The youth in particular have shown
Iittle--pp.p.qt11g for national events suqh

as Independence Day and what ith^uly
means in the broader sense.

HoweveE we are in no position
tc dictate to anyone how they shoutrd

spend ther independence holiday -
after atr1, that would take us back to
the dark episode when the masters
dictated how private citizens must

Hve theu Xives.

But we encourage aia entrightenect

society where people listen to
{ndependence Day messages hy ttaose

we have voted to lead us, analyse their
pronouncefllents and miake valuabte
oomffirent wliere necessary.

That's the sober lesson we should
altr contempnak as we munch our nump
steaks and sip our Windhoek I-agers
this weekend.

trndependence surely means
not answering to someone else
unnecessarily, detemining your own
schedule, values, and priorities, and

not being a victirn of anyone. But it
also means j ealousiy guarding oLlr civil
liberti es and demanding ac countability
from our treaders at atrl levels.

It also means tirne to reflect on
things we often take for granted, such as

potitieaX fi'eedom? peaee amd stabltir
Soiaae cf our compatriots, espcciaXl

those i:orn after imdependence, wex

luclcy enough to not have wl'r.nesse

the atroeities and suffemmg our coualtr
.has gone tha"ougta - at least witla the
own 0yes.

The galtrant sons and daughtel
of the g.g-1tr who fought f,or ou

independence - sonle dying at the fror
and many of the survivors currenttr

in the evening of thei"r lives - did thi
fon ali of, us.

Ther nattu'al expeetation is sunplr
thatpreceding generations do their pa
in shaping the destiny of this grer

nation. Wleen we take things cheaptr

and without an iota of pride an

seriousne ss, we risk becorning anothe

bananaAfrican repubnic - and that's
route we cannot_A&.I"d:to head into.
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Answers needed on vandalised mass houses
Nhere has been a plethora of,

N naedla reports lately ahout
R the shocking state ofhouses

e onstructed under governmrent's
{nass housing scheme"

Th.e Nawibiaru reponteC last
month that about 3 0 houses
eonstructed under tliis schemre at
Watrvis tsay have been vandalised.

Some houses, aocording to that
report, aro wittrout doors wlaile
the wrndowpanes of others were
smashed. In this edition we report
on the state of mass houses at
I(eetmanshoop, where passers-by
and street dwetrlers are relieving
themselves in the houses when
nature calls.

The irony in this story is that
those relieving thernselves in the
houses are honnetress people - the

very peoptre the project is intemded
to help.

It is sad tlaat after spending
mil,lions of publie funds on these
houses - 4 noble intervention by
any measure-we are now allowing
them to lie idle and be vandalised,
instead of disbursing ttrem.

Delaying giving outthe houses to
those who want and oan affordthem
rfleans vandalism will continue
unabated and more public funds
would be required to fix such
daneage.

True, some of these houses are

not yet connected to services suah
as water and electricity supply, and
therefore cannot be handed out to
the masses who are tired ofrenting
or living in shacks"

The fact ttrat these houses are

stitrl without access to water and
eleetricity is, in itselfl, disappointrng
given the f,act that the iand on whieh
they are buiit was identified long
ago and is not serviced to date.

Fart of the problemr is that many
locatr authorities are severetry
underfunded and can therefore
not afford to' service land on
wtiich ffi1ass trouses are [to be]
constructed.

Just over a week &90, the Ciry
of Windhoek publicly asked
government to wnite off more
than N$500 million of its debts.
One can therefore imagine what
the situation looks like in remote
town such as Oshikuku, where
mass houses remain unoccupied

although this is partly due to
non-affordability.

B otla governmrent and the
Natiomai Housing Enterprise
(NHE) taave not really come out to
anflounee what the disbursement
forinula for these houses is. Xm

other words, who is to receive a

house amd when?
It is difficult to justrfy why

leouses stand ernpty in a country
rocked by what is fast becorning
a housing crisis of monumentatr
proportions.

To all intents and purposes,
these houses were constructed for
occupancy * not for street dwellers
to relieu. ihemselves in andthieves
to steal window and door franles
carte blanche.

We did not comrnit N$45 billion
to this proj ect to leave its proCucts
to the mercy ofwhoever cared to do

wtrat ttrey wished witle the taouses
We are not in agreement witk

those charging that {mess taousinp
is a bad iCea. We sineeretry beiievc
it is a great and noble imtervemtios
hy our goveffiirsrent because w(
needed to ast on thls situatior
beflore it spiralled iruto afisffi-blowr
disaster.

Butwe cannot create excitermen
with big annoum.eements amd tater

ieave houses in the state ttie,r

CIurrently are. Wc d.emamd &nswen
f,rorn the responsibtre custodr"ans o

this project as to why eoitrptrete<
houses are not being availed to thr

needy and what is being done tr
protect houses frorn vandalism, anr

other sorts ofdam&Be, as evidence(
in recent mredia reports" We res
our case!
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he re are vunh.eres whosc
torte has atways heem to
take cruen aCvamtage of the

destifute, the needy, the infinaa, the
eldertry, orphans and the weaklings
in generan. Vutrtures have become
ooilnmomplace. The situation is
abenant, and they soar at many
levens of govefirment and state-
cwmed emteqprises.

Nr{ost of t}rern have aurasseC

wealth not cornntensurate with what
they officially eam" Their dealings
are either underhand or noctumal
i:l nature. That is the way they have
afirassedtheirwealth. T'hat is the way
they have been operating. Society

also seemxs to have coltrcctive ly
resigned itseifl to ttrese miscreatrts
who sirouatrd he rentoveCfromr soeiety
where they have eaused untold pain.

{t is because of the noctumal
dealings ofthese croolqs, these stome-

fac e d, sh ante I e s s 
-s*Q.qqS- 

that we trrav e

ttre current land "crisis" that recently
reaqeC lts egly head at Walvis Eay,
where the restiess landless were
invonved in riotous behaviour. Xt is
a S-_c.rc.4,$3ing sharne these nef,arious
activities have so much peruaded

some village counciis that yoLt find
rnembers of ons clan allocated ten

or fifreen plots, while others are

forever condemned onto the so-

catrtred 'waiting'Xist.
Cases aboumd of lanC hought im

the maornirag fbr a song amd scXd for
severatr millions of dollars severan

hours trater in underhand deals struck
at midnight.

R.egrettabtry, this has become a

reality - absurd and saC as it is.

If you are truclry enough to he
atlocated iand, yCIu will find the
sam.e piece of land was oddtry
doubly antrocated to a second or
even athirdpersonby these yuhures

caffiior.Iftraged in .dark suits and
ties" They artificiatrly create a land
shortage so that they can in the end
solicit ba-ibes because it is the way

they operate - thriving on bribes.
It appears the omty people these

charaeters e ould serve wlthout
demandins abibe are theil brothers,
their sisters, their cousins, their
umcles, ttrteir aunties, their eromies

and srCekicks " Exctrusiom has
becor:re the order of the day whem

it comes to allocation of residential
land.

Despite these self,sle ctiartratams

claiming to represent governrnent
for the people, the opposite is trrue

because they are then'e to feather
their nests.

They hate ttre poor, they hate
those not related to them because

how eise wound onc classify thr

sheer ce'onyi.sm, ttais patronage, tLri

pqqlq h.qryellrne?
Sur President F{agc Geirago

does not conCone eorrr.lption afl
hates cronyism amd the polities c

patromage. That is why he ueitiate
trris wldely cormrneruded F{araetrbe
Frosperity Flan (HFP) to erisur
prospenty for altr.

{mipgove d ace ess to servle eC nari

and housing is a key compcment c

r{FP. It is thc civic dyty of eactr an
every Namibian to expose this ev
ofcon-upt land atriocations and othe
eviXs that cound potentialtry toqpecl

the F{FF.

e to blame for land messffes'.-.-l:: N N"- \
N 
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( (Jwipe out rebellious tribes

I with streams of blood
Iand streams of money.

Only following this cleansing can

something new emerge," Lieutenant-
General .Lothar yg" Trg,hu said
upon arriving in Namibia, having
mercifully butchered tribes in East
Aftica where he was stationed.

In light ofthis declaration, and its
painfu lly success fu I implernentation
between 1904 and.1908, itwouldbe
fair to say calls by some Namibians
to declare a national Genocide
Commemorative Day, in honour
of Namibians killed b5r Gegqan
colonial forces during that period,
are not illogical.

Inrecentweeks these calls gained
momentum, with Swanu ieader
Usutuaije Maamberua particularly
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raising the isCuo, during,, Pr:esi&nt ,

Hage Geingob's State-of the Nation'.,.
Address on'sthApril.The o - '-iitionl, 

,

leader also m&the call afterywards

during a recent parliamentary debate.

There are people in the ruling
party Swapo and indeed those
outside fopr-ral confines of political ,,- r-

establishrnents w-ho share the same

view-. Often than not, comparissns'",
&fe drawnr rbetween ,the,' infaffl06.'"'

is littered with other incidents of a
.Urutat n for which nO natidnal
days'havb be€n dectared but in order
to recognise the C-o-ntribution by each
generation to this country's resistancp ,

killing spree in Narnibian history.
But because Namibia is already

battling piles ofunproductive pub tic
holidays, we could also consider

. merging Cassinga with the genocide,

so that both these sad episodes are

observed on the same day.

This way we would prornote
unity in the country by recognising
the efforts and suffering of all
Narnibians, instead of ireating
impressions tlut the. suffering of
certain generations are less important
and therefore do not deserve special
attention.

Perhaps creating another public
holiday would be counter-productive
and costly. Counter-productive in the

sense that many businesses close on
public holidays and costly because it
would mean reserving resources to

coffrmemorative events across the

country. At this point in time; it is

extremely difficult to comprehend
the stafus quo where the country's
biggest killings in history seem
to play second fiddle to events of
similar nafure, some of which are

even of-nurnericalty speaking - less

magnitude.
Namibia is currentty gasping for

unity oxygen andthere aG thingi we
can start doing in order to enhance
national cohesion.

Recognitlon ofeach other's eflForts

and respect for the contribution by
each one of us to the freedom and
independence of our country is a

key catalyst in resolving some of
the current irnpasses undermining
our unity and threatening our co-
existence.

:,against.foreig'ocoupatioru weneed
, "tofindaeO sn,d0nOminator,t6,the..:..-']..-._j.:li.].-..l,..........l:].l,']...:l.]::.]']

', -;.-.,.Q,aSSin',tffid,. the German
' ',$enocidCof Namibians'have a
, lgf' ',in,,Com,rnoh,''iU "that innocent

^Cassinga massacre of 1978 and
the,fuur-year geno,Cide wa*e;. ,f*

schotrars of this tragedy say killed
about 90 000 citizens

The Cassinga attack saw nearly
1 000 innocent Namibians being
kitled within hours of sustained
attacks by forces of apartheid South
Africa"

Of course our history as a nation



|-|-Ihe'jobs for the boys'
I shenaniganssurroundingthe

I recruifinent of a new chief
executive officer f,or the City of
Windhoek are exacerbating a litany
of soci(Feconomic problems faced
by the residents-

Windhoek - the administrative
seat of government has been
without a de facto CEO since
2Al4 due in large part to cronyrsffi,
obviously fuetled by greed and the
prospects of future favours from
whoever is preferred bythe political
principals of,the day.

Such principals have no regard
for the p light ofresidents, inc luding
dwellers in the rnushrcoming shacks
reported in New Era this week, let

" alone the looming water crisis the
city faces- Who, in the absence of a

- who in turn have little regard for
the residents' and country's plight.

Windhoek is becorning the.ioke
ofAfrica, due to the very problem of

.ucr"o eaFitafism that has engulfed' '.thE'".riIy.. ,T,hose wffi ffends ,in
positions of influence may eat.
Others must fend for themselves,

heavily undermined by individuals,
who appear to have little, if any,
regard for anything other than their
pockets"

Is it perhaps tirne an ultimatum
is issued as to when the recrutiment
process must be concluded, so that
life in the city can go on again,
without quarr.lling, ilranipulition
and underhanded beh ind-the-scenes
lobbying?

Windhoek needs water. It needs
proper sanitation and dignified
housing" Th. city needs to attract
more investrnent and continue
attracting rave internati onal review s

as a top African destination.
The city needs a leaden not a
corruptible friend of powerful
politicalprincipals - to help achieve
such goals.

sub.s n citv hea4 *tliriav,d#
from ecrm w.ateioris'i$;'whicH'
ise., ffiUvA"g"st:

ffi i 
jltiili=' ff t'it=:':'riilil,

't' 'ae!$" 'lltt : ''" ':'r i '.t' 
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To put it btuntly, some of the
," 
-pe-,0$1. inv,olvd in ffi S .e-bntentiO

recruitment process seem to lack
values, principles or ethics. To

"ftm; publid service'is.,not a m4jor
concern, b1t accruing wealth at the
expense oi poor communities is
what keeps them up at night.

theruling Swapo Partydominates
the City Council. With these
shenanigans, the party's decorated

'....,169fl ' and,.$ood'intentions gre..

LM,TTE
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amd evsffi adults - going through
hazardo.$s a'ubbisLe im search -of
sorr:.ethirig to eat is nCIw an ev-
eryday CIecurrenee. They would
walk from thein shelters, mostly
the streets and bridges, to afflr*-
ent suhurbs where the riclq might
have disposed unwanted and
spoilt fooC.

This, therefore, nleans the
rationatre betrind setting up food
banks in Namibia is congruent
with the very airn for whictr
the world's first such bank was
established.

True, food banks cannot be an

end in themselves if govemment
is realiy serious about putting tFre

&u=a-1-u-a:rkat-o--p-Qye=$y-*q*e.Q.tQ&,we

rnust, 
-therefore, ensure that while

addressing hunger ofthe stomacle,

long-tenn sustainabne solutions
are beimg foammered out for the

lasting prosperiry of our mation.
Ey 1992 food banks had spread

acrsss Europe, with centres set up
in Spain, Italy, {reland and Fort-u-
gal. Between 1994 and 200 tr , food
banks appeared in Fotrand, Greece
and Luxernbourg.

Since 2004, they have been es-
tablished in the United Kingdoffi,
Germany and Hungary. It is said
tliat the llK - one ofthe wealthiest
nations on earth - now tras 423
food banks, frorn which 913 138
people have received three days'
emergency food.

One of the questions that have
popped up in recent months is
how the food bank concept will
be in:plemented inNamibia- and
successfirlly"

In the UK, altr food donated"to
the food banks by the pubiic is
sorted by votrumteers. Frqnttrine

e are providers, such as Coetors and
soclal wcrkers, idemtify people
most im meed. They are then'given
fooC packs with three Cays'worth
of nutritionally balanced rneatrs

in exchange for a food voucher.
There is no reasom wte Na*

mibia aannot take a leaf fromr the
maodetr used inthe UK, as we.l'uggle
between various formulae to.find
one that best suits us.

Foverty is a growing comcern in
Namibia. In fact apart f,rona social
poverty, many l{amibians suffer
from what development eccno-
mists now caltr 'hunger poverty'.

Food banks are one of the
best lvays to address the hunger
problems before we ro11 out solu-
tions for social poverfy, wtrich is
often a result of unemployment
and related ills.

The fooC systene is fundanxen-

tal f,or hurman iifls. Xt provides th

smergy and nutritiora that pecpl
need as a basis for eeonomrea am

soeial advancersxemt. As we nea

this piece, there are thousand.s c

idamibians wtrio will go to be

without a meal tonight" Cthel
suflfer f,rom hiddem trunger, c

matrmutritiom"
Nannibia needs a food syster

that can provide every persor
every day, everywhere with
nutritious and affordable die
delivered in a sustainable way.

To achieve these goals, we mee

action. And action is what w
witnessed in Katutura yesterda
when the presidemt officially ust
ered the country into a new era (

fighting hunger and poverty. Th
challenge now is to sustain thj
initiative and to ensure it serve
its oniginal amd intended purposr

Fighting the poverty of hunger
esterCay Nam ib i a 

- aQg.-q-@"

a step closer to deall11g
poverty and hunger a

__k{Uq{ blot=*_ when Fresident F{age
Geingob officialtry launctrred a

food bank in Katutura.
A decade ago f,ood banks

trardly existed. They are a rela-
tively recent phenomenon, wnrose
developrment accelerated in ttre
wake of the financial crisis of
2008" According to the European
Federation of F'cod Eanks, the
idea started afterJohnVan F{engel,
fromPhoenix, USA, s&1v awidow
and her 10 children sifting for food
through rubbish behrind grocery
stores im the late 1950s.

Action against hunger is rec-
ognised internationally as key
in ttre fight against poverty and,
therefore, other related social ills"

trm Namribia, seeing children -
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f not deait with decisively,
tribalisma will soom becom:e
part of the genetic rmake-

up of our nation. What is most
worrying about tribalisna in
Narnibia natetry is that it rncw
involves senicr public officials
ministers : governors, councillors
and CECs of lccal authoities and
other establishments.

YestenCay lve woke up to
headXlnes of tribai remarks
allegedly ntade by B ukalo
Village Council CEO Martin
Lirnbo - who essentially called
for ethnic cleansing of one of the
biggest tribes in ZambezlRegion.

Prior to that, Governor of
Omaheke Festus Ueitele caused
a stir whqn an audic clip went
viran of hirn rnaking disparaging
remarks about Cvaheretro people

- especially those residing in his
region.

In Deceneber las t year, Linyanti
Ccnstituency Councillor Cletius
Slpapena \,ves also caugirt up in

'unish the Culprits ryi";18'#l#,'l"rt.tril
the worst wd have seen ir
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a tribal stom when an audio
ctrrp wenit-viraX in whicta he was
heard trecturing youth from hls
tribe to loathe and plot against
other ethnic groups in the region.

Add to this the well-publicised
tribal remarks made by former
Cabinet minister Kazenamrbo
Kazenambo during a highrtry
publicised conf,rontation with a

local journatrist some five years
ago ared the circle is almost
complete.

There are counttress examptres

examples above are only the
tip of an iceberg. What is sad is
that these leaders seeru1 not to
be awatre of the imfluenee they
c CImfiIand among thei.r fotrlowex"s,

who might emulate and further
spread the gospel of tribanisin"

tsutperhaps wha[is more sad is
that even with this overwhelming
evidence of dangerous tribatr
tirades that ttreaten our national
unity anC the very existence of
the natiom, fio action is ever taken
against any of the culprits.

In other lvords, the Constitution
is beimg viotrated with impunity.

T'here have arisen a nufilber
of schools cf interpretation cf
thls dangerous trend. S ome
see the issue in tenns of class
conflict; others, howevetr, see it
in terins of ethnicity. Whatever
the interpretatiorr, there is no
j u s ti"fi c ation for trib al c hatevinisne .

Snce tribaXisrn grips the

psyetre of scciety, every
action - irectruding the State's
Cevetrcprerentatr prcjects - is seem

through tnibai trenses.

In the tribai rninCset, as with
cther foruas of prej udise, truth amC

facts matter lirttre. I-cgie is often
supressed and so is rationatrlty.
T'he dangens of tribatrism thr:s
also incXude the likelihooC of
physical confrontation.

Tribalisnt is the ntost
discouraging example of
a profound gbstacle to the
Cevelopment of the eountry.
{t is symbolic of our nation's
divided soul and the unity cf
our country is being sacrificed ln
ttre unnecessary tribatr dogfi"ghts
that are fast becoming a daily
occurrence.

{.Irging private citizens tg shun
tribatrisrn is one thing, but it is
evident we need treadership on the
rnatter. And Jeadership is about
action and showing ttre way.

Linabo' s remxarks in p antict-tlar,

Iradepemcterut Namrlbia. T'his n

a ease cf incitirag violerace am(

pcssibtry ruaurder, dependlmg cl
teour thimgs pail or.lt "

As usual, this toc witrl pass
Ivlany of cur leaders, especiaXX'

those to whorn tteese cutrprit
directly report, are apoiogetic ir

their approach to ritatters tri-ke this
An example mustbe made, so tha
would-be tribalists woutrd take r

moment to rethink their pLans.
nt is sa,C to ncte that ever

pecple entrusted to lead societ'
anC natiorral institutions &nr

tenacioustry loyan to sucl
primitive ideas and stiltr cling tr

this narrcw sense of belongireg
Tribalisnt's ontry record o

achievement is that of destructior
amd bloodsheC. ldantibia has tq

fitove fast to contain its sprea{
or prepare hersetrf to pay i

heavy price very soom" Out o

many people, we must contimuc
with deterrninatiom [c build cn,
e"rmified natiom.
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amibia f,aces an ecological
i "1 ,'erisis, umtrike any otleer rn

trivimg ffi?einory. The flright-
enimg fact that we are running out
of water - and fast .- shoi.rld be suf-
ficient eause f,or us aitr to sit up and
pay attention.

tr et us take stock of sofiie of
the salient and shocking f,acts that
emerged tiris week: The three centraX

dams that supply Windhoek and
Okahandja are nearly depleted and
currently trrold ontry 1 1 . 1% of their
capacify (Swakoppoort 10%, \Ion
Bach Dam 24.5% and Cmatako
Dam 2.3%).

Goreangab Darn is 97.5% ftill,
but due to excessive pollution the
water is now utterly unflt for human
consumption. Windhoek needs &n

estimated 33 miltrion cubic metres
(Mm3) of water a year, but faces a

deficit of 15.7 Mm3.
This Cire situation is rmanifesting

itself to a lesser or greater degree
ttroughout the country. In destitr"lte
places like tlis, childrem trave taken
to begging forwater from passensby.

Who will accept responsibitrify for
this situation?

Somee witrl argue tkrat here in the
Namib ws are always at thre mercy
of the vicissitudes of nature, in that
we cannot prevent extreme nafural
events such as droughts, floods,
and ecological disasters tlaat result
from a waffining planet and chang-
ing climate.

But it would appear that we do
bear some responsibility for the
current crisis. To some extent the
problen:s we face are largely rnan-
made. They result from a failure to
plan, a failure to think ahead and

act wilen we trad the infomlation,
the time and the resourees to do so,

We also heard this week that at
least N$24 biinion is needed to aug-
rnent the water sxrppny countryivide.
However, only N$255 million'is
available for water supply projects
in the country between this year
and 20 1 9.

Clder readers wiltr recatrl that
sirortly after its establishrnent in 1 996
NarnWater partly explained away its
steep tariffincreases on the basis that
it would use the funds to construct a

desalination plant at the coast. Some
20years - andmanyprice hikes - later
the public is surelyj ustified in asking :

where is that plant?
The City ofWindhoek says itnow

has only fwo supptry options to meet
ttre 15.7 NIxm3 shortfa-lI: a) abstract
and pump water from the Okavango

River to the cenh"al parts, or b) de-

salinate water and puffiTp it from the

coast" The obvious probtrem thougtra

is tirat the expeeted iinne to comptete
suetrt a project is bet"ween eight and

ten years I

It woutrd not be umreasonable to
ask of the experts and offieials in
charge of water inamagemeent .when

they actualtry realised that those were
the only two options. Did tlaey realise
it yesterday? We assume not.

Xf the experts have known this
for many years, why did they not
do anything wetrl in advance to
prepare for the inevitable droughts
and foreseeable water shortages with
which the country has historically
sh-uggled?

The current water crisis is the
clearest exarnple of a man-ffitade
disaster, of a massive failure of

Xogie and imeagimation, of maispnace

priorities and wastage, ofthe morti
ttereat ttrat mediocre andinsuffie ier

planning pCIs*s to the nifle of th

peoptre amC future of the eountry"
Tlee Harambee pXan has as CII

of its key targets the provision <

potahle water to i 00% ofthe populi
tion. It is hard to see how Namibi
will achieve this amrbitious targr
wittr tlte samae nonchalamt outnoc
and the same peoptre that led us 1

the brink of catastrophe in charge r

our precious water resources.
One does not need to be an expe

to know that securing an adequat
water suppLy is a matter of the higt
est priority. After all, every chil
know s th at W4_t_qgq*l&and w ith o r

it eivilisation must collapse.
It can no longer be business s

usual.

Y[ater crisis: XXaw did Yy NNS NSN NS
--^^^N
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esterd.ay Africa honoured
its children in cormmemo-
rating the horrific events

ttrrat uufotrded in South Africa on
June 16, 1976. The day has been
commemorated since 1991 when
the then Crganisation of African
{Jnity (OAU) decXared it in honour
of the Soweto Uprising,

Catchy ttrefites have been
ttrrown around on this day eactl
year, with the supposed aim of
fuetrling inspiration and hard work
around the plight ofthe continent's
future leaders. Howevetr? the true
picture on the ground suggests we
have a long way to go in order to
speakwith our heads held high that
indeed we have succeeded in pav-
ing the way towards the proverbial
Fromrised Land for Africa's ctrild.

What we need to do now is
look ourseives in the mirror and
admlt our eomtributiom towards the

deptorabtre situation the Afriean
cteiid often finds krersetrf in. Let
us admit that Afrie a has a rapidly
growing nuneber of vulnerable

" chitdren facing multiptre violations
of their rights

tr et us apologise to ttrern for the
hunger, ill health, violenc.e and
neglect, lack of access to educa-
tion and opport-unities for ptray,

psycho-social stapport, spiritual
growth and development"

Sony, African ctrild, for sub-
jecting you to labour on ottr farms
and for dragging you to warfronts.

Sorry, for forcing you into ffitar-

riages with men, quadruple your
age and virtually making you sex

slaves of tirese bearded and bald-
i n g rn-o- qs_!=q. q*^s*

Sorr-y, that SADC only adopted
this year a model law on eradicat-
ing ctrild marriage - when this
couldtrrave been done decades ago.

Sorry, for failing to provide
yorl with decent shetrter and, as

has become the habit, oonoeatring
your birth by dur:rping you in pit
latrines.

Sorry, that in Malawi and parts
ofEastAfrica, criminal gangs hunt
for your body parts, especiatrly if
you suffer albinisrn.

Sorry, that in Centratr Afiican
R.epublie (CAR) you have been
forced to carry machine guns to
protect your villages from the war
createC by us - your elders.

Sorry, forrevelations by arecent

acadeneic study that in Jdamibia
onlime content exposes 58 percent
of you to exptricit sexual eomtemt

yorl diC mot wiste to see"

Sorry, that in Zirnbabwe tkre

F{arare V{unieipatrity embarks ou
nlandatory HIV testing of pupils
in all council-runprimary schootrs,

ignoring ttre traur:ra amd stigma to
whictr you could be expas'bd.

Sorry, that Nigeria - indeed
the wholc of Afriea - has stitrl not
resoued your Chibok peers from
ttre claws of, Boko F{aram, nearl"y
ttuee years on.

Sorry, that across the continent,
you remain the key prey and targets

of rapists anC paedophiles.
Sorry, for our failure to protect

you both at home and onthe streets.
Sorry, for rnaking you oqphans

though our irresporesible behav
iour, sucta as excessive drimkiml
and rusky sexual habits.

Sorry, for not affording yol
a chance to live with both you
parents, because of esenafing di
vorce rates - oftem the result o

our insatiable desire to etreat o:

your rnothers " . . and fathers.
You, the African ctritrd, deserv

better. Maybe you should giv
us another ctrance to redeen
ourselves.

In Namibia we an'e now pro

I viding you with free primary an,
I ar

I secondary education. Maybe that'

I a sign of care and hetrps to ease tla

way to your future.
For what we have done &0

faiXed to do, forgive us, dear A{
rican child. Would you?

dear African child
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Social mediaand
7-J-I he country was shocked

I and dismayed this rWeek ,

I by the p.rblication
on social media of obsceoe
irnages of two small children.
That someone would think
it arnusing or acceptable to
publish pornographic irnages
of pre-school children being
subjected to horrendous abuse,
is unthinkable. Indeed, we
concur with the Media Institute ,

of Southern Africa's Namibian
chapter, which pointed out
that publishing lewd images of
children - indeed of anyone - is a
criminal act, punishabie by liw.

Our Monday report on the
case ofthe two missing girls that
were being sought Uyitie police
was - despite our best attempts
to withhold the tragic details
of the case in ordeio protect
the children soon linked to
the photos of the children and
a paedophite posted online by

. Readers

, doubt thi
ly expos,
d online,
mised: fi
photogra
olested t
y those
publish
ial media
action fo:
would br

r such ma
e Womer
Unit ol

n four (

t molest,
ver the
)rtousnes
:ing chil
hould n(
\s is ofte
s potlce c

S\MSrOOm

law enforcement agencies to
do everything in their power to

so that they will ,be known by
the public anA witl not have th;
safety ofdistance and anonymity
they enjoy behind their computer
screens to shielci them f,rom
prosecution. They should be

':dragged into the light 't" feel
the heat, of public seorn and
condemnation.

Let us stri.ve to build a country
based on true equality, in whiclr
:the happiness and healttr of our
children is the most important

the Republic o fNar:a ib-i a be lomgs
to its children. We are meerely, the ' '

caretakers, the guardians, who 
,.,u

hold this land and its riches in,
trust for our child ren, w-ho are j

^ v +r v-!^rv^.{^-? ,r:,,:.i

the true heirs- of, our,d,, a

and be ar th e prondrclqfCffi
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Nations are not built by crybabies
ur nation has rilajor issues
but when looking at qptrrat

is happenimg across ou
borders, it trooks like we have a Xot

for whieh to be gratefirl - or even
jealously guard.

Thu sq.ason ofhcrror has reared
its ugly h.e.q-.{ i" neigtrbouiing
countries and while we pray for
ttreir wenl-being, it is perhaps
tirne that Namibia starts thinking
about trow to avoid falling into the
sarme trap.

This week our good neighbours
Zimbabwe have been under smoke
and fire as angry protesters took to
the streets to express ttreir anger at
the state of affairs in the country.

Xn Zambia, ahead of a heated
presidential election next month,
clashes were recorded as tensions
in campaigns pick up momentuma,
with operations of a daitry

newspaper in that country being
shut down.

trn Angotra, the country's
president hras gCIns offi record
bemoaning the deeXimimg economy,
due in large part to globatr oitr

prices that have dropped in reeemt

months. The country's biggest
company and puller of foreign
exchange, Sonangotr, is said to be
on its knees too.

Our 'big brother' South Africa
continues to be a turf of violence

- cernented recemttry by protests
against the manmer the mlirug party
ANC selected some ofits mayoratr
candidates for upcoming local
council elections

The ter:ror has sent fear and
strock waves down the spine of
tlie 

"entire 
sub-iedon, wiih the

intefixational c ornxnunify watching
in anticipation lrow we would

emerge from these difficult tirnes.
tsack in Nainibia, 1&-q_{gfiS,*qgS

persist. Frorn Swapii*disridiy
whicte ttm eatens the .-g.r_qtionlal
fabric of cohesion, to the drought
and poverty - we ctrearly cannot
claim to be"wey hetter off than our
neighbours.

But perhaps socially, we have
been tranquil and relatively
peaceftrl. For that, we are grateful
to all b{amibians for they are
directly responsib le for this
relative caho.

We have built one of the neost
resilient dernocraeies in the
continent maybe even in the
world" We continue to surprise
ourselves with our success in
certain areas ofdevelopment, such
as our soe ial safety nets which have
been a key weapon against poverty.

tsut we perhaps are becoming

too drunk on the wine of our
$.u--e-:q...q*-ss s o fai, so 

"ri,iiilkDiGG'Dthere seeffirs to be a lot of, tcnsion
in the eountry. This threatens
our very existence as a people
and Namibia's stamding as an
exemplar"y ptray,e1- in the world
of political stabitrity and good
governance.

Many i{amibians today seoffil

to have put their personal interest
above that of the entire nation,
and have, therefore, little regard
for possible eonsequences of tlaeir
actions

To top it off, we have beeome
a nation of whiffiers. We whine
more than hungry puppies do,
alw ay s s n iv e 1 1 in g wh i I e =(1*q=kvejpg

.!n sql-f-:p:i.ty- We need ffiien and
women of this nation to strake off
th e qfu1gslep"__q_f^q-e.1&p$y- and s tand
up to be counted.

We aoinptrain at every rueur ici.a

and initiative and eaxmot handl
critieisrn. $/e are too pessietaisti
and are afraid to traverse nei

.gajectories. This is not how natio;
are built"

T'lae &g!"i.!A featr.aning tlie q-ulim

party in one coriier amctr AR rm th
otteer have reactred chitrdish levelr
It's draining - even taxing * ttet

Namibians have to wake up t
headlines of silly fights ever
morning. While this persistr
other nationatr priorities becom
casualties of- th.ese eowardl
conf,rontations.

There is an opportunity t
emerge out of all this unscather
tsut it would require trumilit'
national interest at heart, wit an

will to put these ernotionat figh
to bed. \Me are a proven winnin
nation. We ean't furmbte now.
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ur demaCIeracy this week
passed with flylng eo*

lc-ren's tlie stern test of
eharaster retrated to the i{arnibian
Citizenship Antendment 8i11,
whieh the National Council om

\Yednesday rej ected as unconsti-
tutionan in principle.

Cabinet, as reported elsewhere
in this edition, also upheld the
decision of, the Supreme Court,
which rutred in favour ofa foreign
couple wtro wanted fullldamibian
citizenship f,or their minor child.

Tlae Supreme Court's ruling
came after nufilerous failed at-
tempts by the Dutch couptre to
convince goveffilment - specifi-
caltry the rninistry of,home affairs

-to issue citizenshrip to their ctritrd.

In many a country, especialtry
in autocratic regimes amd some-

times emerging dernoe rae ies,
eourts seldom break ranks with
goverfimemt on any matter.

But ourjudiciary proved again
that it is imCeed indepemdent as

is widely recognised worlCwide.
\Alhat was saddeni*g, and a threat
to our democracy end rune of
law, was the attempt to amend
the Citizenship Act to seeneingXy

ensure that the Supreme Court
ruLing does not get impXemented.

We have, in principle, no
qualms about tlie principXe of
the new b.i11, which we see as a

mele gerauine attempt by govern=

ment to prevent 'birth tourisnt'
by f,oreigners giving birth ori
Namibian soil.

But the bili should have been
introduced after the court order
had been fully impXemented. To

delay imrptrememting a court orde4
so that a new legatr reguirememt is
introduced to deal with ttre mat-
ter that the eourt has nrled off,
was a desperate ffieasure which
reffected baCtry on cur country and
its democratie strength.

Eut we won't dwell om ttrat
now. What matters now is that
Cabinet recognised the impor-
tance of respecting the law of the
land and that court orders raaust

be comptried with uncondition-
ally - irrespective of who is at
the receiving end of such mling.

The tarxr is bigger than all of
us put together, and it was pieas-
ing to note that Cabinet too has

recognised this fact.
Another imteresting, soffile

woutrd say exciting, devetropment
was when the National Coumcitr

- often seen as pustrovers of tlae

Natiomal Assembly - CIn Wednes-
day rejected the sa$xe bill amC

referred it baek to tlae }dational
Assembly:

Cur institutions are many a

tir:re very politicised, ss mlreh so

that they are too scared to differ
wittr each other beeause they are

dominated by people from the

sarne politieal establishment. If
it wasn't for this kind of collu-
sion for poXitical expedieney, oul'
demoeracy and irastitutions would
have been far stronger than they
are today.

We must usher our country into
am era where clashes of perspec-

tives - based on principles - do
not create irermediate impressions
that one is anti-tliis or pro-that, as

is often currently ttre case.

We must --qurture a eulfure o

frank debates and dise ourse if w<

are genuine about buitrd"img strom;

polieies and rnstiti.rtioms geare{

towards rm.akimg this natiosr th,

greatest in Africa amd, one da)
the world.

Slhile at it;we would stiltr Xik

to encourage Minister Fenduker
Iivula-Xthana and her team to g
akread and ref,ne our polieie
related to immigration and eit
zenship, so that our counky ha

total controtr over who becomes
citizen and who does nct.

The fact that Narnibia is thr

country where foreigners coul
drag goveffiunent to locatr cour
and win is another testimon
that indeed we are ail exemplar
African democracy, frona wtrro

our peers caru draw inspiration

RNRN €fuffi WRreNN N NNSNS S
S

S
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Time to stand up to 6struggle kids
he 'struggle kids' a

referenee to peoptre, now
adults, wlao were born

ln exile during tlae country's
liberation struggle - have of late
becorme, for the lack of a better
word, a nuisaftce"

Tlae scenes seen this week in the
Brakwater area, with big boulders
placed on the road and tlre nearby
veld set sn fire, were a timely
warning thatthis group - ifnotsoon
reigned in - wor*H soo* 

-Q-{.lp€ L_h3t

"aa:$.&-t-ty-*1_*q**_1t-.=t*kttt&
Namibia is on the mov6 and

we cannot have dissiderets causing
anarchy at a time when we all
need to putrl in one dia'ection to
develop ourcountry frorn altr fronts
- with accelerated effort im a true

Harambee spirit.
{n f,airness, governlrtent has

paid special attention to the pligtrt
of struggtre kids - to the dismay
of ottrer equatrly deserving yotlmg

people, whose ontryfautrt ls thatthey
were not borm outside the countqy.

But even wittr tleis speciatr
attention, the so-aalled struggtre
kids have often rermained not
only ungrateful, but unnrly and
anarchisal too.

This week's viotrent protests
were anottrer perfect example of
howthe group continues to selfishly
ignore the good things being done
in its favour.

We understand that they were
irked by govefiiment's attempt to
relocate them froim Brakwater to

a farm in ttre Omanete Region,
where they are to undergo training
and receive a mronth.Iy allowancs
while ose that training.

tsut ,being the self,sh trot that
they are, the group rffsponded to
this gesture in the most brutal of
fashions ttrueatening innocent
motoists and everyone else in their
sight. T'his is anarchy ofthe highest
order and Narnibia cannot be taken
hostage by anyone - struggle kids
or not,

This nation has been huilt oru

a strong foundation of peace,
stabitrity and social order. trt is these
tenets, amongst others, that have
camied us through the difficult
times of severe drougtat, worXd
economic meltdown, the Caprivi

seeession attemrpt and mamy
other tributratioms, from whieh we
emfirged victorious.

Every Namibiam, inetrudirug
memrbers of this troublesoxms
grCIup, has the right to stand *rp axrd

sxpress ttreir views. They, im f,act,

are very much altrowed to take on
the govemment iftlrey feetr left out.
tsut all this has to be done witiain
the ambit of the law

What we sa\M this week - running
battles and burning tyres - is not
Namibian. We are better than that

.amd have always tried, by and
large, to be civil i.n our approach
to demanding serviaes f,rom our
go\ierement and its leaders.

We wor.ddnot even dare touch on
the rnerits ofthis group's demlands,

because ifwe do, we will"_&&g_\_qt&

essemss CIf, our argumemt, which i
ihit d;iare,hv-ilmilt ?Be tol erated
whether the demeamds are jwstifie
or not.

Earlier 'this year, the s&ilx
people were involved in btrood'

confrontations with fafimers in th
tsrakwater are&, to the extent thr
soffile elderly people ended up beim;

treated in trospital for injuries,
Another mam, a bus drive

c o rn-mruting b etwe en Windho ek am,

theNorth, was als-o badlyheatenh'
memhers of the same group to th
extent he could not work.

Should we wait until someom
is killed before we eventuatrly rei:
in this umrutry rnoh cr what exacttr'

are we waitiug for?
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Lessons from Rio de Janeiro
port has a ptace im the heart
of Namibian people. We are,
f,roam a fan's perspective, a

spoffiing natiora. This country has
produced chamrpions in diffelent
discipliiles. Eoxee"s F{arT Simon,
Faulus kIoses and Paulus Ambunda
have brougtit home world titles.
Frank FredericX<s won Nameibia's
first ever Otrympic meclal, whitre
Etrifas ' Safile' Shivute, Collin
Benjamin and others excelled in
Europe's big fbotbaltr leagues such
as Gerraan's Eundesliga and the
Scottlsh Premier League.

The perfbrmanes of, our leading
spoffismen and women is a eonstant
topic of conversation and protrably
the singtre area of natiorual life
taleing up rnost discorlrse at various
platfoms.

High-pnofile national sporting
success creates pride anC helps

to promote our mational identity,
especiatriy f,or a munti-e uituraX
soclefy like ou^rs, while participation
builds f ieradships, communities
and a sense of achievennent. Spont

touctrres the l"ife of atrmost everyone
as a partlilpairt, administrator,
coaclr or spectatsr"

Namribia's performamce ai the
ongoing Ctrympics inRio de Janeiro,
Brazitr has been appalling. We could
choose to pinpoimt an _ey=etep__q!g_

g_t*p_f:q-hL_q" ro*A-L-e-&.s_ th at c o ntri b ut e d

to our substandard perfonnance
at this event - but toppireg that list'
would arguabiy be our 

=1_R_1-._Ry_-(qg

investment in sport.-*-mriBip?tion li sport is still
strongly linked with individuals'
sociatr and economic circumstances
and not everyone has an equaX

opportunity to enjoy the sport of
their choice. Yetthere has been great

stories of, rags-to-riches imvotrving
Namibian spodspersons who - out
of sheer determination and heart -
exeelled in their respective codes.

E,trsewhere in the world,
excetrience in sport is strongly
linked to support and affiuence -
something that generally lacks in
our country.

Gur atl"l {ete s ln R-io wea"e whif}p rng
ba y_p 

.aq:.={_:9L5! s o f qltr m" Set t e._q}..A 
. O ur

m:anathon rlrnners finisheC out of,
the top 40, while our boxers were
virtualXXp_Ueqh1p=s_,b_eg_$_{_b_{=q_1i*1

of other nations.
Tme, iri sportwinnimg anC losing'

ars the itrost coilifilon results. Im

fact there is, generally speaking, no
shamre in losing a sporting match.
F{owever, what has happening in Rio
is a trend - a trend of a losing streak.

Such a trend cannot be a result
of, sheer bad luck. It has its roots

in deeper issues bef,allimg our
admimistnation of sport, including
funding.

Fumding of national sporting
evemts remains a sole obtrigation of
govenument' anctr a responsibility
of all of us. T'he private sector has

no obligation towards investment
in spoc, hut it has a responsibility
to do so. Yet, btatantly put, sueh
resporrsibiliry remains voluntary"

There is to sport a huge elememt

of national prictre. And perhaps that
is the only lens through r,vhich r,ve

see the essencs of sport. We hardly
see the busi.ness and commerciai
siCe of sport. Sport is an indutstry- a

billion-dollar industry in countries
that make huge investments in ttus
fie1d.

Fumpimg money into spod shoutd
be seen as a long-term investment,
whose fruits would be realised over

a sustained peiod of tame.
dnvestment ire sporfl maust b

designed in such a ma&ner that r

stives to deliver wornd.-ctrass nesult
axrd performamce ai evemts like th
omgoing games in Rio.

Over the past five years, th,

business of qpa.(has beeomne a f,2t
billioxl:;:t*ur imdustry rn the {-IK
sr.rpporting some 450,000 jobs. Bu
it tras not always been that way.

Ontry 30 years ago, business &mq

spoffi wer€ raretry mentiomed in th,

samle hreath, Footbaltr. was bese
by erold troubtre, otrd stadiurn
and a lacX< of external funding
The Clyrupic games had sufferer
major boycotts, in 1980 and 19E4

and potential bidding cities wef,
deterred by the vast losses and tregac-

issues of previous hosts.
Tlaese are the hard lessons fi'om

which Tdamibia must ieam.
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betrieve politicians suffereC a

ternporary lapse inmemoryto give
themaselves a salary trtike, amidst
drougtrt, and therefore believe
what's good for the goose m.ust
be as good for the gander. This is
their argument, not ours !

h[ow, we will not delve I to the
mg_thglget_iq.q_of the arguntents of
eittrrer side.lMhat concems us ntost
is rvhat is at stake in the event that
this lack of consensus persists.
Education is the mottier of all
proGssloni, so:fioes tIe iatinp,
aridthis i,fioiitd be a stem reminder
to all of us ahout the implications
of the troorning strike

The strike, if, the current
voting process ends in its favour,
'woulC take place during the
most important semester of, ttae

academic year.
Grades 10 and 12 lear-reers are

in the middle of pa'eparations for
their trife-ehanging final exams that
wouXd dictate their destiny forever"

These innocent children are
caught up in a socio-economic
conflict that they have nothing
to do with - somettring that tlie
warring parties ought to have in
mind at all tirnes.

Already, the cou.ntry ]ras for a
span of years struggled to A{tQ=st
trigh f,ailure rates among learners
of those two grades and, we are
afraid, it could get worse" Last
year the pass rate was below 50
percent. Going a notch below this
would 

-spS_U 
a disaster.

As the negotiation teams
forge ahead with their debate
and ntachinations on the subject

- they rnust at all times remind
themselves of,the duty both parties
olYe to the fuftire ofthe Namibian

ehild.
They mrust do whatever is

possible a compromise fron:
either side is one ofthe options -to
ensure the innocent future leaders
of this country do not pay a price
for a crime they did not comrnit.

Government negotiators need
to design packages that would
entice teachers not to down the
chalk. This simply means that
where money cannot be availed
in hard cash, other options are
brought forth to offset whatever
would have been the cash value.

Teachers and their unions
too must look at the realities
on the ground. Government's
cash position is, for a number
of reasons, not solid enough to
accornmodate sorne ofthe current
demands.

This would ffilean in order to

Teachers, we need urgent consensus
5>- oolermntem"i and teaeteers

N 5=are at qqcsq{oe_d_Q{eganding

M elasLiing perspectives on
the eCueators' saXary hike.

It's marathon antagonism that
has gone on f,or months and
fromr tlae look of things - it leas

now reached a point of emotional
confrontations"

True, tirnes are hard as has been
the gospel of govexriinent ora the
matter. The successive tlaree years
of drought * 0r seven if you are in
Kr..lnene - means bitrlions ofdollars
had to be diverted from their
originatr expenditures to drought-
mitigating activities.

This ffixeans many spending
priorities have to be.j uggled with in
orderto ensure no citizen starves to
cteath - as lias been government's
pledge throughout.

Teachers on the other hand

ureet such demands, governnnem
migtrt be required to borrov
money from soffilewhere" Thi
would be untenable.

We are aLready haffning higl
debts as announceCrecentlyby tle

Bank of Namibia and any adde*
weight to this burden woutrd onl"
make' the situation worse.

What is clear from where w
stand is the need f,or compromis
by both parties. Threats, _a*E*dlq\A
out by some goverrunent official
towards teachers, would onl'
further skain relations and fai
the negotiations. Simplyput, keel
threats out of negotiations.

Neither side must rnaintain
hard stance without willingnes
to listen to counter offers &rlr

proposals. If that's the case, ttl
Namibian child, we dare say, wiJ
pay the highest price !
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resident F{age Geingob
Hras agaim-:shovect into the
spotXight this week after

his leaked tretter to Laboltr lv{ira-

ister Erkki )dghimtina became a

social media sensatiom.
nn tire letter Fnesident Gein-

gob requested that the Social
Secr.rrity Commission (SSC)'s
Developnrent Fund release
NSiX.3 million to f,acilitate the
training oi about I
000 uneffirployed young Namib-
ians, labelled ' struggle kids',
who were born in exile. during
tl-le country's liberation struggle.

Without substantiating ttreir
claints, arruchair critics, backed
up by the boo boys of Namibian
politics, castigated Geingob and
evetrl pushed matters as far as

claiming the request bordered
on corruption and fraud.

The nledia, rather sensa-
tionatrly, eveil questioned why
governietent "flast-trackeC" the

setting up of a bank aecount ln
which this xtloney was to be kept.
Is it fast-trackimg or efficicncy
thatwe hava all along demanded
fnom goveffitment?

trnterestlngly and whether
by defaunt or design - the press,

with the exception of this news-
paper, failed to list expenditures
involved in the tnaining, such as

the N$250 000 monthly bill in
atrlowances to the trainees.

At a glance - considering sonle

of these trainees would receive
three meals a day in addition to
training equiprnent and other 1o-

gistical expenses - it would seerur

thatN$ 1 1.3 miliion is apittance.
Sensationa{ly, sonle accused

Geingob of using govexrtment
mCIney to soLve Swapo probtremls,

because, in the naivety of the

faultfinders, governrnont has

no business helping desperate

i{an-ribians.
Yet, son-Ie of these charlatams

were ttrre very sairls people who
snilg the chomrs of criticisrue' a

year ago that Geingob diC not
e arc for the plight of the stnuggle
kids, soffire of whom walked all
the way from the North to itteet
the President in person to corrr-
municate the socio*econorur.ic
challenges the.y {ac9.

Citizens' ri$ht to dernand ac-
countability from their leahers,
including the Fresident, cannot
be overemphasised. Geingob ae-
cepted ttrre job knowing ftiffi well
tltat each of his actions wculd
be closely scr-utinised to ensure
it is above board and in the best
interest of the country. Idobody
said it was going to be a bbd of
red roses 

:

But trately, criticism against
Geingob has reached ridiculous
proportions and supersedes
iogic

It has gottcn to a point where
we wonder wirether tlae sustai.med

s
*-*-r'$:

seare te f,or fautts is Circe teC

mrereny agaiiist Geiatgob the r$am,

0r - we dare say - agairastNamnibla

as a whotre
Accutsing the FresiCerat oflcor-

ruption f,oa'tryimg to iryqreCiately
lift 1 0SS peopne out of poverty is

a s{ap im thg face ofourcollective
eff,ort to r:aake Namibia &'b_,stEe{'.;

ptrace for attr.

Ttrue, citizens mrust eomtimue

to derurand aecoulntabiliey f{"one,,'
4.{Geingob and tris entire govern-
ment. They must do so trnapolo-

were rejected by their talttilies:
rlps$ their returre to Namibia frorat,
exitre and have endured terrible ,

eircurmstamees as a resutrt" 
',

l$$fl
J \-J}

hl"arxsibiams?' ,,,

:

Fertrap-s the higgesE 'tesscsr-
gCIverffintemt mtust lesqm -f,trcsm

tiars episode is the irmportame e of
comlm'iumieatimg key messages.
T'he Fresident's de.eisiiin to,tte$p

was, from our vasitase' poimt,
taken in good faitLe" F{owever:
withhotdimg sueh ar:ueia$ infor=
mratiora umtil it is teal<eC creat*s
pamdemro ni u m, L.lrxnece s saE"y fear

anC suspi*iosr" .

tsy wittihoiCing tmflormtatior
ttrat is elearly ire the publie
imterest, ttie govermment irnad.

rrertentny proivded .aetrmtmm itior

ttee. sake of, expediemcy"

chair critses haC a f;e[C day"
d
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The scaryimplications of the teachers' strikr
amibia yesterday woke up to
something of revolutionary
nafure, after thousands of

teachers took to the streets to protest
against goverTlrnent's refusal to grant
them an I percent salary increment
they've been demandrng for months.

This follows ttre F{igh Courr
ruling on Wednesday night, which
disrnissed government's apptrication
that sought to interdict Nanfu - the
teachers'union - frorn striking.

Yesterday rnorning saw the
announcernent by the minishy of
education that classes have been
suspended for Thursday and today.
Parents have been urged to bring
their children to school on Monday

- although there is no ctarity on what
would have changed by then.

Atthe sanletimewe also leamtthat
the current examinations for Grades
10 and L2 have been suspended,

prlt, sonaettrring needs to be done b1

eitherparty" We don't see how teachen
r,voutrd just wake up one moatdng an(
decide to go back to class whitre tht
status quo ofthe negotiations remarns

The ongolng d.eliberations betweel
govefilrnent and }dantu mrust ttre ere fo rr

realise, &s a matter of superio
lmportance, the need f,orteaching anr

exarninatious to" resume.
History would judge either sidr

harshly if children atre itrtr-considerer

in the process and if their future I

ttrcrxiqn intc the witrtrei-ness as a resui
of failure to reach consensus betweel
the parties involved. Our neigkrbour
South Afnca are up in flames with ;

situation sirnilar to ours: it involve
the education sector and was igniter
by bread and butter arguments.

Whatever ttre outcome would be

our prayer is that the fabric ol" ou
republic wilX encerge urrsi')T6eO"
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pending a retumr of ttie situation to
reonnali'ry"

But there was a huge problem in
tliis regard. Yesterday, uneonfimred
reports had it tkrat the cofilmunication
about iuspending exams reached
sorue areas very late - to the extent
sorne schools went ahead with the
nonnal exarnination routine. trn ottrer
words, soflle learners wrote exams.

If these reports are anything to go

by, the entile examination process

has been thrown into disarray.
This is because learners who wrote
yesterday's exarns can easily leak
exarn papers to those who did not
yet write throwing into serious
doubt the credibiliry of the entire
examination process.

Private schools too, which are not
party to the strike, were also told to
suspend examinations so as to ensure

ther learners do not leak exam papers

to ttaelr friends in public schootrs"

The learners in hoth private amd

pubnic schools have been prepanng
flor this examination - and to be tond
they cannot wite must have been
dlstressi*9.

Yesterday, a group of learners
held a demonstration at Cndangw&,
in front of the town's rulagistrate's
0ourt, tc ulse rir tl"le current atrnosphere
wtrich tras leit their furureghAUAUg
bv*fusqmei.1p. ,

Sie will not here go into the merits,
if any, or demer-its of the teachers'
d em an d s . But o ur he arts ar_q:-*b.[*a e._diq g
fo r the Namib i *i-rrif o-itruiil il gil
up in this web of the fight between
teachers and their pa)rmasters.

What we know for sure is that the
current impasse could easily have
been avoided were it not for the
egoistic approach that dominated the
satary negotiations.

The whole process was
donainated by hostiXity, ttrrreats and
intirnidation. That was as poor as

it gets. Negotiations succeecl when
there is mutual respect - even when
drsagreeing on principles.

An d th e s e n e g o ti ati o n s 
=(i:-9=$*q__d:qff

as far back as ApiX this year. The
fact that they went on for so long
but still got us where we are today,
where the nation's army of children
are grounded and rnissing out on
education and examinations, speaks

volumes at how botched the process

was from the word go.
'We don't want to be the devil's

advocate but we cannot see how this
situation would be resolved when
there are no counteqproposals on
the table.

The scenes observed yesterday
across the country strongly sr.lggest

we are ln f,or a rciigtrr ride . Blatantly
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Time to mend the relations
overnment's
announcement 'last
weekend that it has

reached consensus with Nantu
and Napwu to all but end the
ugly teachers' strike of last week,
was unfortunately followed bY

nasty exchanges that threatened
the spirit in which the agreement
was reached.

Mornents after the agreement
was reached at State House, the
teachers' union rushed to its
headquarters to address a hastilY
convened press conference,
at which it fired salvos in the
direction of Education Minister
Katrina Hans e-Himarwa.

Hanse-Hirnarwa would not
take it lying down and she herself
had something to saY to Nantu's
Basilius Haingura - much to the

chagrin of the watching public.
The spat between the two

leaders leit muchto be desired and

could go a long way in destroying
what is left of the relationship
between the institutions they lead.

If the two had anything to say

to each other, they should h_?r9

used the many meetings they had
to sort out what now appear to be
personal differences - and not a
clash of principles, as the public
was initially made to believe.

For starters, it was because of
the two institutions' egotistic and
hard-headed stance that classes

were suspended for two days
countrywide and important Grade
10 and 12 exams postponed.

This makes us wonderwhether
failure to reach consensus on
the teachers' salaries was due to

genuine differences of principles
between Nantu and the ministry or
what appears to be beef between
the two leaders.

Haingura and Hanse-Himarwa
cannot speak in conciliatorytones
at State House, but get onto each
other's throats moments after the
uJiou*ment of the meeting at

which the landmark agreement
was announced"

It is, therefore, our call that
the two leaders deal with their
differences maturely, so thatwhen
they meet again at a negotiation
table in future - which is quite
likely to happen - the focus will
be strictly on the welfare of their
respective constituencies and
mandates.

Teachers,. l*-ulners and
government should no longer

get caught up in squabbles theY
have nothing to do with.

We will not go into the
mathematics of their arguments
and take sides as to who was
right or wrong in this emotional
confrontation.But quarrelling
mere moments a er theY shook
hands and proposed a toast to

healthy deliberations in the future
was untenable and undermines
what the nation thought wT a

wage negotiation process where
consensus was reached in good
faith.

It is time for the ministry and
Nantu to smoke the peace PiPe
for the sake of future relations
and for the sake of our children's
education. What hapPened last
week - teachers downing chalk
and chanting in the main streets

- was scary and, we dare say, un-
Namibian. We are grateful though
that consensus was reached"

In closing, we want to express
our displeasure that President
Hage Geingob has to unlock
almost every dispute in the
country. The President rnust
nevertheless be commended
for his wisdom and negotiating
acumen, but it is time he is rested
from some of these quaffels.

President Geingob's mandate is
far bigger than sitting in on every
meeting to resolve things that
government institutions should be

able to handle andamicably solve.
The President's humility to

attend to things miles below his
direct mandate is commendable,
but perhaps it is time everyone
else comes to the party.

LH,TTE ibia's opell-
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